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GET A FAST START WITH NRI'S ABSORBING, NEW ACHIEVEMENT KIT
Delivered to your door—everything you need to make a significant start in the Electronics field of your choice! This new starter kit is an outstanding, logical way to introduce you to NRI training. It's... an unparalleled example of the value of NRI home-study training. What's in it? Your first roup of lesson texts; a vinyl desk folder to hold your study material; the industry's most complete Radio-TV Electronics dictionary; valuable reference texts; lesson answer sheets; pre-addressed envelopes; pencils; pen; engineer's ruler, and even postage. No other school as anything like it.

ELECTRONICS COMES ALIVE WITH CUSTOM TRAINING KITS
You get your hands on actual parts and use them to build, experiment, explore, discover. NRI pioneered and perfected the "home lab" technique of learning at home in spare time. Nothing is as effective as learning by doing. That's why NRI puts emphasis on equipment, and why it invites comparison with equipment offered by any other school. Begin now this exciting program of practical learning created by NRI's Research and Development Laboratories. It's the best way to understand fully the skills of the finest technicians—and make their techniques your own.

"BITE-SIZE" LESSON TEXTS PROGRAM YOUR TRAINING AT HOME
Certainly, lesson texts are necessary. NRI's programmed texts are as simple, direct and well illustrated as 50 years of teaching experience can make them. They are carefully programmed with NRI training kits to make the things you read about come alive. You'll experience all the excitement of original discovery.

DISCOVER THE EXCITEMENT OF NRI ELECTRONICS TRAINING
Founded 50 years ago—in the days of wireless—NRI pioneered the "learn-by-doing" method of home-study. Today, NRI is the oldest, largest home-study Electronics school, offering the kind of instruction that makes learning exciting, fast. You build, test, experiment, explore. Whatever your interest, your need, your education, investigate the wide variety of NRI training plans...find out about the NRI Achievement Kit. Check and mail the coupon now. No salesman will call.
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Washington, D.C. 20016.
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INTERNATIONAL
750-HM2
CITIZENS BAND
TRANSCEIVER

INTERNATIONAL'S Executive 750-HM2 transceiver with 24 built-in test circuits, is truly the most versatile transceiver manufactured for Citizens Radio communication. • At the turn of a switch, the test circuits provide a fast and positive check on the operating performance of receiving and transmitting circuits within the set. • This "years ahead" test feature checks the filament, plate and input voltages, transmitter forward and reflected power, modulation, etc. A 24-position switch, located on the transmitter/receiver unit, is used to select individual test circuits. Tune-up and servicing is easy. • The transceiver has a sensitive and selective dual conversion receiver combined with a highly stable and efficient transmitter. The 23-channel crystal controlled transmit and receive frequency selector circuits are housed in the remote console. • Features include a new delayed/expanded AVC, new speech clipper/filter amplifier, new built-in S/meter and transmit meter. Operates on 115 vac, 6 or 12 vdc. The 750-HM2 includes remote console, speaker S/meter, transmitter/receiver unit, push-to-talk microphone, cables, and mounting racks.

Write today for the name of your nearest International dealer. Trade-in/trade-up to a 750-HM2.
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Modern Training AIDS

"Programmed" texts, visual aid training movies... actual equipment to build. DeVry's programs are designed with progress in mind.

2,200 Resident Students

DeVry Tech now has 2,200 resident students attending day and evening classes.

5,000 Firms Have Employed DeVry Graduates

Our men are "wanted" in many industries. There must be a reason!

Profit and Grow as a DeVry-Trained Electronics Technician

"For real money, a solid future and exciting work, get into this great industry!" — that's the kind of advice we've given ever since DeVry Tech started more than three decades ago. And our advice still holds true, for today's electronics industry is a multi-billion-dollar field, growing fast, calling for more and more trained men, offering some of the greatest opportunities in its history.

There is an air of excitement about electronics, whether you are in radio and television, space and missile electronics, communications, computer work, your own service business, or other branch of the field. Thousands of men much like you, with ambition to be somebody — have learned electronics the DeVry way, either at home or in day or evening classes at one of our well-equipped resident schools. You, too, may keep your present job while preparing for a better one; make extra money in spare time while you learn. And... you don't need previous technical experience or advanced education to get started.

When you graduate, our efficient Employment Service will help you get started toward a good job, a promotion or a business of your own. Get the full story — no obligation! All you have to do is fill out the coupon and send it in.

50,000 Men Have Followed Our Advice... How About You?

 DeVry Technical Institute
Chicago • Toronto
MODERN TRAINING AIDS

"Programmed" texts ... visual aid training movies ... actual equipment to build. DeVry's programs are designed with progress in mind.

2,200 RESIDENT STUDENTS

DeVry Tech now has 2,200 resident students attending day and evening classes.

5,000 FIRMS HAVE EMPLOYED DeVRY GRADUATES

Our men are "wanted" in many industries. There must be a reason!

DeVry Technical Institute
Chicago • Toronto
In any CB application... you'll outperform 'em all with a MESSENGER®.

Your own 2-way radio for Business or Personal use!

"PERSONAL MESSENGERS"—Compact, hand-held 100 milliwatt or 1½ watt units! Rugged and reliable—11 transistors, 4 diodes. Twice the sensitivity and 40% more range than similar units with conventional circuitry—more output than similar units with same rated inputs!
Cat. No. 242-101, 100 Milliwatts...$109.50 Net
Cat. No. 242-102, 1½ Watts... $129.50 Net

"MESSENGER"; "MESSENGER TWO" For mobile, base station. High efficiency makes full use of maximum allowable legal power. Excellent receiver sensitivity and selectivity. Automatic "squelch" control. 5 crystal controlled channels on the "Messenger" and 10 crystal controlled channels plus tunable receiver on the "Messenger Two".

"MESSENGER"—$114.95 Net
Cat. No. 242-127 ... 115 VAC/6 VDC
Cat. No. 242-128 ... 115 VAC/12 VDC

"MESSENGER TWO"—$169.95 Net
Cat. No. 242-162 ... 115 VAC/6 VDC
Cat. No. 242-163 ... 115 VAC/12 VDC

"MESSENGER III"—Everything you want in a CB transceiver—a husky signal, extreme sensitivity, razor-sharp selectivity—and complete flexibility for base station, mobile, public address, or battery powered portable use! Double conversion receiver—set-and-forget "Volume" and "Squelch" controls
- 1 channel coverage—"Tone Alert" Selective Calling System available as accessory.
Cat. No. 242-150
12 Volts DC Messenger III...$189.95 Net
Cat. No. 250-823
117 Volt AC Power Supply...$29.95 Net

The nation's most popular Citizens Radio equipment line!
Rated BEST by Distributor Salesmen in National Survey!

WRITE TODAY for full color brochure, or see your Dealer/Distributor and ask for a demonstration!

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY
@ 2442 Tenth Ave, S.W. • Waseca, Minnesota
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Want a magic formula for success in electronics?

You won't find it here!

If you work in electronics, you know why we can't offer you an easy way to success. There isn't any. Electronics is a demanding field. To earn more money, you need more technical education—especially in the areas of electronics that have changed so much in the last few years. Getting more education isn't easy, especially if you hold down a full-time job and have family obligations.

CREI Home Study Programs offer you a practical way to get more education—and the right kind of education—without going back to school. You benefit almost immediately because you study the material technical organizations want their employees to know. You choose the specialty that matches your interests and employment objectives. CREI Programs cover every major area of electronics from communications to servomechanisms and computers, even the new field of space electronics. And you study at home, set your own pace, apply your knowledge daily on the job.

You're eligible if you work in electronics and have a high school education. Our FREE book gives all the details. For your copy, mail coupon today or write: CREI, Dept. 1203C, 3224 Sixteenth St., N. W., Washington 10, D. C.

SEND FOR FREE BOOK

The Capitol Radio Engineering Institute.
Dept. 1203C, 3224 Sixteenth St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.

Please send me FREE book describing CREI Programs in Electronics and Nuclear Engineering Technology. I am employed in electronics and have a high school education.

Name __________________________ Age ______
Address _______________________________________
City ___________________________ Zone __ State ___
Employed by __________________________
Type of Present Work __________________________

March, 1965
Some Sound Advice About the Economics of Sound

Quality CB transceivers are a vital communications link for many businesses and professions, and a great source of convenience for many individuals. BUT, you don’t have to throw money away to obtain quality.

Metrotek now offers two top quality transceivers; both realistically priced.

THE MUSTANG $74.95

Six crystal-controlled transmit channels and tunable to receive all 23 channels. Operates on any six of the 23 available CB channels in the transmit mode. Plug-in crystals, mounted on chassis can be changed to give any desired frequency. High impedance ceramic microphone, in high impact strength case is standard equipment. Push-to-talk electronic switching on mike eliminates noisy clicking relays.

THE PACER $99.95

Seven built-in crystal-controlled channels for transmit, plus a quick-change external socket for plugging in an additional crystal of any desired frequency. This permits user to transmit on all 23 CB channels. Dual power supply for base station or mobile operation. Receiver has 8 crystal-controlled channels, plus tunable to all 23 channels. Other features include automatic noise limiter, positive squelch control, illuminated “S” meter, spotting switch for locating on channel and mobile mounting bracket.

For more information write:
METROTEK ELECTRONICS, INC.
a subsidiary of Regency Electronics, Inc.
7945 PENDLETON PIKE • INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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Letters from our Readers

Address correspondence for this department to:
Letters Editor, POPULAR ELECTRONICS
One Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016

Parts Cost $$$ in Canada

I wonder if your American readers are aware of the deplorable state of the electronics parts business in Canada? The majority of Canadians who construct even the simplest of projects have to resort to stripping old radios, etc., for parts because of the horrible prices we have to pay here. I, myself, and a lot of other guys I know look at a project and say, “Boy, wouldn’t I like to build that!” and then pick up a Canadian catalogue and tearfully forget about it. Do American manufacturers and distributors really give a damn? How about the Canadian wholesaler who sells for 300 percent over the American retailer? What can be done about the retailer who jacks the price another 300 percent because “We don’t sell many of these, so we’ve got to make a decent profit on it!”? What can be done about that international boundary which takes a bite of 43 percent on all audio equipment and parts, radios, TV sets, etc., and an astounding 50 percent on all test equipment? What about it, fellow electronics enthusiasts? How about raising a combined scream of protest to our respective powers that be? Perhaps if the moans are loud enough, the politicians will hear us above that clink in their gold-lined pockets. How about some comments on this situation from both sides of the “Freezing Line?”

D. DAWSON, VE6PE4K
Penny, B. C.
Canada

It sounds as if you have a very legitimate gripe, reader Dawson, and that, to quote an old phrase, “there ought to be a law” (or a lot less of them). Perhaps other readers—both U.S. and Canadian—would like to comment.

More Humor Wanted

In the many years I have been a subscriber to POPULAR ELECTRONICS I have seldom had as good a laugh as I did over the “Odds ‘N’ Ends” column on

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
Turner's noise cancelling

333 TOPS FOR CB

Now you can get a deluxe professional communications microphone for use on CB — and at CB prices, too. The new Turner Model 333 CB Microphone is also ideal for amateur, marine and all other mobile communications.

A professional "noise cancelling" microphone, it features the shielded Koiled Kord that's so long lasting it's used on police cars, taxicabs, etc. High impact cyclocac case. Voice response: 300-3000 cps. Just $21.50 list.

THE TURNER MICROPHONE COMPANY
901 17th Street N.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa
In Canada: Tri-Tel Associates, Ltd., 31 Sheppard Ave., West, Willowdale, Ontario
Export: Ad Auriema, Inc., 85 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y.

See your Turner Distributor, listed below. He has the 333 in stock.

ALABAMA
Birmingham
Silicon Electronic Supply

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles
Henry Radio

Newport Electronics

Palo Alto
Harvey & Johnson

Riverside
Mission Mom Supplies

Sacramento
Selectronics

North Sacramento
Callid Radio & TV Supply

San Francisco
Caramal Electronics

Guaranteed Two-Way Radio

San Jose
Quatem Electronics

San Leandro
Clydes TV Corner

Van Nuys
Vtian Electronics Supply

COLORADO
Denver
Burns-Applebee Co

Fleisher's Electronics Supply

Word Terry & Company

CONNECTICUT
Hamden
Radio Electronic Supply

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington
(all Southern branches incl.)

Electronic Wholesalers

GEORGIA
Rossville
Camerodio Company

TV & Appliance Center

REASD
Amateur Equip. Sales

MARYLAND
Silver Spring
Flesterrived Purchaser

MASSACHUSETTS
New Bedford
Baldi Electronic Supply

Norwood
Deldol Electronics Supply

Reading
Graham Radio

MICHIGAN
Lansing
B & B Electronics

Royal Oak
Elindale Distributors

MINNESOTA
St. Paul
K & R Communications

MISSOURI
Kansas City
Associated Radio Corp.

Burstein-Applebee Co.

Springfield
Moye Motor Co.

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Electronic Distributing

NEW JERSEY
Bloomfield
Variety Electronics

Middletown
Emco Electronics

Penobscot
Lafayette Radio Electronics

Springfield
Disc Electronics

Federated Purchaser

NEW YORK
Albany
Selden Sound

Buffalo
Lafayette Radio Assoc. Store

Glen Falls
Plattsburgh
Malone

Roy Supply Co., Inc.

Kingston, Poughkeepsie

Greenock
Greenock

North York

Vermont

Rheinland

AMERICAN
Amateur Equip. Sales

Barker

Bloomfield

Burlington

Carlisle

Camden

Cranston

Danbury

Dover

Dover

East Orange

Ft. Dix

Glenville

Hammonton

Huntington

Jersey City

Jersey City

Johnson City

Lodi

Lodi

Long Branch

LONG ISLAND
Lafayette Radio

Meadowbrook

Middletown

Monmouth

Newark

New York

New York

Olean

Olney

Paterson

Pine Brook

Poughkeepsie

Riverhead

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Syracuse

Trenton

Tuckahoe

Union

Upper Montclair

Valley Stream

West Orange

Woodstock

Xanthus

Yonkers
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page 124 of the November, 1964, issue. I would like to see more of the same. Also, what happened to "Hoboobbing With Harbaugh" in the October and November issues?

DAN SEarLE
Antigua, British West Indies

Both the cartoons and "Odds 'N' Ends" are published on an irregular basis, Dan. We hope to have more of both in the near future, however.

Pico vs. Micromicro

■ Please use standard symbols in your construction articles. In the "Wireless Re-Broadcaster," January, 1965, the symbol "pf." was used as well as "µf." I never saw "pf." used before, but I imagine it means "micromicrofarads."

DARREL BENDER
Camp Hill, Pa.

You're right, Darrel; "pf." means the same as "µµf." As we pointed out in the July, 1964, "Letters from our Readers" column, "pico" was one of the unit prefixes recently adopted by the International Committee on Weights and Measures. It means (as does "micromicro") 10^-12.

Directional BCB DX Antennas

■ I enjoyed "Compact BCB DX Antennas" (January, 1965) very much, and must add that I've been using a directional antenna for years. Being an avid boating fan, I bought a Heathkit DF-3 direction finder, and have adapted the antenna for use with my HQ-100A for BCB DX'ing. My suggestion to all who want an excellent, compact, directional BCB antenna would be to purchase the antenna from a marine direction finder.

PAUL F. ARUTT
Hewlett Harbor, N.Y.

P.E. Quizzes Applauded

■ I'd like to express my appreciation for Robert P. Balin's interesting and informative quizzes. To tell the truth, I enjoy them more than any of the other regular features in Popular Electronics. Each quiz is a challenge, and after making sure I'm thoroughly familiar with the answers, I put each one away in my permanent collection.

ROGER GANDET
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

"Wonderful World" Not So Wonderful

■ I was truly dismayed by "The Wonderful World of Lids" (December, 1964). The story certainly represents a very slanted view of amateur radio... It couldn't be as bad as pictured or it would never have gotten beyond the spark transmitter stage...
NOW BETTER THAN EVER!
The famous RCA WV-38A Volt-ohm-Milliammeter

NEW FEATURES...
COLOR-CODED FRONT PANEL MARKINGS simplify operation, reduce chance of error.
METER MOVEMENT PROTECTED AGAINST BURNOUT. Special silicon diodes guard meter against overload.
PLUS...
POLARITY REVERSAL SWITCH. Reverses polarity of test leads without need for re-connecting. Handy for checking front-to-back resistance ratio of electrolytic capacitors and many types of semiconductor devices.

39 DIFFERENT MEASUREMENT RANGES.
MEASURES CURRENT from 50 microamps full scale to 10 amps full scale.
SPECIAL 0.25 volt and 1.0 volt (full-scale) DC ranges...useful in checking transistor circuits.
...and many additional features that have made this instrument the best V-O-M buy on the market today. Only $47.95*. Kit version, WV-38A(K), only $29.95*.

See it at your Authorized RCA Electronic Instrument Distributor.

*Optional distributor resale price. Prices subject to change without notice. Prices may be higher in Alaska, Hawaii and the west.

RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES, HARRISON, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
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**Popular Electronics** is certainly capable of better articles than this one.

Dick Eaton, WB21KB
De Witt, N.Y.

No offense intended, Dick. The point was to portray how radio as it might appear to the naive outsider. The editorial staff members of P.E., all of whom have ham tickets or have worked within the amateur fraternity for many years, found the story funny.

**Aircraft Receiver Lauded**

Enclosed is a photo of the “VHF” Listener (March, 1964) which I constructed a few months back. The little receiver has picked up commercial aircraft as far as 97 miles away at an altitude of 20,000 feet, and I have received radio checks up to 48 miles away at lower altitudes. I extended the frequency coverage of the “Listener” by substituting parts and doing a lot of experimenting, to include the 2-meter ham band. I’ve had many hours of pleasure and maybe a little frustration trying out different things, but it has been well worth it. Now, how about a UHF model?

Max D. Henke, USN
Brunswick, Me.

Thank you for the letter and photo, Max. Although we do not now have a UHF model in the works, we’ll keep it in mind as a future possibility.

**More On the CB Dilemma**

Surely you jest! The “Communicator’s License” (see the editorials in the November, 1964, and January, 1965, issues of Popular Electronics—Ed.) will not make a dent in the CB Dilemma. I doubt if many CB’ers or potential CB’ers would migrate to 2 meters. They have very fine equipment for 11 meters, and to use the “Communicator’s License” they would have to spend an equal or greater amount of money for 2 meters. To clear up the CB Dilemma, I would recommend three things: (1) The FCC should institute a test for CB applicants on Part 19 of the Rules and Regulations; (2) The individual CB’er interested in DX’ing and rag-chewing should be encouraged to get an amateur license—it’s no sweat; (3) Those who still want to have fun and have no incentive to become a ham should look into Part 13—There are six almost clear frequencies and 22 others which are not always in use.

Jerry Haley, WA4TKI, WPE4FXI
Cookeville, Tenn.

Your request for a hobby-type radio service was granted over 50 years ago. It allows contacts between licensed stations over any distance on more than a dozen bands with a maximum of 1000 watts input.
BUILD 20 RADIO CIRCUITS AT HOME only $26.95

PROGRESSIVE RADIO "EDU-KIT"®

A Practical Home Radio Course

Now Includes

★ 12 RECEIVERS
★ 5 TRANSMITTERS
★ SQ. WAVE GENERATOR
★ SIGNAL TRACER
★ AMPLIFIER
★ SIGNAL INJECTOR
★ CODE OSCILLATOR

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE

The "EDU-Kit" offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a real world price. It is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians, making use of the most modern methods of home training. You will learn radio theory, construction practices and servicing. THIS COMPLETE RADIO COURSE PROVIDES EVERY DETAIL. You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics; how to wire and solder in a demonstration manner - not to the "troubleshoot" type. You will work with standard type, punched metal chassis as well as the latest developed of Printed Circuit chassis.

You will learn the basic principles of radio. You will construct, study and use RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators, rectifiers, rectifiers, test equipment. You will learn and practice troubleshooting, using a progressively - Signal Tracer, Progressive Signal Injector, Progressive Electronic Receiver, Square Wave Generator and many instructional materials.

You will receive lesson plans for the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio Amateur Operator License. You will receive all parts. You will receive the Signal Tracer and Signal Injector circuits, and learn how to operate them. You will learn "trouble shooting" using the Progress-ive Signal Tracer, Progressive Signal Injector, Progressive Electronic Receiver and Square Wave Generator. Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science is required. The "EDU-Kit" is the perfect course to build your foundation in the liberal arts of Engineering, Electronics, and Radio. You will provide you with a basic education in Electronics and Radio, worth many times the low price you pay. The Signal Tracer is worth more than the price of the kit.

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE

You do not need the highest background in radio or science. Whether you are interested in electronics or radio, you want an interesting hobby, a well paying hobby for a future, you will find the "EDU-Kit" a worthwhile investment.

Many thousands of individuals and hobbyists in radio or science have successfully used the "EDU-Kit" in more than 79 countries of the world. The "EDU-Kit" has been carefully designed, step by step, so that you cannot make a wrong turn. "EDU-Kit" allows you to teach yourself at your own pace, no instructor is necessary.

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD

The Progressive "EDU-Kit" is the most educational radio kit in the world, and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. The "EDU-Kit" uses the modern educational principle of "Learn by Doing." Therefore you construct, learn schematics, study text, practice trouble shooting — all in a closely integrated program designed to provide an easily learned, thorough and interesting background in radio technology.

You begin by examining the various components of the radio and learn the function of each. Then you identify the parts of the chassis, then you build a simple radio. With this first step you are ready to understand the "EDU-Kit" and the "EDU-Kit" will work its magic. Then you build a more advanced radio. Learn more advanced theory while you construct it. As you progress, you will find yourself constructing more advanced multi-radio tube circuits, and doing work like a professional radio repairman.

Included in the "EDU-Kit" course are Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator, Signal Tracer, Signal Generator, Signal Injector and Signal Injector Circuits. The Progress-ive "EDU-Kit" includes "Training Circuits," "Wiring Circuits," "Printed Circuit," and experiments, but genuine radio circuits, constructed in "EDU-Kit" manner, under the control of printed "EDU-Kit" and "Printed Circuit." These circuits operate on your regular AC or DC house current.

THE "EDU-KIT" IS COMPLETE

You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to construct radio circuits, to construct radio circuits. You will receive a complete set of materials and instructions, including Printed Circuit chassis, special tube sockets, hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful tools, a professional electric soldering iron, and a self-powered Dynamic Radio and Electronics Tester. The "EDU-Kit" also includes Code Instruction and the Progressive Code Oscillator. In addition to the dynamic Radio and Electronics Tester, you will also receive lessons in servicing, with the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Generator. A "Progressive Signal Generator" is the latest development of印制 Circuit." You receive all parts, tools, PRINTED CIRCUITRY

At no increase in price, the "EDU-Kit" now includes Printed Circuitry. You build a Printed Circuit Signal Injector, a unique tool for servicing that can detect many Radio and TV troubles. This revolutionary new technique in radio circuitry is becoming popular in commercial radio and TV sets.

Printed circuitry is a special insulated chas...
Letters

(Continued from page 10)

to the final stage of the transmitter. Any U.S. citizen can obtain such a license after a short period of preparation. This apparently obscure service is known as ham radio . . .

STEVE ADAMS, WA40DB
Cornelia, Ga.

I agree with your point of view on a "Communicator's License." It would give those of us interested in radio a chance to talk across town without interrupting CB communications. Such a license would keep the rag-chewers and hobbyists off the CB channels. All types of emission should be permitted—SSB, AM, NBFM, and CW. The license would serve to encourage a lot of would-be hams to get General Class tickets.

EUGENE NEUKIRK
Tacoma, Wash.

I have a few comments on the so-called "CB Dilemma." It seems that POPULAR ELECTRONICS wants to turn over one of the most interesting amateur bands to a group of blithering idiots so they will have more space to louse up. Projects like OSCAR and moon-bounce efforts would have to bow to the chatter of "Communicators."

GEORGE MISIC, WA8LEM
Cleveland, Ohio

Newscast Directory Lauded

I feel that I owe you both a letter and a compliment. First, your directory of English-language newscasts to North America has been improved considerably, and I find it quite helpful. Second, I also enjoy the other articles, especially those on short-wave radio and radio construction projects.

Dwight Crosstreet, WPE9FII
Whitestown, Ind.

Thank you for both your letter and your compliment, Dwight. We hope you'll continue to find P.E.'s features and construction articles top-notch.

Out of Tune

Christmas Lights Twinkle to Music (December, 1964, page 48). Resistor R6 should be connected to the junction of D2 and D8 and to the other side of BOI. However, the circuit will work as shown.

Transformer Winding Quiz (December, 1964, page 97). The answer to question 4 should be 144.3 volts, not 134.3 volts.

Wireless Re-Broadcaster (January, 1965, page 49). Diode D1 is a 1N3254 or equivalent. A 3-ampere fuse (F1) is optional. Electrolytic capacitors C1a and C1b can be two separate units or in one container. Values of capacitance and voltage should be the same or higher. A 40-20 µF, 150-volts-per-section unit will do if you can't get the capacitor called for.
The Brand New CB-9 six channel CB transceiver

- Ideal for business and personal communication.
- Six crystal-controlled transmit and receive channels, plus full tuneable receiver with spotting switch.
- Accurate, easy-to-read "S" Meter built in.
- Complete, ready to operate either base or mobile, including all power cables and hardware.
- Hallicrafters “drop down” chassis for simple installation, instant crystal-changing or service.
- Accommodates all CB-3 Series accessories including HA-11 “Racket Buster” noise eliminator, HA-12 Selective Caller.
- Full 100% modulation capability, five watts input.
- Sensitivity 1 microvolt for 10 db. signal-to-noise ratio.

Write for complete specifications.

“Quality through Craftsmanship” hallicrafters

Export: International Div., Hallicrafters. 
Canada: Gould Sales Company, Montreal, P. Q.

5th and Kostner Aves. Chicago, Ill. 60624

Dealer franchises available in selected territories. Write for information.
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LATEST SAMS BOOKS FOR EVERYONE IN ELECTRONICS

USE THIS HANDY ORDER FORM

☐ How To Read Schematic Diagrams. Not only shows you how to read and interpret diagrams, but analyzes each component, its construction, and its circuit purpose. Order RCS-1, only $1.50

☐ Computer Circuit Projects You Can Build. Starting with a simple flip-flop circuit, this book details the construction of 13 basic analog and digital computer-circuit projects. You not only learn computer circuitry but build useful devices as well. Order BOC-1, only $2.95

☐ ABC's of Short-Wave Listening. Your introduction to the exciting world of short-wave radio; tells what programs are available; gives practical advice on receivers, antennas, boat listening times; a wonderful guide to this great hobby. Order SWL-1, only $1.95

☐ North American Radio-TV Station Guide. Full data on 1000 VHF and UHF TV stations, over 5000 AM stations and 1500 FM stations; includes valuable station location maps. Invaluable for DXers, TV-radio technicians, etc. Order RSG-2, only $1.95

☐ Sams PHOTOFACT Guide to TV Troubles. Causes of problems in more than 90% of TV troubles can be isolated in minutes by following the procedures described in this book; shows symptoms, analysis checks and how to look for troubles. Order PFG-1, only $2.95

☐ Transistor Ignition Systems Handbook. Clearly explains the principles, installation and tuning of these new transistor ignition systems which are revolutionizing the auto industry. Order IGS-1, only $2.50

☐ How to Repair Major Appliances. Explains operating principles and how to repair refrigerators, freezers, automatic washers, dryers, dishwashers, garbage disposal units, air conditioners, water heaters, etc. Order MAJ-1, only $3.95

☐ Basic Electronics Series, 6 Vols. Dynamic new explanation of circuit action through the use of unique 4-color diagrams which show you what takes place during every moment of circuit operation. Volumes cover: Amplifier, Detector & Rectifier, Oscillator, Transistor, Radio, and TV Sync & Defl. Circuits. Save $2.75. Order BEL-60, all 6 volumes, only $14.95

☐ C B Radio Construction Projects, CBG-1 $2.50
☐ Amateur Radio Construction Projects, ARP-1 $2.50
☐ TV Diagnosis & Repair, TBD-1 $1.50
☐ Radio Receiver Servicing, RS-2 $2.95
☐ Modern Dictionary of Electronics, DIC-1 $6.95
☐ TV Servicing Guide, SGS-1 $2.95
☐ Handbooks of Electronic Tables & Formulas, HFT-1 $3.95
☐ Electronic Experiments & Projects, EBE-1 $2.95
☐ Tube Substitution Handbook, TUB-1 $1.50
☐ 101 Ways to Use Your VOM & VTVM, TEM-1 $2.95

Famous ABC's Books

☐ Computer Programming, CPL-1 $1.95
☐ Electronics Drafting, DRA-1 $1.95
☐ Computers, ABC-1 $1.95
☐ Electronic Test Equipment, STE-1 $1.95
☐ Electronic Organs, EGO-1 $1.95
☐ Electronics, ELW-1 $1.95
☐ Hi-Fi & Stereo, HSF-1 $1.95

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.

Order from any Electronic Parts Distributor or mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. PE-3 4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis 6, Ind.

Send books checked above, $ enclosed.
☐ Send FREE Booklist.
☐ Send Photofact Index.
Name
Address
City Zone State

IN CANADA: A. C. Simmonds & Sons, Ltd., Toronto 7
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Tips and Techniques

WATER STRAINER SPRAYS SOUND

An inexpensive rubber or plastic water strainer will double as a microphone holder. Most of the small microphone cartridges can be fitted into the center as shown here and secured with a plastic caulking compound or by any other convenient means. The outer casing serves as a scuff-proof shock absorber — protecting the microphone button — and will not mar any furniture it may contact. If the mike cord is threaded through a side opening in the strainer, which you can easily make, the entire assembly can be pressure-fitted over any holder or extension about the size of a water faucet to provide hands-free operation.

—Henry R. Rosenblatt

GET MORE MILEAGE OUT OF YOUR OLD CHASSIS

Chassis from equipment or projects no longer in use can be cleaned up and reconditioned to make them usable. Sometimes an old tube socket opening in the top of a chassis will be just where you want a solid surface, and sometimes there are more holes than chassis. In either event, a new top of proper dimensions can be cut and screwed onto the chassis frame. Cut out the old chassis top, making sure to leave enough of a rim on the chassis frame to support the new top. Use small nuts and bolts or self-tapping screws to hold the new top down. You might want to bond it to the...
You can get additional information promptly concerning products advertised or mentioned editorially in this issue.

1. Circle the number on the coupon below which corresponds to the key number at the bottom of the advertisement or is incorporated in the editorial mention that interests you.

2. Add up your total number of requests and fill in the box in the upper right-hand corner of the coupon.
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No matter what job you have today, CIE can help you move ahead...fast!
LEARN ELECTRONICS AT HOME

PREPARE NOW FOR
- AUTOMATION
- JOB SECURITY
- HIGHER PAY

GET AN FCC LICENSE
... OR YOUR MONEY BACK!
MAIL CARD NOW!

SEND FOR 3 Free BOOKS ON ELECTRONICS

FILL OUT POSTAGE-FREE CARD, DETACH AND MAIL TODAY!
CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS
Please send FREE Career Information prepared to help me get ahead in Electronics. No obligation.

CHECK AREA OF MOST INTEREST
- Electronics Technology
- Electronic Communications
- First Class FCC License
- Industrial Electronics
- Broadcast Engineering
- Advanced Engineering

Your Occupation_________________________(Print Clearly)

Name__________________________Age__________
Address__________________________County__________
City__________________________State__________Zip__________

Accredited Member National Home Study Council
Approved for Veteran's Training under Korean GI Bill
MAIL THIS CARD TODAY

THERE ARE GOOD JOBS FOR MEN IN . . .

- COMMUNICATIONS
- ELECTRONICS
- GUIDED MISSILES
- MOBILE RADIO
- TELEVISION

FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN MOVE UP in ELECTRONICS

---

V.

--1

MAIL THIS CARD TODAY

THERE ARE GOOD JOBS FOR MEN IN . . .

- COMMUNICATIONS
- ELECTRONICS
- GUIDED MISSILES
- MOBILE RADIO
- TELEVISION

FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN MOVE UP in ELECTRONICS
It's a fact. The men holding down high-paying, challenging jobs in electronics have one thing in common... they know practical electronic theory. And now... thanks to Cleveland Institute of Electronics... you can join this select group of successful men. First, fill out the postpaid cover card and drop it in the nearest mail box. You'll soon see why modern, effective CIE Home Study has helped thousands move ahead in electronics... can do the same for you. But act now. The demand will never be greater for ambitious men who prepare themselves for the top jobs in electronics.

1 Radio-TV Servicemen: Boost your business fast. Get your Commercial FCC License and service mobile radios used by police and fire departments, taxi and truck fleets... also maintain marine electronics, broadcast station equipment, CB, etc. CIE's First Class FCC License program is the quick risk-free way to prepare for the tough FCC exam. Switching to a job in industry? With our comprehensive Electronics Technology program under your belt... you're a cinch to get just the one you want.

2 "Ham" Operators: Turn that hobby into a profitable profession. Prepare for a rewarding job at one of the country's 5,000 Commercial Radio and TV stations. CIE's Broadcast Engineering program will teach you how to select, use, maintain all types of Radio and TV station broadcasting equipment... also prepares you for the First Class FCC License.

3 Communications Specialists: Want a top job with a telephone company, a railroad, a pipeline company or any firm with a big stake in communications? CIE's Electronic Communications program will change that wish to reality. Covers mobile radio, microwave: carrier telephony, too, if you want it. Gets you a Second Class FCC Ticket.

4 Military Electronic Specialists: Staying in... or getting out, CIE's Electronics Technology program will help nail down your next promotion... or land that first high-paying job in civilian life. You'll learn new electronic principles... know how to apply them for troubleshooting all types of electronic equipment.

5 Electricians: Electronics is here to stay! CIE's Industrial Electronics and Automation program takes the mystery out of "exotic" new industrial control systems, electronic heating and welding, servomechanisms, solid state devices, ultrasonics, X-ray... has everything you need to understand your new electronic equipment.

6 Ambitious Men... anywhere: Electronics is the world's fastest-growing industry... a 17 billion dollar business that's grown 400% in the last 10 years. Right now there are thousands of good steady jobs just waiting for trained men. CIE's Electronics Technology program provides complete understanding of electronics theory and fundamentals... prepares you for the First Class Commercial FCC License. Whether you're in Electronics now... or just thinking about changing to this exciting career field; whether you work in industry, business, government, or the military... this is the program for you.

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE HOME STUDY IS FAST. ECONOMICAL, EFFECTIVE. HERE'S WHY:

Modern up-to-date material... including three exciting new subjects. Every day... the Electronics Industry sees new developments in equipment, design methods, application techniques. CIE lesson material keeps pace. For example... our new Troubleshooting lessons give you a fast, systematic method of locating faults on any electronic equipment. New lesson material on Transistors covers this vital subject clearly, concisely... shows how they work, and how you use them. And a new Microminiaturization lesson describes all types of micro components... explains such critical subjects as integrated circuits and microwatt electronics. It's the kind of knowledge you want—the kind of knowledge you'll use!

An FCC license... or your money back. All CIE Programs (except Industrial Electronics and Advanced Engineering) are backed by our famous Commercial FCC License Warranty: "If you fail the FCC exam for the License specified after completing your program... all tuition will be refunded." Compare this to any other FCC License offer. You'll see it's about as close to a sure thing as you'll ever find!

CIE's "AUTO-PROGRAMMED" method helps you learn faster and better. Cleveland Institute uses the new programmed learning approach. This "Auto-Programmed" method presents facts and concepts in small, easy-to-understand bits... reinforces them with clear explanations and examples. Students learn more thoroughly and faster through this modern, simplified method. You too will absorb... retain... advance at your own pace.

Free nationwide job placement service... for life, for every CIE graduate. Every 60 days... while you're a student and after graduation CIE will send you an up-to-date list of many high-paying job opportunities with top companies across the country. We'll also provide you with 200 professionally-prepared resumes to help you land the job you want!

Thirty years of experience... highly qualified instructors... accredited. Since 1934, Electronics home study has been Cleveland Institute's only business. Our instructors are experts in electronics and are currently training some 15,500 students. We are accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council. This Commission has been approved by the U. S. Office of Education as a "nationally recognized accrediting agency" under the terms of Public Laws 82-550 and 85-864.

Now is the time to make your move in Electronics

Mail Reply Card Today

Cleveland Institute of Electronics

Dept. PE-27 1776 East 17th Street Cleveland, Ohio 44114
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frame—with a spot of solder or a short grounding strap or busbar—to prevent hum and other ground loop problems.

—Carleton A. Phillips

SPEED UP KIT ASSEMBLY WITH A SEAFOOD PARTS TRAY

The next time you buy frozen seafood at the supermarket, look closely at the package. Some of this frozen food—notably fish cakes and patties, and such delicacies as flounder stuffed with crab meat—are packed in plastic trays like the one shown in the photo. The trays have four compartments, each of which is just the right size for small components such as resistors, capacitors, nuts, bolts, etc. A couple of these trays can vastly speed up kit assembly—you simply sort parts into compartments before you begin. The tray illustrated here is used by National Food Marketers, Inc., Blue Anchor, N.J., and carries the "Home Spot" registered trademark.

—W. B. Stevenson

TWO-FACED TAPE STICKS BOTH SIDES

Tape developed for industrial use has tremendous holding power. Both sides of the \( \frac{1}{2} \)"-wide cloth or foam rubber tape are coated with adhesive. With either type, you can mount small accessories such as an S-meter to a receiver, flat batteries inside Minibox projects, new solid-state modules, etc., and some of this tape can also be used to keep a code key from shifting all over the place. The cloth type is available on 216" rolls and the foam tape on 75" rolls for about $1 a roll. Obtain it at your local department or hardware store, or write to Walter Drake and Sons, Inc., Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. (for both types), or to Sunset House, 124 Sunset Bldg., Beverly Hills, Calif. (for the foam type).—Fred Blechman, K6UGT/KFA7980

FREE! For fun and pride in assembly, for long years of pleasure and performance, for new adventures in creative electronics mail the coupon below and get Conar’s brand new catalog of quality do-it-yourself and assembled kits and equipment. Read about items from TV set kits to transistor radios . . . from VTVM’s to scopes . . . from tube testers to tools. And every item in the Conar catalog is backed by a no-nonsense, no-loopholes, money-back guarantee! See for yourself why Conar, a division of National Radio Institute, is about the fastest growing entry in the quality kit and equipment business.

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW

CONAR

3939 Wisconsin Ave., Washington 16, D.C.

Please send me your new catalog.

Name________________________

Address______________________

City_________________________ State_______ Z-Code______
for the critical recordist...
ANOTHER "FIRST" FROM UNIVERSITY

THE 8000

It's shock-mounted! It's a dynamic!
It's a cardioid! And it's only $29.95
(It's also guaranteed for 5 years!)

Today...from the laboratories of University...an advanced technology has produced a great new microphone for the critical home recordist. It represents a clean and dramatic break with tradition—with outmoded notions. Considering its moderate price, you would expect it to be an ordinary crystal, carbon—or at the most, dynamic omni-directional. It isn't. The 8000 is a cardioid dynamic typical of the finest professional recording microphones. With its superb directional characteristics, it virtually eliminates background noise. You can work close or far—you will achieve a degree of clarity and definition you never thought possible before. Response: 70-13,000 cps. Sensitivity: -156 db (EIA). Output Level: -59 db/1mw/10 dynes/cm². Includes 15 ft. cable with choice of high or low impedance at the Cannon plug and receptacle! Includes desk stand adaptor. Only $29.95.

Model DS-10 desk stand —$6.95

Please send complete microphone information and specifications.
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New Products

Additional information on products covered in this section is available from the manufacturers. Each new product is identified by a code number. To obtain further details on any of them, simply fill in and mail the coupon which appears on page 15.

SOFT-JAWED ADJUSTABLE WRENCH

You can minimize the possibility of scarring or otherwise damaging the surface of an object with the "Protect-A-Grip" adjustable soft-jawed wrench being marketed by Strauss Technical Services, Inc. Suitable for use on polished metal, glass, or plastic, it comes in a regular adjustable wrench shape but with hard perma-plastic composition "gripping" jaws which provide a shield between the wrench and the object gripped. The "Protect-A-Grip" is 10" long, and has an adjustable jaw opening up to 4 1/2". Price, $5.00.

Circle No. 75 on Reader Service Page 15

STEREO AMPLIFIER KIT

H. H. Scott, Inc., has introduced a 48-watt complete stereo amplifier kit. The LK-48B comes with a full-color instruction book for ease of assembly, each illustration being accompanied by its own Part-Chart. Features of the LK-48B include: an extruded aluminum front panel; speaker switch and front panel headphone outlet for private listening without loudspeakers; powered center channel output for an extension or center-channel speaker without any additional amplifiers; and heavy-duty output transformers for superior bass response even with inefficient speaker systems. Price, less than $130.00.

Circle No. 76 on Reader Service Page 15

"DISTORTIONLESS" STEREO AMPLIFIER

Distortion of the new Futterman H-3 vacuum-tube stereo amplifier introduced by Harvard Electronics Co. is said to be so minute as to be almost unmeasurable: intermodulation distortion is less than 0.05% at 50 watts, and harmonic distortion is less than 0.2% for any audio frequency at 50 watts r.m.s. output. The H-3 utilizes a new circuit configuration that eliminates all distortion-producing driver and output transformers; speakers are coupled to the amplifier by large computer-grade electrolytic capacitors. Rated at 50 watts per channel with a 15- or 16-ohm load, the H-3 has a frequency response of +0, -0.5 db from 5 to 90,000 cycles, and a signal-to-noise level better than 90 db below 50 watts. Price, $288, including cage.

Circle No. 77 on Reader Service Page 15

SELF-POWERED VFO

The new Lafayette Radio 99-2501 variable frequency oscillator, a self-powered unit covering the 80- through 10-meter amateur bands, uses a high-Q series-tuned Clapp oscillator. It incorporates a VR tube to eliminate frequency shift due to line voltage fluctuation, and the output is sufficient to drive most modern transmitters. Features include a large, easy-to-read illuminated slide-rule dial; smooth tuning drive; and a dual output-impedance silicon-diode power supply. Price, $34.50.

Circle No. 78 on Reader Service Page 15

ELLIPTICAL-STYLUS STEREO CARTRIDGE

Specifically designed for the higher tracking pressures required by automatic record changers, the new ADC 860/E stereo cartridge developed by Audio Dynamics Corp. does not cause the damaging effects on records er-
Who makes the only great amplifier for $99.50?

You do... with the new Fisher KX-90 StrataKit.

Now, for the first time in high fidelity history, you can own a truly distinguished stereo control-amplifier for less than $100—if you are willing to build it yourself.

Fisher refuses to compromise quality. Therefore, even at $99.50*, the Fisher KX-90 StrataKit incorporates the same basic standard of fidelity as the most expensive Fisher components. Take away its price tag and it would still excite the admiration of the fastidious audiophile.

With 40 watts of clean power, the KX-90 can drive even inefficient speakers to their maximum performance level. Superior output transformers make certain this power will not fall off steeply at the frequency extremes. Advanced preamplifier features, including rocker switches and complete phono/tape facilities, provide unlimited flexibility.

It's all yours if you follow directions. And that's no problem with the exclusive Fisher StrataKit method. No experience is necessary. Assembly takes place by simple, errorproof stages (Strata). Each stage corresponds to a separate fold-out page in the uniquely detailed instruction manual. Each stage is built from a separate packet of parts (StrataPack). Major parts come already mounted on the extra-heavy-gauge steel chassis. Wires are precut for every stage—which means every page. All work can be checked stage-by-stage and page-by-page, before proceeding to the next stage.

The end result is a Fisher stereo control-amplifier that is fully equal in performance as well as reliability to its factory-wired prototype. Fisher guarantees this. And who should know better than Fisher?

FREE! $1.00 VALUE!
Send for The Kit Builder's Manual, an illustrated guide to high fidelity kit construction, complete with detailed specifications of all Fisher StrataKits.

Fisher Radio Corporation
21-40 44th Drive
Long Island City, N. Y. 11101

Name
Address
City
State
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New Products

(Continued from page 22)

raneously ascribed to elliptical stylus when used at any but the minimum tracking pressures. ADC research established that the design of the cartridge suspension, rather than tracking force, was the underlying cause of record wear. Their solution to the problem was a cartridge design which, while capable of perfect tracking at one gram, will still support the necessary weight of up to 3 grams required by many record changers.

Circle No. 79 on Reader Service Page 15

TELEPHONE "SECRETARY"

When your phone rings, and you're not there, the Model T-10 "Phone A Matic" will answer it for you. Manufactured by American Research Laboratories, the T-10 can greet the caller in your own voice, regret your missing the call, and advise the caller of your whereabouts and/or time of return. When you want to record a new message, you simply turn the switch and talk. The T-10 does not take messages from callers but it does record the number of calls received during your absence. Requiring no wire or induction coupling to the telephone, the T-10 can also be actuated by a doorbell. The T-10 cabinet is made of walnut and anodized aluminum. Price, $149.00.

Circle No. 80 on Reader Service Page 15

STEREO MULTIPLEX TUNER/AMPLIFIER

The Knight Model KN-370, available from Allied Radio Corp., combines on a single compact chassis a 35-watt-per-channel stereo amplifier, individual FM and AM tuning sections, special multiplex circuitry that automatically switches to stereo, dual preamplifiers for records and tapes, and a full set of controls and inputs. In the FM section, IHF sensitivity is 2.5 µv. for 20 db of quieting; i.f. bandwidth, 300 kc. In the AM section, sensitivity is 4 µv. for 20 db of S/N ratio; selectivity, 8 kc. Frequency response is ± 1 db, 20—20,000 cycles, at full rated power; harmonic distortion is less than 0.6% at full rated power. Price, $279.95, less case; walnut wood case, $23.95; brown metal case, $12.95.

Circle No. 81 on Reader Service Page 15

FOG HORN/HAILER KIT

Three valuable boating functions are performed by the new Heathkit Model MD-24: fog horn, hailing, and boat horn. Featuring an all-transistor, 30-watt circuit, the unit has a 4-position switch for on/off and to select any one of the three functions. A push button actuates the boat horn when you're ma-

neuvering in crowded areas. When used as a fog horn, the MD-24 provides a powerful warning tone that penetrates the atmosphere for more than a mile. As a hailer, it will project your voice up to several hundred yards; a special gain control allows the volume to be adjusted. Easy to assemble, the kit uses just one simple circuit board.

Circle No. 82 on Reader Service Page 15

"SEA-B-MATE" MODULE

A self-contained CB module, Pearson-Simpson's unique "Sea-B-Mate" converts the company's Catalina 68-watt marine radiotelephone to a dual-system marine/ CB two-way radio. This provides skippers with an extra margin of safety at sea by essentially doubling the number of effective communications channels for immediate use—making a total of 11 channels (5 marine and 6 CB). Contact may be made to home, office, mobile units and marinas with CB facilities without the use of a marine operator. The Sea-B-Mate is salt- and fungus-proof, and is housed in an iridited aluminum cabinet and chassis for maximum corrosion protection. Price, $89.90, complete with push-to-talk microphone and crystals.

Circle No. 83 on Reader Service Page 15
'Hey - who shrunk yer tuner?'

To lots of people, there's trauma in a small stereo tuner. Traditionally, the multiplex tuner has been a big heavy monster. It's hard to accept that a unit that sits easily in the palm of your hand can outperform most of its bulky and cumbersome predecessors.

KLH's brand new Model Eighteen multiplex tuner is just about nine inches long. And no matter how you look at it, that's small for a high performance stereo tuner.

But the Eighteen isn't small just so that you can amaze your friends. It's small so that it will be the perfect mate for the KLH Model Eleven, Model Fifteen, Model Sixteen or any other good amplifier. It's small so that it won't waste precious space in today's homes and apartments. It's small so that it's less likely to be damaged or thrown out of alignment in normal handling and transportation.

And it's small because it works best that way.

Judged on an absolute basis, the performance of the Model Eighteen is comparable to that of tuners costing much more. When its price is taken into consideration, its performance can be described as truly incredible.

Like the most expensive tuners, you'll find the Eighteen a pleasure to tune. With Zero Center Tuning, there's no 'maybe area'. The meter tells you when you're tuned in and when you're not. The planetary tuning system we've used is mechanically the most accurate and trouble free. The tuning vernier has the silky yet positive feel that marks high quality engineering. The Stereo Indicator Light automatically identifies multiplexing stations as you tune.

But there is no vacuum tube tuner, at any price, with the ultimate reliability of the Model Eighteen. Beyond the fact that the Eighteen runs cool; beyond the fact that transistors don't age, the Model Eighteen has 4 IF stages employing transformers of extremely low mass. The slugs are less subject to jarring and misalignment when the Eighteen is shipped from the factory, or handled, than with heavier instruments. As a result, Model Eighteens in normal use will require substantially less maintenance and service than old fashioned tuners.

There's one more way the Eighteen differs from expensive tuners. It's not expensive. About $130. Hear it at your KLH dealer's and judge for yourself.

Just don't call it cute. It's very sensitive.
DUAL CONVERSION FILTER

1965 CATALOG No. 650

Over 500 Pages! Featuring Everything in Electronics for HOME • INDUSTRY • LABORATORY

from the "World's Hi-Fi & Electronics Center"

- Stereo Hi-Fi—All Famous Brands Plus Lafayette's Own Top-Rated Components
- Citizens Band—Transceivers, Walkie-Talkies and Accessories
- Tape Recorders • Ham Gear
- Test Equipment
- Radios, TV’s, and Accessories
- P.A. Equipment; Intercoms
- Cameras; Optical Goods
- Marine Equipment;
- Auto Accessories
- Musical Instruments; Tools;
Books and MUCH MORE

BUY ON TIME—Use Lafayette’s famous Easy-Pay Credit plan . . . up to 24 Months to Pay

LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS

See the Largest Selection in Our 44-Year History

NEW LT-325 AM/FM Multiplex Tuner combines simplicity, flexibility, and superb styling. 20-Tube performance provides a great variety of features, including a new audible tone “Stereo Search System.” Imported, 99-0001WX.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE HI-FI ENTHUSIAST

THE WIDELY ACCLAIMED LAFAYETTE RK-137A TAPE RECORDER

FEATURING 4-TRACK STEREO PLAYBACK

89.50

99-1371WX

With Electronic Track Selector Switch, VU Recording Level Meter and Pause Switch For Instant Editing
Includes Lightweight carrying case, dynamic microphone, output cable, 7 inch empty tape reel.
- Two Speeds—3 3/4 & 7 1/2 ips • Pause Lever Provides Instant Stop for Editing • Record—Erase Safety Switch • Fast, Rugged Shift Lever Control • Extension Speaker Jack • High Impedance Monitoring Jack • VU Meter Recording Level Indicator • Electronic Track Selector Switch • Specially Designed Heavy-Duty 6 1/4” PM Speaker • Separate Erase and Record Heads. Imported.

FREE! Lafayette 516—Pg. 1965 Catalog No. 650. Write:
Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp., Dept. IC-5, P.O. Box 10, Syosset, L.I., N.Y. 11791
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NEW! 1965 CATALOG No. 650

Over 500 Pages! Featuring Everything in Electronics for HOME • INDUSTRY • LABORATORY

from the "World’s Hi-Fi & Electronics Center"

- Stereo Hi-Fi—All Famous Brands
  Plus Lafayette’s Own Top-Rated Components
- Citizens Band—Transceivers, Walkie-Talkies and Accessories
- Tape Recorders • Ham Gear
- Test Equipment
- Radios, TV’s, and Accessories
- P.A. Equipment; Intercoms
- Cameras; Optical Goods
- Marine Equipment; Auto Accessories
- Musical Instruments; Tools; Books and MUCH MORE

See the Largest Selection in Our 44-Year History

NEW LT-325 AM/FM Multiplex Tuner combines simplicity, flexibility, and superb styling. 20-Tube performance provides a great variety of features, including a new audible tone "Stereo Search System." Imported, 99-0001WX.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE HI-FI ENTHUSIAST

THE WIDELY ACCLAIMED LAFAYETTE RK-137A TAPE RECORDER

FEATURING 4-TRACK STEREO PLAYBACK

With Electronic Track Selector Switch, VU Recording Level Meter and Pause Switch For Instant Editing

Includes Lightweight carrying case, dynamic microphone, output cable, 7 inch empty tape reel.

- Two speeds—3½ & 7½ ips
- Pause Lever Provides Instant Stop for Editing
- Record—Erase Safety Switch
- Fast, Rugged Shift Lever Control
- Extension Speaker Jack
- High Impedance Monitoring Jack
- VU Meter Recording Level Indicator
- Electronic Track Selector Switch
- Specially Designed Heavy-Duty 6 x 1" PM Speaker
- Separate Erase and Record Heads. Imported.

FREE! Lafayette 516—Pg. 1965 Catalog No. 650. Write

Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp., Dept. IC-5, P.O. Box 10, Syosset, L.I., N. Y. 11791
LA FAYETTE . . . Headquarters For Citizens Band Equipment

NEW! LA FAYETTE 23-CHANNEL CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED DUAL CONVERSION 5-WATT CB TRANSCEIVER WITH ADVANCED "RANGE-BOOST" CIRCUIT

- 13 Tubes, 8 Diodes
- Low Noise Nuvisor RF & Mixer
- 5 Double-tuned IF Transformers

Model HB-400
Stock No. 99-3001WX Only

169.50

- Frequency Synthesis For 23 Channel Crystal Controlled Transmit & Receive
- No Extra Crystals Needed
- Dual Conversion Receiver with 3/10 uv Sensitivity
- Delta Tuning
- Variable Squelch, Variable Noise Limiter
- Illuminated "S" and RF Output Meter
- Push-to-Talk Ceramic Mike
- "Range-Boost" provides high average Modulation—increases Effective Range
- Built-in Dual Power Supply, 117VAC, 12VDC
- "Vari-Tilt" Mobile Bracket For Easy Installation
- Plug-in Facilities for Lafayette Selective Call Unit
- Compact, 12"Wx10"Dx5"H

NEW! LA FAYETTE ALL-TRANSISTOR DUAL CONVERSION 5-WATT CB TRANSCEIVER FEATURING AUTHENTIC MECHANICAL FILTER

The Perfect Unit For Mobile!
✓ Only 3" high—fits easily in any car
✓ Special multi-stage noise-limiting circuit ends problem of mobile noise
✓ The same output as the most powerful tube unit—yet uses only 2½ per cent of the battery power required by a tube unit.

MODEL HB-500
Stock No. 99-3027WX Only

139.50

- 12 Crystal-Controlled Transmit & Receive Positions
- 23 Channel Tunable Receiver with Spotting Switch
- 15 Transistors, 5 diodes
- Dual Conversion Receiver with 5/10 µV Sensitivity
- Exclusive Quality Mechanical Filter For Razor-Sharp Selectivity
- Variable Squelch
- "S" meter
- Dependable Sealed Relay Switching
- Compact 3"Hx11¾"Wx6½"D
- For 12VDC (optional 117VAC Solid State power Supply available)
- Supplied With Crystals for Channel 12, easy-mount Mobile bracket, Push-to-Talk Dynamic Mike.

NEW! LA FAYETTE DELUXE 8-CHANNEL DUAL CONVERSION 5-WATT CB TRANSCEIVER SUCCESSOR TO THE FAMOUS LA FAYETTE HE-20C

Model HB-200
Stock No. 42-0118WX ONLY

109.50

- 9 Tubes plus 3 Silicon Diodes plus 2 Crystal Diodes
- for 17-Tube Performance
- Super Sensitivity—1 Microvolt or Less
- 8 Crystal Receive Positions plus 5 Crystal Transmit Positions plus 23-Channel Tunable Receive
- Push-to-Talk Microphone
- Dependable Relay Switching
- Illuminated Meter with 3-Position Switch
- Adjustable Squelch and Automatic Noise Limiter
- Spotting Switch
- Built-in 117 Volt AC Power Supply with 12 Volt DC Mobile Transistorized Power Supply
- Plug-in facilities for Lafayette Selective Call Unit
- With Bracket Handle, Push-to-Talk Ceramic Mike, Pair of Transmit and Receive Crystals for Channel 15 plus Crystal for Dual Conversion.
LA FAYETTE ... Headquarters For Citizens Band Equipment

NEW! LA FAYETTE 23-CHANNEL CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED DUAL CONVERSION 5-WATT CB TRANSCEIVER WITH ADVANCED "RANGE-BOOST" CIRCUIT

- 13 Tubes, 8 Diodes
- Low Noise Nuvistor RF & Mixer
- 5 Double-tuned IF Transformers

Model HB-400
Stock No. 99-3001WX Only $169.50

- Frequency Synthesis For 23 Channel Crystal Controlled Transmit & Receive
- No Extra Crystals Needed
- Dual Conversion Receiver with 3/10 uv Sensitivity
- Delta Tuning
- Variable Squelch
- Variable Noise Limiter
- Illuminated "S" and RF Output Meter
- Push-to-Talk Ceramic Mike
- "Range-Boost" provides high average Modulation-increases Effective Range
- Built-in Dual Power Supply, 117VAC, 12VDC
- "VariTilt" Mobile Bracket For Easy Installation
- Plug-in Facilities for Lafayette Selective Call Unit
- Compact, 12"Wx10"Dx5"H

NEW! LA FAYETTE ALL-TRANSISTOR DUAL CONVERSION 5-WATT CB TRANSCEIVER FEATURING AUTHENTIC MECHANICAL FILTER

The Perfect Unit For Mobile!
- Only 3" high—fits easily in any car
- Special multi-stage noise-limiting circuit ends problem of mobile noise
- The same output as the most powerful tube unit—yet uses only 2½ per cent of the battery power required by a tube unit.

MODEL HB-500
Stock No. 99-3027WX Only $139.50

- 12 Crystal-Controlled Transmit & Receive Positions
- 3 Channel Tunable Receiver with Spotting Switch
- 15 Transistors, 5 diodes
- Dual Conversion Receiver with 5/10 µV Sensitivity
- Exclusive Quality Mechanical Filter For Razor-Sharp Selectivity
- Variable Squelch
- "S" meter
- Dependable Sealed Relay Switching
- Compact 3"Hx11¾"Wx6½"D
- For 12VDC (optional 117VAC Solid State power Supply available).
- Supplied With Crystals for Channel 12, easy-mount Mobile bracket, Push-to-Talk Dynamic Mike.

NEW! LA FAYETTE DELUXE 8-CHANNEL DUAL CONVERSION 5-WATT CB TRANSCEIVER SUCCESSOR TO THE FAMOUS LAFAYETTE HE-20C

Model HB-200
Stock No. 42-0118WX Only $109.50

- 9 Tubes plus 3 Silicon Diodes plus 2 Crystal Diodes for 17-Tube Performance
- Super Sensitivity
- 1 Microvolt or Less
- 8 Crystal Receive Positions plus 8 Crystal Transmit Positions plus 23-Channel Tunable Receive
- Push-to-Talk Microphone
- Dependable Relay Switching
- Illuminated Meter with 3-Position Switch
- Adjustable Squelch and Automatic Noise Limiter
- Spotting Switch
- Built-in 117 Volt AC Power Supply with 12 Volt DC Mobile Transistorized Power Supply
- Plug-in facilities for Lafayette Selective Call Unit
- With Bracket Handle, Push-to-Talk Ceramic Mike, Pair of Transmit and Receive Crystals for Channel 15 plus Crystal for Dual Conversion.
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Thinking of college and a space age career in electronics?

Send for this booklet on ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING

Learn how you can prepare for a dynamic career as an electrical or mechanical engineering technician or engineer in such exciting, growing fields as avionics, missiles, reliability control, fluid mechanics, data processing, metallurgy, microelectronics, and advanced aerospace research.

MSOE offers residence study programs leading to these degrees in engineering technology and engineering:

- 2 years — Associate in Applied Science
- 4 years — Bachelor of Science

Also get facts about scholarships and financial aids, job placement and other student services, plus photographs of MSOE technical laboratories and student activities. For your copy, just mail the coupon — no obligation.

MSOE
Milwaukee School of Engineering

Milwaukee School of Engineering
Dept. E-365, 1025 N. Milwaukee Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

Please send the "Your Career" booklet.

I'm interested in

☐ Electrical fields  ☐ Mechanical fields

Name....................................................Age............

Address...................................................

City.............................................State.................ZIP...........

CIRCLE NO. 21 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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THROUGH THIS COLUMN we try to make it possible for readers needing information on outdated, obscure, and unusual radio-electronics gear to get help from other readers. Here's how it works: Check over the list below. If you can help anyone with a schematic or other information, write him directly—he'll appreciate it. If you need help, send a post card direct to OPERATION ASSIST, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016. Give the maker's name, the model number, year of manufacture, bands covered, tubes used, etc. Be sure to print or type everything legibly, including your name and address, and be sure to state specifically what you want, i.e., schematic, source for parts, etc. Remember, use a post card; we can handle them much faster than letters. Don't send a return envelope; your response will come from fellow readers. Because we get so many inquiries, none can be acknowledged, and POPULAR ELECTRONICS reserves the right to publish only those requests that normal sources of technical information have failed to satisfy.

Schematic Diagrams

- Egert Engineering signal generator, model N-128, battery-operated, a.f. and r.f. frequency outputs on 7 ranges. Has 2 tubes: one is 209, other unknown. (David A. Dawoon, Box 125, Port Crane, N.Y. 13353)
- Atwater Kent Model 20 receiver. Has 5 01A's. (Allen R. Bollrey, 756 B. Washington, Bridgeport, Ill. 62417)
- Philco Model 39-116 receiver, circa 1939, Tunes 3 bands, (Timothy Cutforth, 941 S. Irving, Denver 19, Colo.)
- Philihmmeric Model RT-265 A/C/RC-11 receiver-transmitter, Tunes 213 mc. (Ramon Gonzalez, Montezuma, New Me.
- Osborne "Duo-Com 100" walkie-talkie. Has 10 transistors. (P. H. Heberling, Box 257, Bakerstown, Pa.)
- Weston Model 609 VTVM, type 1, ser. 114. Meter range, 1-2-16 volts. (Clary, K128, 1Q2782, 210 Weston St., Wattham Mass. 02191)
- Atwater Kent Model 41 receiver, year unknown. Atwater Kent Model 75 receiver and phone combo. (John Carter, Box 257, Rochester, N.Y.)
- Philco Model 42-359 receiver, circa 1945, Tunes FM, BC, and s.w. Has 9 tubes. (Dan Driscoll, 3660 Cole Port, Pontiac, Mich. 48065)
- RCA Model 10D/1126 receiver, type 6, circa 1942. Made for Royal Canadian Air Force. Tunes 0-14-21 mc. Has 10 tubes. (John Kirchner, 112 Halliday Dr., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15223)
Silvertone Model 4586A receiver, circa 1942. Tunes BC and s.w. bands. Has 10 tubes. (Douglas Zagrodnick, 604 Iolite Ave., Johnstown, Pa. 15902)

Sargent-Raymont Model SRS1 AM-FM tuner. (Ray S. Hanson, Box 385, Galt, Calif.)

Special Data or Parts

Meissner Model 9-1085 receiver: tunes BC and s.w. bands; has 6 tubes. Colsi marked M56 and EZ29 needed. (Hurst C. Dohle, 2001 Godwin Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich.)

Webster Chicago Model 81-1 wire recorder. Wire needed. (John Charis. 246 Park St., Lawrence, Mass.)

Zenith Model 770B receiver, ser. 501102. Tube source and schematic needed. (Steve Colton. 276 Peace Ave., N.W., Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52405)

Ultratone Model PT-9 tape recorder radio-phono combination. Capstan assembly part 27-1054 needed. (Leon-

r d Powell, 214 Ashland Ave., Baltimore, Md. 21205)

National Model NC 158 receiver. circa 1940: tunes 200 kc. to 17 mc. Alignment data and diagram needed. (Richard Peterson, 1719 A Ave., N.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52402)

Zephyr Model 930 pocket receiver, made in Japan. Variable capacitor drive pulley replacement needed. (R.O. Kroeger, 3335 Eastern, Davenport, Iowa)


Radiomarine Model DAP-1 direction finder and CRM-4105 receiver, W.W. II vintage. Operating and technical data wanted. (Steven Benham, Rt. 1, Box 1528, Bremerton, Wash. 98313)

Radio City Products Model 417 multimeter. Battery information and schematic needed. (Donald Fuchik, 2206 N. Palm Dr., Victoria, Tex.)

Atwater Kent Model 10 receiver. Power supply needed. (Jack D. Paslay, 1507 East Bowie, Tex.)

Radio City Products Model 324 tube tester. Tube test data and schematic needed. (F. Waimath, 1511 S. Lacrosse Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60637)

RCA "Radiola 3" receiver, circa 1924. WD-11 tube needed. (Bertram L. Lavoie, 17 Stone St., Brunswick, Maine)

Collins Model RT-91/ARC-2 transistor: tunes 2 to 9 mc., AM, c.w., m.c.w. Technical manual wanted. (Glenn Wiebe, Box 254, Thompson, Manitoba, Canada)

Farnsworth Model BC-191-N transmitter: tunes 200-15,000 kc.; has 100-watt output. AM, c.w., m.c.w. Technical data and schematic wanted. (David Creek, 2260 Ponte VeDra Ct., Decatur, Ga.)

Lear Aviation automatic direction finder receiver, model unknown: has 18 tubes. Technical manual and schematic needed. (Alexander Strachar, 6221 Horatio, Detroit, Mich. 48216)

Automation Electronics "Pierzo" KE-93 vibrator power supply, ser. 3316. Schematic needed, and any other available info. (Dennis R. Tung, z-4 Autumn Dr., Pekin, Ill. 61554)

Koggo K.K. Model 302 tape recorder. 3-30900, made in Japan. ac.-powered. Source for parts and schematic needed. (Melvin H. Long, Box 65, Hapeville, Ga. 30305)

Heath Model V-5 VTVM kit, circa 1950. Construction manual and/or calibration data needed. (Fred Moller, 150 W. Eckerson Rd., Spring Valley, N.Y. 10977)

Link Model 250U/F transmitter, ser. 1317: tunes FM. Crystal schematic and schematic wanted. (J. White, 56 N. Greenwood Ave., Hopewell, N.J.)

RCA Model TDQ transmitter. Manual wanted. (H. R. McCoy, 14 Foster Rd., Staten Island, N.Y. 10309)

Spanton TV set, ser. 033605. Tube data and schematic wanted. (Larry K. Walker, 1020 Barnington Ave., Casper, Wyo. 82601)

Freed-Eisemann Model PE-15N0606OC receiver: has 5 tubes. Operating instructions, source for parts, and schematic needed. (William G. Preussel, Sr., 2202 Ardleigh St., William-Salem, N.C. 27103)

Sonora Model 600SE electronic organ. Schematic needed and any other available info. (Kenneth D. Shirk, 216-16 Alameda Ave., Douglaston 62, N.Y.)

FULLY EQUIPPED FOR IMMEDIATE OPERATION ON ALL 23 CHANNELS
reach way out with the NEW CAM-88

23-CHANNEL CB mobile and base station
AM TRANSCIEVER

The satisfaction you get from CB—ing with the new Cobra CAM-88 is a richly rewarding everyday experience. It's rugged, handsome— to have in your car or home base—and it operates like you want it to—for personal, professional or business 2-way communications in the 27 mc Citizens Band.

Outstanding Features

• Fully-Equipped for Immediate 23-channel Transmit and Receive
• Double Conversion Superheterodyne Receiver
• Transistorized 117V AC/12V DC Power Supply
• Maximum Talk Power
• Delta-Tune Fine Tuning
• Squelch Control and Standby Switch
• Illuminated Dual-Purpose Meter
• Power-in (Receive)—Power-out (Transmit)
• Modulation Indicator
• Plug-in Microphone
• Convertible for Public Address

Carefully engineered design makes the Cobra completely reliable and easy to operate. Completely self-contained. No additional crystals needed. $21495

See your Distributor or Write for Bulletin No. 641-P

B & K/MARK
DIVISION OF DYNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE. • CHICAGO, ILL. 60613
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 123 Grand St., New York 13, U.S.A.
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BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.

Depart, 70, 1012 McGee St., Kansas City 6, Mo.

Name ____________________________

Address __________________________

City ________________________________ State ________

FREE

CIRCLE NO. 3 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

NEW - - by KUHN

AM/FM VHF RECEIVER

New model now covers 26-54 and 88-174 MC in eight overlapping calibrated bands with large full vision dial. Ideal for listening to Aircraft, CB, Police, Fire, Amateur, or other signals as well as regular FM broadcast stations. Complete self-contained with headphone jack for private listening.

AIRCRAFT • POLICE • FIRE

350 $59.95 inc. F.T.

315-B 5-54 MC $17.95

115-160 MC $18.95

348A Complete $34.95

Transistorized, directly tuneable converter. Powered with self-contained mercury cell. Excellent sensitivity and stability. Designed for car, home or portable receivers.

Convexa home or car radios to receive Fire, Police, Aircraft, CB, BW, etc. Exceptional sensitivity on high and low bands. High Band type adjusts to bracket 115-180 MC. Low Band type should be ordered for 33-47 MC, 40-53 MC, 50-30 MC, 8-12 MC, etc. May be adapted for transistorized car radios.

Order today or send free catalog on full line of converters and receivers for every application.

CIRCLE NO. 19 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

POP'tronics

Bookshelf

Electronic Gadgets for Your Car

by Len Buckwalter

Unquestionably, the subject of automotive electronics is a popular one. Given the facts that the number of persons who enjoy tinkering with the family car is enormous and that a sizable segment of that number has some savvy in the field of electronics, it's easy to understand why. In this book, Len Buckwalter has outlined ten projects for the automotive-electronics hobbyist ranging from the simple addition of a d.c. ammeter on the auto dashboard to the construction of a tachometer for measuring engine r.p.m. Although some of the projects seem of marginal interest, there is enough good material in this volume—such as the tachometer and dwell indicator projects—to make it a worthwhile investment.

Published by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 West 62 St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. Soft cover. 128 pages. $2.95.

Advanced Servicing Techniques

Volume 1, Color and Black-and-White Television

by Paul B. Zbar and Peter W. Orne

Prepared under the sponsorship of the Electronics Industries Association

Advances in the design and manufacturing processes of TV receivers and in the techniques of servicing demand that service technicians acquire new knowledge and ability in both theory and skill. This text is designed to make it possible for the TV technician to efficiently service both color and black-and-white receivers, including transistorized TV receivers. Emphasized throughout is a systematic, industry-approved, logical trouble-shooting procedure, utilizing the latest test instruments.

Paul Zbar, head of the Electronics Department, Voorhees Technical Institute, and Peter...
Orne, supervisory engineer at Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corp., have a firsthand, practical knowledge of the problems in the field and are eminently qualified authors. A completely new text, this edition is written in simple, easy-to-understand language. Symptoms of troubles arising from defects in each section of the receiver are presented, and procedures to find these troubles are detailed. Bench servicing and home servicing techniques are given. Profusely illustrated, the book includes full color plates to show important details of color TV servicing. A must book for the student as well as for the advanced TV technician.

Published by John F. Rider Publisher, Inc., 116 West 14 St., New York 11, N.Y. Hard cover. 298 (8 1/2" x 11") pages. $8.25.

TAPE RECORDERS: HOW THEY WORK
by Charles G. Westcott and Richard F. Dubbe

Devoted to the history, theory, and construction of modern tape recorders, this book is now in its second edition after having been enlarged and updated by its authors. Both service technicians and hobbyists will benefit from perusing it, since easily understood details on tape recorder functioning as well as more technical information—along with circuit diagrams—are included. Beginning with a short history of magnetic recording, the volume takes the reader through a theory section, the motorboard—tape-transport mechanism and drive motors, volume indicators, bias oscillators, amplifiers, magnetic heads, and recording tape.

Published by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 West 62 St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. Soft cover. 224 pages. $3.95.

STANDARD ELECTRONICS QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Volume I: Basic Electronics; Volume II: Industrial Applications
by Steve Elonka and Julian L. Bernstein

These two books are all-purpose educational texts designed "to help the enterprising technician prepare himself for rapid advancement in his chosen field." In compiling the material, the authors had in mind the large number of fields that require personnel skilled in basic electronics, and the resulting shortage of such personnel. Volume I introduces the basic concepts of electronics and includes chapters on direct current, magnetism, inductance, capacitance, alternating current, vacuum tubes,
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semiconductors and transistors, voltage amplifiers, and power supplies. Volume II deals with basic industrial circuits in their simplest form. Chapter subjects include oscillators, special circuits, transducers and sensors, control systems, closed-circuit and color TV, industrial processes and devices, and test equipment. Both books pack a tremendous amount of information into the question and answer format, requiring the close attention of the reader. They should make excellent study material for those willing to invest some time and effort.


CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION HANDBOOK
by Leon A. Wortman

The second “TV revolution” is under way. Just as television broadcasting swept the country in the late 40's and early 50's, closed-circuit TV (CCTV) is now beginning to saturate many fields—including education, industry, research, medicine, and commerce. Mr. Wortman's text is essentially a treatment for the potential user of CCTV rather than for the technician or engineer. Covered are such topics as cameras, monitors, video recording, lenses, lighting, wiring, microwave relays, and the use of CCTV in the fields mentioned above. The text is easy to read and profusely illustrated.

Published by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 West 62 St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. Hard cover. 286 pages. $6.95.

Free Literature

Two “envelope-stuffers” are available from Amprobe Instrument Corp. (Dept. Full-Line, 630 Merrick Rd., Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563), the manufacturer of “AMPROBE” snap-around volt-amp-ohmmeter and miniature strip chart recorders. The REE-16 is a condensed catalog of the most popular recorder models, while the AAE-14 contains information on their full line of snap-around instruments and accessories . . . You'll find lots of semiconductor bargains in the 1965 Poly Pak eight-page flyer. Poly Paks (P.O. Box 942E, S. Lynnfield, Mass.) is offering new integrated circuits, “pancake” transistors, etc., plus a free “double bonus” to mail order customers.
Share great moments with other great guys

Get a new set of wheels in the Army. Ten feet across or scooter size, there are more wheels in the Army than in any other organization in the Free World. Some are an adventure to drive, others take you to adventure—and, if you want, you can learn what makes each one roll.

Experts are made, not born. And the Army makes the best. Army schools teach hundreds of different specialties. If you qualify, you can sign up for the one you want before you enlist.

It's different from your home town. And who wouldn't expect it to be? After all, one of the reasons you join the Army is to see the world of differences.

You're not alone in today's action Army. Every experience you have is shared with other great guys. Regular guys who are learning, earning, growing, going, serving our Country, developing themselves. Just as you are.

But the wonder of these experiences is yours alone. No one can tell you how great it feels to master a difficult specialty like computer programming, missile repair, electronics, or construction. No one can live the excitement of landing in a foreign country for you. No one can know what your great moments in the Army will be. But you can be sure your life in today's Army will be full of great moments. Enough to add up to a great life.

Talk to your local Army recruiter. Let him tell you what the Army can do for you... and what you can do for the Army. Let him help you to that great moment, the moment you realize that... if you're good enough to get in, a proud future can be yours in today's action Army.
It will take thousands of electronics technicians to put man on the moon
will you be one of them?

To put men on the moon requires an army of electronics technicians working behind the scenes. These technicians will be men who, like yourself, started their careers with a healthy interest in electronics, and the foresight to realize what a major role electronics will play in the future. Many of them will have taken their first step in this exciting field by sending for the free book from RCA Institutes. This book, more than any other, shows you how much more you get with RCA Institutes Home Training, and how thousands of men, like yourself, have built, and are building the most rewarding careers the field of electronics has to offer. Read how right this minute, you can do the same!
Compare RCA Training With That Of Any Other School

Here Are 6 Solid Reasons Why Your Choice Should Be RCA:

1. Wide Choice of Courses. RCA Institutes lets you learn at home in your spare time the major fields of electronics with complete, step-by-step, easy to understand courses. Choose from the following:
   - Communications Electronics
   - FCC License Preparation
   - Mobile Communications
   - Automation Electronics
   - Automatic Controls
   - Industrial Applications
   - Nuclear Instrumentation
   - Digital Techniques
   - TV Servicing
   - Color TV Servicing
   - Transistors
   - Electronics Fundamentals (in English or Spanish)
   - Computer Programming
   - Drafting

Each of these home training courses gives you the latest, up to the minute training you need to start toward a successful career in the electronics field of your choice!

2. New, Easier Way to Learn. Only RCA Institutes gives you an exclusive, fast, easier way to master the essentials of electronics. The RCA "AUTOTEXT" Instruction Method, a system of programmed instruction developed by RCA, and introduced by RCA Institutes will help you learn almost automatically. Programmed instruction has been proved with thousands of students—even those who have had trouble with ordinary home training methods in the past. For those just starting out in electronics, there's no better way to begin!

3. Top Quality Equipment. RCA Institutes assures you of prime quality equipment in the kits furnished to you with the courses you take. The essential instruments you build with these kits are yours to keep and use on the job. And each one is complete. You never have to take apart one piece to build another as some home training courses require you to do! Compare what RCA gives you with any other school.

4. Personal Guidance. You may receive personal guidance every week from one of the many top instructors in the field at RCA Institutes to help you with your home training program. Conveniently located in the heart of New York City.

5. Liberal Tuition Plan. RCA Institutes offers you the most economical possible method of home training through its Liberal Tuition Plan. You pay for lessons only as you order them. If, for any reason, you should wish to interrupt your training, you may do so and you will not owe one cent until you resume the course. No long-term obligations, ever!

6. Ideal for Beginners and Advanced Students. If you are already in electronics, RCA Institutes advanced home training courses will help you get ahead faster and secure your future, by teaching you the most recent developments in your field. If you are just starting out in electronics, RCA electronics fundamentals courses will give you the foundation you need for building a career!

IF YOU PREFER CLASSROOM TRAINING, RCA OFFERS YOU THE BEST.

RCA Institutes maintains one of the largest schools of its kind in New York City—a virtual "College of Electronics" where classroom and laboratory training is available to you in day or evening sessions. You may be admitted without any previous technical training; prep courses are available if you haven't completed high school. Coeducational day and evening classes start four times a year.

OUTSTANDING PLACEMENT RECORD

RCA Institutes Resident School has a Free Placement Service available to all students. In recent years, 9 out of 10 who used this service have found their jobs waiting for them on the day they graduated! And many of these jobs are with top companies in the field—such as IBM, Bell Telephone Labs, General Electric, RCA, and radio and TV stations and other communications systems throughout the country!

PLAN FOR A SUCCESSFUL FUTURE IN ELECTRONICS NOW! SEND FOR FREE BOOK! CHECK HOME TRAINING OR CLASSROOM TRAINING. NO OBLIGATION.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. Dept. PE-35
A Service of Radio Corporation of America
350 West 4th St., New York, N. Y. 10014
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Compare these S-9500 specs! Power output, both channels: 50 watts at 1% I.M. distortion. Continuous sine-wave power output (two channels): 36 watts at 3% distortion. Power bandwidth: 12-35,000 cps. at 1% distortion. Hum and noise: Phono—70 db. Tuner—80 db. Sensitivity: Phono —1.8 mv. Tuner 0.25v. Also available: 150-watt music power Silicon Solid-State amplifier, S-9000, $219.95.

Well, it should be... if only to show how very lucky you'd be to own the Silicon transistorized circuitry of the S-9500. We wish you could SEE the difference which costs us 50% more than the usual Germanium way of transistorizing your circuit; you will HEAR the difference. Furthermore, this 50-watt Sherwood Integrated amplifier-preamplifier can be squeezed into the tightest custom installation, with no heat problems either. Perhaps, you are wondering if these transistors will really stand up. Just perfectly, because the new Sherwood all-Silicon circuitry virtually eliminates transistor failure caused by shorted speaker terminals or other improper operation. And all this for only $179.50.

Write now for our latest catalog detailing this remarkable amplifier as well as Sherwood's world-famous FM tuners and speaker systems. Dept. 3P.

Sherwood

Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc., 4300 North California Ave., Chicago 18, Illinois
OSCAR III: Ham Radio's New 2-Meter Space Station

The latest in a series of amateur-designed and amateur-built satellites is expected to provide unparalleled DX thrills

By ROBERT N. TELLEFSEN, W7SMC/6, and HARLEY C. GABRIELSON, WEHEK
OF THE SCORES of satellites placed in orbit around the earth during the past seven years, two were unique. They were built by radio amateurs, they transmitted their signals in the 2-meter (144-mc.) ham band, and they were observed by a worldwide amateur tracking network. These first two amateur satellites were named OSCAR I and OSCAR II from the initial letters of Orbiting Satellite Carrying Amateur Radio. Soon, possibly by the time you read this, OSCAR III will be in orbit. And, unlike the first two OSCARS which carried only beacon transmitters, OSCAR III will be a complete 2-meter ham station capable of receiving and relaying back to earth amateur 2-meter signals!

Origins of Project OSCAR. The idea of an amateur satellite was put forth by Don Stoner, W6TNS, in 1959, who pointed out that hams could probably build a satellite “if someone only had a vehicle” to put it in orbit. Stoner, Fred Hicks, W6EJU, and others developed the idea and formed the Project OSCAR Association which later became Project OSCAR, Inc. Typical of the reactions of their fellow San Francisco area hams was a comment by “Chuck” Towns, K6LFH: “You’re crazy. When can we start?”

The first problem facing the amateurs was what form an amateur satellite should take. The initial OSCAR concept was a simple beacon transmitting an unmodulated carrier in the 2-meter ham band. Later, a keying unit was designed to enable the beacon to transmit the word “HI” in c.w. (.... ...), and a telemetry channel was added to monitor the internal temperature of the satellite. “HI” is a friendly greeting between hams, and has the same meaning in many languages. The “HI” identifier and telemetry channel were used in both OSCAR I and II.

Construction and Launching. When construction of the first satellite began, many manufacturers in the space and electronics industries donated hard-to-obtain components that make the difference between success and failure in a satellite. Other manufacturers loaned test equipment and gave advice and information. The actual design and construction, however, were done by hams working in their basements.

One reason for the simplicity of OSCAR I’s design was that, although the U.S. Air Force had indicated a willingness to launch an amateur satellite on a space-available basis, a final commitment would not be made until the hardware had been built and tested. A simple design is more reliable, a matter of some importance in a field where Murphy’s Law works overtime. Finally, despite its lack of sophistication, the satellite would provide tracking experience for future efforts.

When the satellite was tested and a launch date established with the help of the ARRL, one question still remained. Could amateur tracking stations acquire and track the 100-milliwatt OSCAR signal? On December 12, 1961, an Atlas-Agena rocket carried OSCAR I aloft, and the friendly “HI” from orbit dis-
pelled all doubts. Rare indeed was the OSCAR observer who did not track OSCAR I from one horizon to the other with signals loud and clear.

Tracking reports continued to come into OSCAR headquarters even after the satellite battery voltage had dropped to the point where the "HI" keyer had ceased to function. At this point, it is estimated that the output power was approximately one milliwatt!

When a second ride into orbit became available, OSCAR II was launched on June 2, 1962. It was identical to OSCAR I except for minor improvements such as the addition of more batteries.

The Verdict: Success. These first OSCAR operations were unqualified successes. Nearly 1000 stations in 27 countries submitted some 10,000 tracking reports to OSCAR headquarters, ranging from simple reception reports to comprehensive and highly competent technical reports. Considering the limited resources of most of these amateur stations, the quality of the reports was remarkable.

What was achieved? Much practical experience was gained which could not have been obtained in any other way. Many participants designed complete tracking stations, built and operated them, and wrote down their observations. Others became skilled at generating orbit predictions from a minimum of information. Valuable data was collected on propagation in the 2-meter band at orbital altitudes, as well as on the performance of space communications hardware.

This amateur satellite activity also had international effects. The International Telecommunications Union designated 144 to 146 mc. as an International Amateur Radio Space Communications Band, thus providing radio amateurs all over the world with their own window in the sky.

On To OSCAR III. The third OSCAR satellite will be capable of relaying signals to ranges not normally possible in the 2-meter ham band. It contains a translator, a telemetry system, and a coherent beacon transmitter, all using transistors. OSCAR III is about the size of a small suitcase, 7" x 12" x 17", and weighs about 30 pounds.

The translator is not a repeater in the sense of a receiver and transmitter connected together, as there is no demodulation of received signals within the satellite. Signals received at 144.1 mc. are

Ed Hilton, W6VKP (left), and Don Norgaard, W6VMH, at work on the OSCAR III package in Hilton's garage. In addition to designing much of the satellite electronics, they also designed equipment for testing the units.
converted to 30 mc. for amplification, and then reconverted to 145.9 mc. for further amplification and retransmission. Figure 1 shows the functions within the translator.

The translator will retransmit a single signal with a power of one watt. However, if two or more signals are in the translator pass-band simultaneously, they will share the watt in proportion to their strengths at the translator input. When no signals are present in the pass-band, the output is noise only, due to the 130 db system gain.

The telemetry system in OSCAR III (see Fig. 2) has three channels monitoring the main battery voltage, the average internal temperature (which is the main battery temperature since it is the largest thermal mass), and the highest internal temperature (the case temperature of the translator output amplifier transistors). The telemetry system transmits "HI" as an identifier, and the battery voltage channel is obtained by varying the rate at which "HI" is sent. The other two channels are interspersed between "HI"s in bursts of pulse-width telemetry modulation.

The coherent beacon transmitter (Fig. 2) is very close to the original OSCAR concept. Its output is unmodulated, but its power is somewhat less than that of the OSCAR I and II transmitters.

Four quarter-wave antennas are mounted on the sides of the OSCAR III package, one for the translator input and one for the output, one for the telemetry transmitter, and one for the coherent beacon. These antennas are made from a steel tape measure, and are silver-plated. During launch, they will fold against the OSCAR III package, but when OSCAR III separates from the launch vehicle to go its own way in orbit, each antenna will snap erect.

(Continued on page 92)
Briny hi-fi masie to life with a light display that follows the sound. This unique circuit gives you 75 watts of light for less than $9.00

By DON LANCASTER

HOW WOULD you like to add the intricate patterns of dancing, colored light to your hi-fi setup? Now you can do so without spending a fortune thanks to POPULAR ELECTRONICS' low-cost color organ. To start at the beginning, a color organ is a device that sorts out the highs, the middles, and the lows from music and uses these notes to modulate (control) three colored light sources. You literally watch the music. By reflecting the light onto a broken display surface, the lights grow and dance with the changing pitch and volume of the music. By diffusing the light, the entire rainbow of colors can be produced.

To date, color organs have been expensive, complex devices, using SCR's, Biswitches, Triacs, or transistors as light modulators preceded by fancy tone filters. A simple control chassis meant a pitifully small display, perhaps one or two watts of light at most, while a larger one meant great cost and complexity. POPULAR ELECTRONICS' color organ, on the other hand, is very easily built, and should cost you less than $9 even if you have to buy everything brand-new. And the pay-off is that the unit, operating from the speaker terminals of your hi-fi set, will control 75 to 90 watts of colored light!
How It Works. To get away from complex design problems, the unit featured here has a fairly low input sensitivity so that considerable, but not excessive, audio drive is required. Secondly, it uses a fairly recent semiconductor component—the Delco LDR-25 photocell—and an unusual circuit to simplify the control chassis but retain a high power control capability.

Basically, the principle behind the color organ is use of the input audio to drive three pilot lamps and then amplify the light to the display power level! An inductance in series with one of the bulbs acts as a low-pass filter; a capacitor in series with a second acts as a high-pass filter; a third pilot lamp is made series resonant in the middle of the audio spectrum with an LC series filter.

The next step is to “amplify” the light output of the pilot lamps by “watching” each bulb with an LDR-25 photocell. These photocells control the power flow...
ing to the big display bulbs. A little light in (a fraction of a watt) produces a lot of light out (25 watts).

**Practical Details.** The LDR-25 photocells will easily handle the display power if the mounting and illuminating instructions are followed. A large slab of aluminum is used as a heat sink for the photocells (PC1, PC2, and PC3). If you care to add a fan to cool the heat sink, you can run 50 watts per channel instead of just 25. Even without a fan, the photocells can handle a total of 75 watts continuously, or up to 90 watts if you stick to a 20-minute-or-less operating cycle.

Two refinements complete the color organ. Light shields must be provided for the photocells to prevent the display and room lights from locking the photocells on. These are simply recessed shell tube socket mounts, ready to go at 11 cents each. If the color organ was operated with only the music lights (11, 12, 13) shining on each photocell, the bulbs would remain off for low musical passages, giving a choppy appearance.

By shining a small amount of light on the photocells all the time, the display remains barely lit, permitting the lights to follow the music smoothly. This feature increases display sensitivity of input audio, and prevents the display bulbs from cooling off (insuring that high

---

**LIST**

- C1, C2—50-µl, 25-volt electrolytic capacitor
- C3, C4—20-µl, 25-volt electrolytic capacitor
- L1, L2, L3—#17 pilot lamp
- L4, L5, L6—117-volt, 25-watt light bulb (one red, one blue, one green)
- L1—Approx. 3-mh, 0.6-ohm coil; made with Arnold A4-800-250-HA-1 core filled with #24 enamal wire*
- L2—Approx. 1.2-mh, 0.3-ohm coil; made with same core as L1 but filled with #22 enamal wire*
- NE1, NE2, NE3—NE-2 neon bulb
- PC1, PC2, PC3—Delco LDR-25 photocell
- R1, R2, R3—15,000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
- R1, R2, R3—15,000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
- Rs—Retainer ring octal socket (Amphenol Type "S")
- S1—Mounting shell for light shield (Amphenol Type 61-61 or equivalent)
- C1—8-conductor barrier terminal strip (Cinch-Jones Type 8-140 or equivalent)
- C2—1½" lugs for use with above
- C3—½" x 4½" x 7" aluminum plate
- J1—Clear socket to take 117-volt a.c. display lamp (J1c)—3-lug tie points, live cord, silicone gasket, gromme, chassis feet, 6-32 hardware, spaghetti, wire, solder, display materials
- *Available from Arnold Electric Company, Maren- go, Ill., @ 25 cents each

---
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current surges through a cold display bulb will not destroy the photocells). The "bias" light is provided by small neon lamps (NE1, NE2, NE3) inside each light shield. Each lamp is connected to the power line with a series resistor. The value of this resistor determines the display background level.

Two electrolytic capacitors back-to-back are used in the middle and high range audio filters (C1 and C2, and C3 and C4 respectively). They are cheaper than large bipolar capacitors and do the same job.

The coils are simply enameled magnet wire wound on two low-cost powdered iron toroids. Fill the toroids as full as possible with wire. Counting turns is unnecessary; exact inductances are not critical. The circuit values were experimentally determined to give a good and lively separation and balance to each channel.

The circuit was left "stripped" to conserve costs. Switches, a cabinet, a fuse, and the fan may be added at any time. Background potentiometers could also be included to set the "out" display brightness and balance colors.

Construction. Start with a 1/4" x 4" x 7 1/2" slab of soft aluminum (you may be able to purchase this at the local junkyard). Break all sharp edges with a file and use steel wool on the aluminum to get a good finish. Drill holes for mounting the recessed shell tube socket mounts, the photocells, the barrier terminal strip, the two tie strips, the two toroids, and the chassis feet (see Fig. 1 on page 44 to get an idea of layout).

Be sure to follow the mounting instructions supplied with the photocells. Use silicone grease between each one and the chassis; do not overtighten the mounting nuts.

Drill out the centers of the tube sockets to clear the #47 pilot lamps and remove all odd pins from the sockets. Complete the connections between the pilot lamps and the neon bulbs by using the remaining socket pins. Add two small pieces of good electrical tape to the inside of the shields where they might possibly contact the electrically hot tops of the photocells. Next, mount the octal sockets on their shields, bulbs in, terminals out. The shields may now be mounted on the chassis. Three-lug solder tie points are mounted with the

Fig. 6. LDR-25 photocell is small as comparison with dime shows, but can handle considerable power.

Fig. 7. Display using crumpled aluminum foil can be a simple adaptation of that shown in Fig. 10. Reflected light is more pleasing to watch.

Fig. 8. For color mix, diffuser can be made with a piece of sandpapered plastic or frosted ground glass.

Fig. 9. Fish bowl frosted with lye or sandblasted will create a wide-angle display unit.
Fig. 10. Build this simple display for testing your color organ. Simply mount cleat sockets on wood base and install three 25-watt bulbs. Display can later serve as light source for a more elaborate setup.

Fig. 11. Another way of making a display is to use series strings of Christmas lights (one five-bulb string per channel). To diffuse the light, run each of the strings through a piece of frosted plastic tubing (below). Remember, when using this type of display, that you must keep within the 25-watt per channel limit of the photocells. Interesting color mix is possible by using lamps of different hues.

Fig. 12. An adaptation of the idea above, this one makes use of frosted plastic tubes—again with Christmas lights—attached to the front of the speaker enclosure in a manner similar to organ pipes.

first two shields (as illustrated in Fig. 1 on page 44).

Wind the coils using enameled (but otherwise uninsulated) magnet wire. Fill one toroid with ±24 wire, the other with ±22. Do not substitute wire sizes. Work your way circularly around the core, adding layer after layer, until there is no more open space left in the core center. Mount the coils on an insulator (tape, fish paper, etc.) and sew them to the chassis with string or lacing twine as detailed in Fig. 4.

Wire in the resistors and capacitors as shown in the schematic and Fig. 1. (Note that the electrolytics are connected back-to-back.) Add the remaining wiring, completing the circuit. The high-level a.c. connections to the barrier terminal strip are made from the bottom using "Y" type connectors. Be sure to slip a length of spaghetti over each connection as shown in Fig. 5.

Wiring and Testing. Double-check the wiring of your color organ before placing it in operation: A mistake can ruin your hi-fi. Also check to make sure that no connection exists between the 117-volt a.c. circuit and the leads to the audio amplifier.

The simple display shown in Fig. 10 should be built for initial tests. It is simply a piece of pine, three cleat sockets, and red, blue, and green 25-watt light bulbs. To test display operation, connect it up and plug it in. All the display bulbs should light dimly. If necessary, adjust R1, R2, and R3 to get the desired background level and balance.

Make the connections to the audio amplifier speaker terminals and slowly turn up the volume. The color organ should be "on the air." Since speaker volume will be too loud when color organ operation is optimum, you may want to either mismatch the speaker or add an L-pad to quiet it down.

Displays. A number of display ideas are shown in Figs. 7 through 12. Although the simple three-bulb display in Fig. 10 will work, the display will be much prettier if you scatter the light on crumpled aluminum foil (Fig. 7), diffuse it (Figs. 8 and 9), or work out any of several other possibilities.

Regardless of the type of display you select, your color organ will add new fascination to your hi-fi listening. —30—
Simple Simon
Voltage Calibrators

By FRED CHAPMAN

INTERESTED in a versatile voltage-step calibrator that has, literally, hundreds of uses? While designing a wide-range VTVM the author found a need for some means of feeding calibrated millivolt signals to the meter. The answer was a simple voltage divider, whipped up around a handful of 10% resistors as shown in Fig. 1.

Jacks J1 through J15 are banana jacks, and the resistors are 1/2-watt units unless otherwise specified. A separate pair of jacks (J3 and J4) accommodates the meter, while the voltage output is taken between the bottom jack (J15) and the jack at the desired percentage level. If you want to work with higher voltage levels, it will be necessary to increase the wattage rating of most of the components.

Figure 2 shows a grown-up version of the calibrator that you might want to put together. Note the provision for a.c. or d.c. voltages from 0.1 mv. to 1 volt with a 1-volt input; for a 6-volt input, the steps will range from 0.6 mv. to 6 volts. You simply multiply the input voltage by the percentage indication at the desired position of switch S2.

Transformer T1 is a 6.3-volt filament (Continued on page 95)
Here's how neon lamps are made to work in low-voltage transistor flip-flop and trigger circuits

By ED BUKSTEIN

THOSE WHO RECALL the "first generation" of electronic computers are continually amazed by the reduction of physical size achieved in later generations. With good reason the computers of the late 40's and early 50's were called giant brains: So immense were some of these machines that separate buildings or special additions to existing buildings were required to house them. A typical installation required several large motor-generator sets to feed the power-hungry giant, and huge air conditioners to provide cooling for the many ceiling-high cabinets which housed the electronic circuitry. With some computers, the heat generated by the tens of thousands of vacuum tubes heated an entire building through the cold winters of the North.

Computers had become so large that, for a time, it seemed that further improvements in capability and speed would be prevented by heat and reliability problems. Some people believed that computer technology had already reached the point of diminishing returns. At about the same time, however, the transistor began to live up to its promise. Improved manufacturing techniques produced transistors that were relatively uniform and quite reliable. No longer was it necessary to search through a box full of semiconductors to find two with nearly identical characteristics. The enfant terrible of the industry had reached maturity in the form of the stable, reliable, predictable transistor.

From Tubes to Transistors. Computer engineers now hopefully focused their attention on transistors. These new components eventually proved to be even better than the engineers had hoped for, and the solid-state computer took over where its vacuum-tube predecessor left off.

Because the transistor generated far less heat than the vacuum tube, the air conditioner lost its standing as a necessary computer accessory. The smaller size and lower power demands of the transistor permitted a reduction of physical size concurrent with an increase of computer capability. Today, the desk-size computer is no longer a novelty, and some special-purpose computers, designed to solve a specific type of problem, have reached the less-than-a-cubic-foot status.

Interestingly enough, the transition from tubes to transistors created a new...
problem: the voltage level in a transistor circuit is not high enough to ionize a neon indicator lamp. Such indicators are employed in a computer to provide a front-panel display: of the data stored in registers; of the instruction being performed by the computer; and of the address of the data in the memory unit. Typical neon indicators require about 70 to 90 volts for ionization. In a vacuum-tube computer the neon lights could, therefore, be connected in the plate circuits.

An example of this type of connection is the flip-flop circuit shown in Fig. 1. When the tube to which the neon lamp is connected is conducting, the voltage across the plate load resistor is sufficient to light the lamp. When the tube is cut off, the voltage across the plate load resistor is less than the holding voltage of the neon lamp, and the light goes out. The indicator therefore shows the state of the flip-flop. Transistor circuits, however, generally employ power supplies of 20 volts or less—not enough to ionize a neon lamp.

High-Voltage Transistors. One solution to this problem involves the use of special high-voltage transistors. These units can operate at a hundred volts or more and can therefore drive neon indicators directly. Because of their slow switching speed, however, high-voltage transistors cannot be used in the computer circuits proper, but only to drive indicators. The neon lamp, the transistor, and associated resistors are manufactured as a single package designed for panel mounting.

A typical unit is shown in Fig. 2, and Fig. 3 shows a typical circuit configuration. The neon lamp and its current limiting resistor are connected across the collector load resistor. Only when the driver transistor conducts is the voltage across the load sufficient to light the lamp. The transistor is initially biased off, but turns on when it receives a negative input from the circuit being monitored.

It is sometimes desirable to have the neon indicator on when the neon-driver transistor is off and vice versa. A circuit of this type is shown in Fig. 4. When the transistor is conducting, its collector voltage is too low to light the lamp. When the transistor is cut off, however, its collector voltage is high enough to light the lamp.

Low-Voltage Driver. As indicated in Figs. 3 and 4, the neon driver requires a power supply of approximately 100 volts. Figure 5 shows a circuit that can be used in equipment which does not have a 100-volt supply. This circuit requires only —15 to —19 volts, and generates over a hundred volts for the neon lamp. Initially, the transistor is biased off by the voltage divider consisting of the

Fig. 1. As the circuit flip-flops from conduction of one tube to conduction of the other, the lamp glows only when tube on the right is conducting.

Fig. 2. Plug-in lamp indicator package contains a high-voltage transistor driver which can be triggered by a low voltage from a transistor circuit.
5100-ohm and the 1000-ohm resistors. The neon lamp in Fig. 5 turns on when a negative input of -5 to -10 volts is applied to the base of the transistor. This input (from the computer circuit being monitored) forward-biases the base-emitter junction, allowing the transistor to conduct. The circuit now oscillates as a result of the feedback from the collector coil to the emitter coil. An additional winding provides step-up transformer action, increasing the oscillator signal to approximately one hundred volts for the neon lamp.

The 10,000-ohm resistor in the input lead provides isolation to reduce the loading effect on the computer circuit being monitored. If direct input to the collector coil to the emitter coil.

Fig. 3. Driver transistor in indicator package acts like a relay. It is triggered by the low voltage from the basic computer circuit, and in turn applies high voltage to fire the neon lamp.

Fig. 4. There are times when it is desired to have the neon lamp on when the transistor is off. As shown in this circuit, the collector-emitter resistance is low during conduction and so is the voltage drop. During off time, the resistance increases and lets the voltage rise enough to fire the lamp.

Fig. 5. Only 15 to 19 volts is needed for this indicator circuit. Current flow through the transformer, when a signal is applied to Q1, steps up the voltage to ignite the lamp.
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Incandescent Lamps. When greater brightness is required, filament type lamps are used instead of neon lamps. The incandescent lamp is connected in series with the driver transistor as shown in Fig. 6, and turns on when the transistor is driven from cutoff to conduction. The lamp is pre-biased by current flow through the resistor shunted across the transistor. This pre-bias current heats the filament slightly but not enough to light the lamp. Pre-biasing extends the life of the lamp by reducing the thermal shock to the "cold" filament when the transistor conducts. It also reduces the current requirement of the transistor.

Indicator Triode. The indicator triode is a subminiature vacuum tube having a fluorescent anode. A fluorescent glow is therefore produced whenever the tube is conducting. The Tung-Sol 6977 tube (Fig. 7) is designed especially for transistor circuits in computers and data processing equipment. Full light output is obtained with zero voltage on the grid, and complete light cutoff is achieved at -3 volts grid bias. The grid of the indicator can therefore be connected to the transistor circuit to be monitored. The 6977 tube requires a 1-volt, 0.03-ampere filament supply. It operates from a 50-volt B supply, and draws approximately 0.5 ma. of plate current at maximum light output.

Glow Discharge Indicator. Thyratrons and glow discharge tubes have also been designed for indicator service. One such tube is the TG121A (Fujitsu Limited, Tokyo, Japan). This glow discharge tube has two cold cathodes, one of which is visible through a viewing window. Normally, the glow is on the holding

(Continued on page 91)

Fig. 6 (above). Incandescent lamp provides a brighter light when needed. Resistor across the cathode-emitter allows just enough current to flow through the lamp to keep it warm, but not enough to light the lamp.

Fig. 7 (above, center). Fluorescent indicator triode glows when the tube conducts. Grid requires only 0 to -3 volts to go from full on to cutoff, well within operating voltage levels of transistor computer circuits.

Fig. 8 (above, right). Of the two cathodes in this glow discharge tube, only the indicator cathode (I) is visible. A negative signal voltage transfers the glow from the holding (H) to the indicator cathode.

Fig. 9. Nixie numerical indicator produces a glow in the shape of the cathodes. See Fig. 10 (p. 91) for circuit. Photo courtesy of Burroughs Corp.
BUILD THE MASTER CONTROL SCR SWITCHING CENTER

You can control equipment from a remote or local position with automatic or manual go—no-go type switch, photocell, or sensor

By HAROLD REED

THE silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR) is one of the most recently introduced types of semiconductors presently performing electronic miracles. It works like a high-current on/off switch, yet has no moving parts. Many devices, such as electric light dimmers and motor speed controllers, are already taking advantage of the SCR. As the demand for new semiconductors builds up, prices come down. They have already done so to a considerable extent. The SCR used in the Switching Center is a 2N2323 and costs less
than $3.50, which is below the cost of many vacuum tubes.

The Switching Center can be used as the heart of burglar alarms, fire alarms, photographic control equipment, door openers, motor driven controls, etc. Control can be automatic or manual, local or remote, and can be triggered by Microswitches, magnetic reed or thermal switches, photocells, etc. The switches can be used in combination, say a magnetic reed switch to close the controller and a Microswitch to open it.

The controller is extremely sensitive; a photoconductive cell connected directly to its binding posts can actuate the relay just by "seeing" a lit match 12 inches away.

**How It Works.** Like a thyratron, the SCR (Q1) conducts when the anode is sufficiently positive with respect to the cathode. Under normal operating conditions the anode voltage is not high enough to start conduction, but is high enough to maintain current flow once it starts. The gate on the SCR performs the same function as the grid of the thyratron. When a small positive voltage is applied to the gate, the SCR fires (provided that the correct anode-to-cathode voltage is also present).

Thereafter, the gate has no control and cannot stop current flow. The only way to extinguish the SCR is to remove or reduce the anode-to-cathode voltage below the holding point. When current flow is stopped and plate voltage is restored, the gate once again is in a position to exercise control.

Relay K1 has a four-pole, double-throw switch to provide numerous control applications. If desired, a s.p.d.t. relay can be used and is noted in the Parts List for your convenience. Both relays have a 2500-ohm coil.

The relay is energized when d.c. flows through the circuit consisting of T1, D1, K1 and Q1. About 25 volts a.c. from T1 is rectified by D1, filtered by C1 and applied to K1 and Q1. The d.c. control voltage applied to Q1's gate is developed by the voltage divider action of R2 and R3. Diode D2 stabilizes relay action and cuts down the high inductive kick from the relay coil when the unit is switched off. Excessive voltage peaks could damage Q1.

In the nonconducting state, Q1 exhibits a very high internal resistance and only a very small leakage current flows; thus, Q1's anode voltage is approximately equal to the d.c. supply voltage. Since this voltage is below the rated peak forward voltage of Q1, it will not trigger.

Under this circumstance, all it takes to fire Q1 is a small positive d.c. pulse applied to Q1's gate. As mentioned before, this comes from the junction of R2 and R3 via S1. Switch S1 may be manually controlled or paralleled by any external switching devices attached to BP1 and BP2. Internal resistance of Q1
Mount the parts on the panel before working on the chassis, so you'll be sure to have adequate clearance. A single terminal strip can be substituted for sockets SO1 and SO2.

- **K1**—Relay, 4-p.d.t. or s.p.d.t., 2500-ohm coil (Potter & Brumfield GB17D or GB5D or equivalent)
- **R1**—12,000 ohms
- **R2**—33,000 ohms
- **R3**—1000 ohms
- **R4**—8200 ohms
- **S1, S2**—S.p.s.t. push-button switch (Lafayette 99 G 6218 or equivalent)
- **S3**—S.p.s.t. on-off switch
- **SO1, SO2**—6-pin miniature socket
- **T1**—Power transformer: primary, 117 volts; secondary, 25.2 volts (Stancor P-6469 or equivalent)

---

becomes extremely low when it conducts and practically all of the d.c. supply voltage appears across K1. The relay closes and works any appropriate device plugged into SO1 or SO2.

Once Q1 fires, it remains in this condition, keeping K1 closed regardless of any further switching attempts by the gate. To extinguish Q1 and open the relay, the voltage developed across C2 through R1 is discharged across Q1 by closing S2 or by a bridging action of an external control switch. The charge on C2 momentarily counteracts the voltage across Q1 enough to stop conduction.

**Construction.** The unit shown in the photos is built in a 4" x 5" x 6" box which has a self-contained chassis attached to the front panel. All parts are easy to obtain and inexpensive. Transformer T1 and relay K1 are mounted on the chassis; smaller parts are soldered to terminal strips. Switches S1 and S2, the binding posts, and power switch S3 are attached to the front panel.

Two 6-contact sockets to extend the relay contactors to a convenient outlet are also mounted on the front panel. Any type of connector or terminal strip could be used for this purpose.
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ANTENNA CLEARANCE
21 MEGACYCLES UP

ANTENNA ORIENTATION

By RODRIGUES
Why does a 1965 stereo system sound better than your 1963 model? There's a good reason—just look at the cartridge!

If your stereo system is more than two years old, chances are that you can dramatically upgrade its performance just by changing the cartridge. Cartridge design has recently become much more sophisticated, and nearly all of today's cartridges offer a level of performance unknown only a short time ago.

The best news for stereo fans with a tight budget is that the performance gap between the top and the bottom of the price scale is rapidly narrowing. POPULAR ELECTRONICS has tested a representative group of high-quality cartridges and discovered that the sound of a good phono cartridge selling for about $20 comes surprisingly close to the sound of cartridges selling for more than twice that amount. In updating a middle-aged stereo set, installing a new moderate-cost cartridge therefore offers the biggest possible improvement per dollar invested.

Test Results. The results of the P.E. test are reported in the table on the next page. Besides measuring frequency response, distortion, stereo separation, output, and required tracking pressure, each cartridge was given a subjective listening test. These tests revealed that the surprising similarities between low-priced and high-priced cartridges were far more striking than the differences.

All cartridges tested had clean highs and the ability to "ride out" even the loudest passages without "breaking up" or "shattering." Granted, the higher priced models were "silkier" in the highs, and in the loudest passages they had a slight margin in clarity; even in a triple forte, they didn't blur and all the instruments stood out clearly. However, these differences are small and they show up only with top-rank amplifiers and loudspeakers. (In these tests a Knight KG-870 stereo amplifier and a pair of KLH Model 6 speakers were used.)

Tonal Coloration. The listening tests also showed certain differences in the tonal coloration of different cartridges. These factors are hard to pin down in the manufacturers' specifications. Like loudspeakers, cartridges have individual quirks that cannot be fully expressed in figures. Their individual tone coloration can best be described in subjective...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make and Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Test Tracking Force (grams)</th>
<th>Frequency Response (cps)</th>
<th>Inter-modulation Distortion (percent)</th>
<th>Vertical &amp; Horizontal Compliance (dyne/cm)</th>
<th>Stylus Shape(^a) and Tip Diameter (1/1000 inch)</th>
<th>Stereo Separation at 10,000 cps (db)</th>
<th>Price (audiophile net)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Empire 880p</td>
<td>Magnetic (moving magnet)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20-15,000 ± 3 db</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>15 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>round, 0.6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pickering V-15</td>
<td>Magnetic (moving iron)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20-16,000 ± 2.5 db</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>round, 0.7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shure M44-7</td>
<td>Magnetic (moving magnet)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20-18,000 ± 3 db</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>round, 0.7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonotone(^k) Mark IV</td>
<td>Ceramic</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>20-19,000 ± 2.5 db</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>round, 0.7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shure M44-5</td>
<td>Magnetic (moving magnet)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>20-19,000 ± 2.5 db</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>round, 0.5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC 770</td>
<td>Magnetic (moving iron)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>20-17,500 ± 2.5 db</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>15 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>round, 0.7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>29.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanton 500 AT</td>
<td>Magnetic (moving iron)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>20-16,000 ± 2.5 db</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>round, 0.7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC Point Four</td>
<td>Magnetic (moving iron)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>20-18,000 ± 2.5 db</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>30 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>round, 0.4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC Point Four/E</td>
<td>Magnetic (moving iron)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>20-18,000 ± 2.0 db</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>30 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>elliptical</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shure V-15</td>
<td>Magnetic (moving magnet)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>20-17,000 ± 2.5 db</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>elliptical</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>62.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortofon SPE/T</td>
<td>Magnetic (moving coil)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>20-20,000 ± 2.5 db</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>elliptical</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>75.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Data supplied by manufacturer.

\(^k\)Turnover design, also plays 78-rpm records with 3-mil stylus tip.
What the Tests Tell You

TEST TRACKING FORCE

The test tracking force is that used by our laboratory to obtain the minimum response figures. This does not denote the frequency response figure, which tells the maximum deviation (in db) from flat response, as any deviation by human ears, 3 db is virtually undetectable as such deviations indicate the range within which the cartridge main stylus pressures. Some cartridges work at less than a gram downward pressure (so light that a gentle puff can blow the tone arm off the disc) and two grams is about tops. This makes record war very much like that of the past. At such feather-weight pressures, the stylus does not permanently deform the groove walls. Assuming that you brush the dust off your discs before every play (to prevent abrasion in the grooves), the new cartridges will make your records last almost indefinitely.

Most of the new cartridges also have the advantage of a standardized stylus angle, that is, the vertical angle by which the stylus leans backward in the groove. In older cartridges this angle varied anywhere from 0 to 40 degrees.

Terms, such as “bright” and “brilliant” as contrasted with “warm” and “round.” In this respect, too, there’s far less variation between different models today than a few years ago. Nevertheless, most listeners agreed that the various ADC models and Ortofon SPE/T seemed to be on the bright side while the Shure and Pickering cartridges tended toward a somewhat warmer sound. All other models occupied a middle ground.

Whether you prefer a bright-sounding cartridge or a warm-sounding one is largely a matter of personal taste. If at concerts you like to sit up front and hear the instruments at close range, a bright-sounding cartridge would be your logical choice. If you prefer a smoother kind of tonal blend—as from a seat maybe ten rows back—a warm-sounding cartridge may be more to your liking.

You can also pick your cartridge to compensate for deficiencies in your speakers. A dull-sounding speaker, weak in treble, can be pepped up by pairing it with a bright cartridge. Conversely, if your speaker sounds brassy and strident, you can tame it down by hitching it up with a more mellow cartridge.

Advantages of the New Cartridges. In addition to offering strikingly better sound, the new breed of stereo cartridges also pays off in another way. Because the stylus lever in all the new models is extremely light and mounted in a highly flexible suspension, these cartridges can track records at very light stylus pressures. Some cartridges work at less than a gram downward pressure (so light that a gentle puff can blow the tone arm off the disc) and two grams is about tops. This makes record wear a thing of the past. At such feather-weight pressures, the stylus does not permanently deform the groove walls. Assuming that you brush the dust off your discs before every play (to prevent abrasion in the grooves), the new cartridges will make your records last almost indefinitely.

Most of the new cartridges also have the advantage of a standardized stylus angle, that is, the vertical angle by which the stylus leans backward in the groove. In older cartridges this angle varied anywhere from 0 to 40 degrees.
These discrepancies sometimes caused distortion of the vertical signal and loss of stereo separation, especially on discs in which wide separation between left and right channels produced fairly high vertical amplitudes in the groove. Ideally, the angle of the playback stylus should be the same as the angle of the cutting used in making the master disc at the recording studio. This angle has recently been standardized at 15 degrees. Most new cartridge designs have adopted this standard, resulting in cleaner sound and better stereo separation.

What makes the new cartridges so good and gentle? It’s basically a combination of two factors: low dynamic mass and high compliance. In plain language, this means a lightweight stylus with plenty of “give.”

**Dynamic Mass and Compliance.** To understand the importance of these two factors, visualize what goes on in the groove as you play a record. Suppose you have Al Hirt spinning on the turntable. What you hear as a smooth, shiny trumpet note is for the stylus a wild ride on a bumpy road. There are some 20,000 hairpin turns every second—each being one frequency cycle of the trumpet’s overtones. And, in stereo, the stylus is not just swinging from side to side—the frantic motion goes up and down as well.

All along this fast and furious ride, the stylus must really “hug the road.” The lighter the stylus, and the lower its inertia, the more accurately it can follow the tricky turns of music’s complicated waveforms—just as a sport car corners more easily than a truck.

Recent progress in micro-assembly techniques has made it possible to cut down the dynamic mass—that’s the weight of the moving parts—in the best cartridges to less than a milligram (about 3/100,000 of an ounce), which means better tracking, cleaner highs, and less distortion.

This low mass in modern cartridges has still another advantage. As mass goes down, the natural resonance of the moving parts goes up—way above the audible range. Harsh-sounding response peaks get pushed up into a frequency region where only bats can hear them. The clean, silky sound of many new cartridges is largely the result of this upward resonance shift.

Next to shrinking the dynamic mass, the other most important engineering advance in cartridge design is increased compliance. Basically, compliance tells you how readily the stylus yields to guidance from the record groove. If the stylus follows the grooves easily, it doesn’t have to be pushed down so hard into the grooves and will track at much lower downward pressure.

The specs might tell you, for example, that a certain cartridge has a compliance of 15 x $10^{-6}$ cm/dyne. The fancy figures look extremely technical, but they simply mean that if a force of 1 dyne (about 0.000002 pound) pushes on the stylus, the stylus has enough “give” to move a distance of 15 millionths of a centimeter.

Yet these fine physical measurements need not concern you as such. What really matters for purposes of comparison is just the first figure—in this case, the 15. The higher the figure, the greater the compliance. Today’s better cartridge designs range roughly from about $12 \times 10^{-6}$ to $30 \times 10^{-6}$ cm/dyne.

The greater the compliance, the more easily the stylus follows the twists and turns of the record groove. But there’s (Continued on page 94)
STROBELIGHT SLAVE

By W. F. GEHART

Convert any electronic flash unit to a cordless, reliable, light-actuated slave with an easy-to-build adapter

HOW OFTEN have you wished you had more convenient and better flash units to provide fill-in light for photographs of large groups, sports events, or in other critical spots where the light is unfavorable? When you talk about “better,” chances are you mean electronic strobe units with their reliability, quick recycling time, and (in recent years) relatively low cost. When it comes to convenience, a prime requisite is the elimination of awkward, hazardous, unreliable cables.
PARTS LIST

B1—180 volts (four Burgess U-30 45-volt batteries or equivalent)
C1—20-µf, 250-volt electrolytic capacitor
D1—13539 silicon diode or equivalent
R1—10-megohm, 1⁄4-watt resistor
R2—680,000-ohm, 1⁄2-watt resistor
S1—D.p.d.t. slide switch
S01—Panel-mounting female receptacle, a.c. type
(V1—629 phototube*
V2—5823 gas triode*
J—Octal socket*
1—7-pin miniature socket*
1—21⁄2” x 21⁄2” x 4” aluminum box* for basic unit, or 3” x 4” x 5” box for booster unit
Misc.—Shield can* for V1, 1” spacers* for mounting V2, 6-32 hardware*, terminal strip, scrap aluminum for battery retainer, battery terminals, rubber pad*, wire*, solder*.
*Only the parts marked with an asterisk are used in the basic Strobelight Slave.

In addition to the inherent problems cables present, different strobe units cannot always be wired together—in some cases damage may result. Even if the units are similar and designed for parallel operation, polarities must be carefully observed.

What the foregoing list of factors adds up to is the “Strobelight Slave,” a simple adapter, described here in two versions, which can be used to convert any electronic flash into a light-operated slave unit. With the slave, the strobe-light can be remotely located, responding instantly to the flash from the master strobe fired by the camera shutter.

**Typical Strobe Operation.** Figure 1 shows the firing arrangement used in most electronic flash units. High voltage is applied to the flash tube between its plate and cathode, while the starter anode is connected to ignition coil L. Capacitor C is charged to a certain percentage of the high voltage through the voltage divider consisting of Ra, Rb, and Rc. When the shutter contacts (S) close, the capacitor discharges through the lower part of the coil, inducing a very high voltage in the upper part, and causing the flash tube to fire.

**Basic Slave Circuit.** A look at the Strobelight Slave Circuit shown in Fig. 2 reveals how it works. The 5823 (V2), a gas-filled triode, operates as a switch. At least 150 volts must be applied between the plate (pin 1) and the cathode (pin 7 or pin 3). No conduction occurs until a certain voltage appears on V1's
Basic Strobelight Slave is self-powered, can be used if charging voltage is 150 volts or more.

When this happens, the tube then fires, and conducts to such an extent that the plate and cathode are literally shorted. Of course, this condition causes the remote strobe unit plugged into $SO_1$ to flash.

The trigger voltage for $V_2$ is generated by $V_1$, a 929 phototube, in response to the light from the master strobelight. The basic Strobelight Slave shown in Fig. 2 is, therefore, completely self-powered, and may be used with any strobe having a shutter capacitor charging voltage of at least 150 volts.

**Booster Slave.** The second version of the Strobelight Slave shown in Fig. 3 provides supplemental voltage for the slave trigger tube when the capacitor charging voltage of the strobe is less than 150 volts. Here, $B_1$ is used to charge $C_1$ through $R_2$. This insures that the full battery voltage is available to fire $V_2$ when light strikes $V_1$, since, when fully charged, $C_1$ bolsters the current capacity of $B_1$. Diode $D_1$ isolates the internal slave voltage from the strobe unit, but permits current to flow in a forward direction when $V_2$ fires, firing the strobe connected to $SO_1$.

The second version of the Strobelight Slave also includes switch $S_1$ to cut $B_1$ out of the circuit when the slave is used with units having high shutter contact charging voltages—normally $S_1$ is on only when used with units having low charging voltages. However, when a strobe unit has a charging voltage over

(Continued on page 106)
A PLAN to encourage establishment of a nationwide communications network to aid motorists in distress has been announced by the Automobile Manufacturers Association. The system, to be known as H.E.L.P., for Highway Emergency Locating Plan, calls for the use of Citizens Band two-way radio equipment in private passenger cars. Motorists requiring aid would make their needs known on CB Channel 9, where the calls for help would be picked up by a round-the-clock monitoring station within the 10- to 20-mile range of the equipment. Monitors would include volunteer citizens teams, police agencies, road service stations, and hospital emergency rooms.

The plan grew out of a growing concern by government agencies and highway safety groups over the lack of emergency communications facilities for motorists. In seeking a solution to the problem, various states and areas have experimented with systems of roadside telephones, solar-powered emergency signal systems, roadside radio transmitters, and emergency road patrols. Such systems, while commendable, may not be the most practical or economically feasible in attempting to cover the nation's entire road system.

A special AMA engineering task force has been working on H.E.L.P. for more than a year in cooperation with the well-established REACT program and its 600 teams. Design engineers are developing specialized auto radio equipment to expand the highway emergency communications concept. A number of volunteer groups are successfully operating smaller programs in various parts of the country, and would be urged to join H.E.L.P. to effect a coordinated system throughout the nation.

The auto industry is petitioning the FCC to study a proposal for the assignment of two "clear channels" to encourage optimum utilization of H.E.L.P. installations and reduce mutual interference stemming from shared channels. Because the range of CB equipment covers local areas and will be used by individual motorists only for short periods of time, the "unused message capacity" will allow police and highway authorities to transmit messages to motorists regarding highway conditions and other safety information.

Present aims of the program are to encourage motorists to install equipment, to establish a nationwide monitoring system, and to gain support for H.E.L.P. from groups interested in promoting highway safety.
TOOLS FOR THE ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST

A wide variety of tools are available to help you do the job right

By DON LANCASTER

THE success or failure of every piece of electronic equipment you build depends on the tools you have and how you use them. Beginner or old-timer, professional technician or experimenter, you need certain tools, each of which requires an investment. An unused tool is a waste of money. A missing tool means lost time and occasionally a botched-up job.

What are the essential tools for electronics work? Who makes them and how much do they cost? There are four categories of tools we should consider: (1) basic tools absolutely essential for the beginner; (2) “luxury” tools for the beginner, but otherwise generally useful and convenient; (3) special tools required for serious home-brew work, magazine construction projects, equipment modifications, custom audio work, etc.; and (4) the “there must be an easier way” tools that greatly simplify work and improve results, but are not really necessary.

Suppose you’re just getting started in electronics. Table 1 on page 68 lists the essential tools you will need. This selection of tools will ultimately become the set around which your whole collection is built.

Soldering Tools. Foremost is something to solder with. Solder is the glue of electronics. Without it, you’d be as bad off as if you tried to build a house without nails. You must choose between an iron or a gun. A soldering iron is low in cost, holds a fairly uniform temperature, and in general enables you to do neater work, particularly on connectors and printed circuits. On the other hand, a gun is much more convenient. It heats and cools quickly and needs no stand. It lights its way into dark corners. Some models provide dual heat. The gun is much better suited for installation work, to get inside speaker enclosures and television sets that can be serviced in the living room.

Eventually you’ll want both a gun and at least one iron (two if you do heavy work). The rule on the initial choice is this: If you are going to do most of your work on a bench, or if you are somewhat restricted financially, get an iron. If you are going to work on a kitchen table, get a gun.

A good choice to start out with in a gun is something in the 100-watt range such as the Weller Model 8200 which offers a dual-heat capacity of 100/140 watts. The best choice in an iron is a handle and cord assembly with a removable tip. Tips with heats of 37½ watts and 47½ watts are available (among others) and will prove eminently practical for general-purpose work. Less wattage is needed in an iron for the same soldering job because the thermal mass of the tip stores heat better than the small gun tip.

Dikes, Pliers, and Screwdrivers. You’ll need a pair of diagonal cutters (“dikes”), and a pair of needle-nose pliers. Dikes are used for cutting component leads and wire, and for stripping wire. Needle-nose pliers are used for bending and positioning component leads and wires prior to soldering. Watch the quality of
the tools you buy. The 88-cent variety just doesn’t cut properly or hold up well. A very good choice is the so-called “jeweler’s pliers (4½” size, Kraeuter #81, #83, Crescent 942, etc.) instead of the larger, more cumbersome “electronic” pliers.

The jeweler’s pliers are cheaper, have soft cushion-grip vinyl handles, and are easier to use, especially in tight areas and on printed circuits. Of course, you can’t bend ¼” steel or cut bolts with this size tool, but the small size is otherwise perfect for all electronic work.

You’ll need two screwdrivers, a large one with a ¼” blade for general assembly work, and a small one with a ⅛” blade for knobs and smaller hardware. Two types of screwdriver blades are the cabinet tip (straight) and keystone tip (keystone shaped). The cabinet tip is much better suited for electronic work, and is a bit less common than the keystone tip. Watch for it when you buy.

Again, avoid the bargain basement screwdrivers. There is a definite relationship between the quality of your tools and the quality of the work you do. Further, cheap screwdrivers tend to slip and mar cabinets and finished panels,

Top, left: Various specialized types of cutters and pliers are available as well as straight “dikes” and needle nose pliers as Crescent Tool Co. photo shows.

Second photo: Soldering options include gun, iron, or soldering pistol. See text for discussion of merits.

Third photo: Weller D550PK kit includes dual-heat gun and specially shaped tips for hard-to-reach work.

Bottom: Brand-new is Blixt automatic iron sold by Curin Electronics. Squeezing trigger advances solder.

Top, right: Basic tools include large and small screwdrivers, diagonal cutters, and needle nose pliers. A 6” adjustable wrench helps handle control nuts, etc.

Second photo, right: Worthwhile is an assortment of screwdrivers with regular and Phillips head blades.

Third photo, right: Add to your basic tools a ¼” nutdriver, a set of Allen wrenches, a nut starter. Phillips screwdriver, wire stripper, and a shop knife.

Fourth photo, right: Several sizes of nut-drivers or a set will add much to working convenience.

Bottom, right: Basic tools for chassis layout include a ball peen hammer, a scriber, a center punch, and a combination square. Good tools are an asset here.
and have caused more than one gouged finger. A quality screwdriver costs 88 cents (Proto, Xcelite, Craftsman, etc.) and is well worth it.

The final basic tool is a 6” adjustable wrench. This tool enables you to remove and fasten everything from a sheet metal screw to a volume control nut. You get a lead and bracket bending tool, a small vise, and a changer mechanism repair tool free in the bargain. Make sure your wrench is drop-forged; any other type just won’t last. The chrome-colored variety is a bit more expensive than a black wrench, but has a better “feel.”

This minimum collection will get you started. If you only do occasional electronic work, it may be all you will ever need. But if you’re like most electronic “types” you’ll start adding “luxury” tools to your basic collection. These tools are not absolutely necessary, but are extremely helpful. Some of them are listed in Table 2 (on page 70). Tables 1 and 2 together will give you a good, well-rounded, basic electronic tool set.

Additional Tools. The first addition should be a ¼” nut-driver, either a pocket- or full-sized one. Virtually every radio, television set, and phonograph is held together with sheet metal screws that have a ¼” head. Also, all of the ±4 hardware and almost all of the ±6 hardware use nuts that are ¼” across the flats. As these are the two most common electronic hardware sizes, the ¼” nut-driver is a most useful tool. You can buy nut-drivers individually or in sets (Xcelite PS120, etc.).

You may want a wire stripper of the low-cost variety. They do neater stripping than dikes and there is much less of a tendency to nick the wire. They are also much easier on the hands than dikes. The strippers with vinyl handles are a better choice at twice the cost of the inexpensive variety. There are also “automatic” strippers available which may be a good investment if you do considerable work in electronics.

A soldering aid and a heavy-duty shop knife are two tools that everybody has his own special uses for and are generally well worth their price.

A nut starter is usually provided free with your first kit from at least one kit manufacturer (Heath). This 25-cent
piece of plastic tubing can save you hours of frustration trying to get nuts on elusive #4 and #6 screws in tight locations.

A Phillips screwdriver should be bought when you need it. A #2 or #3 tip is best suited for the screws occasionally found on some consumer electronic items and certain car radios. These screws are not too common, but when encountered, a Phillips driver must be used.

A pair of pliers of either the low-cost slip-joint "gas" plier variety or else the multiple slip-joint "water pump" variety makes a good addition. These are used for positioning, holding, bending, and camping. They also will do heavy cutting (busbar, appliance wire, etc.). The water pump variety (Channellock, etc.) at $2.60 or so is much more expensive than the 69-cent pair of gas pliers, but is more useful in some instances.

You will probably never run across an Allen head screw until you try to take apart your first piece of military surplus gear or do an industrial service job. Then you will find dozens of the little monsters staring at you. At this point there is only one answer—go buy a quality set of Allen wrenches. Contrary to popular belief, a file tang just won't work! The bargain basement Allen wrench sets are worthless on three counts: They are not hardened, they are not small enough, and the sloppy plating job makes them murder on the screw heads themselves.

### TABLE 1: Essential Tools for the Beginner

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Typical Brands</th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Approximate Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjustable open-end wrench, 6&quot;</td>
<td>Craftsman, Indestro, Utica</td>
<td>Volume control nuts, sheet metal screws, bending, tightening</td>
<td>$2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagonal cutting pliers, 4½&quot;</td>
<td>Channellock, Craftsman, Crescent, M. Klein, Knight, Kraeuter, Lafayette</td>
<td>Cutting wire and component leads stripping wire and cutting insulation</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needle-nose pliers, 4½&quot;</td>
<td>(See list for diagonal cutting pliers)</td>
<td>Parts positioning, wire bending, and lead forming</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neon test light 55-600 volt, a.c.-d.c.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Measuring voltage and polarity; testing for &quot;hot&quot; circuits and chassis</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resin core solder</td>
<td>Ersin, Kester</td>
<td>Soldering</td>
<td>2.00 per lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screwdriver, 3/4&quot; blade 6&quot; long, cabinet tip</td>
<td>Knight, Lafayette, Proto, Vaco, Xcelite</td>
<td>Mounting hardware, positioning parts, general mechanical assembly</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screwdriver, ½&quot; blade 3&quot; long</td>
<td>(See list for 3/4&quot; screwdriver)</td>
<td>Mounting small parts, particularly knobs; also for tight work and probing circuits</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soldering gun 100 watts or dual capability</td>
<td>Weller, Wen</td>
<td>Soldering</td>
<td>5.00 up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soldering Iron, 30-40 watts or multiple capability</td>
<td>American Beauty, Ungar, Wall, Weller</td>
<td>Soldering</td>
<td>1.00 up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tools for Home-Brew Work. You now have a rather complete collection of electronic tools, well suited to most experimental work, almost all service work, and certainly all kit building. But you still can't build anything of your own! You have no way of cutting and laying out chassis and panels, or of handling cases and cabinets. Table 3 (on page 88) shows the tools you'll need if you decide to do serious home-brew work or try to duplicate magazine construction projects. Here the cost of your tool collection will go up considerably. The best rule to follow before you buy is to wait until you have a definite need for each item and are certain that you will need the same tool again in the future.

A basic set of layout tools consists of a combination square, a scribe, a ball peen hammer, and a center punch. A bit of common sense at this point may save you some money. If you are only occasionally going to be doing construction work, then by all means get the low-cost tools. But if you're going to do any serious work, get the best-quality tools you possibly can.

To cut your brackets, panels, and chassis, you will need two more tools, a 12" hacksaw with a fine-tooth blade, and a pair of shears. You have a choice between conventional "tin snips" or the more expensive double-action aircraft shears.

Now to put the holes in. You must have an electric drill if you are at all sure your set is hardened or tempered steel, and not the plated variety.

Top: If you plan to do much home-brew work, an electric drill is a must. Also essential are a reamer, and rattle, half-round, triangular, and round files.

Second photo: "Easier way" tools include a riveting tool, vice grip pliers, traverse cutting pliers, a terminal crimping tool, and a chassis nibbling tool.

Third photo: Wire strippers are handy to have. Unit at left is "automatic" type—good if you do a lot of wiring. Inexpensive stripper (right) will also serve.

Bottom, left: Circle cutter is also essential if you do much metal work. It's used with carpenter's brace for cutting out round holes for meters, dials, etc.

Bottom, right: Two chassis punches are a good investment. Common sizes—1 5/32" and 1/8"—take care of most socket and capacitor mounting problems.
TABLE 2: "Luxury" Tools for the Beginner

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Typical Brands</th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Approximate Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allen wrench set</td>
<td>Craftsman, Lafayette, Walsco</td>
<td>Disassembly of military surplus electronics and some knobs; also for some industrial electronics equipment</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nut-driver, ¼&quot; x 6&quot;, hollow shaft</td>
<td>Craftsman, Knight, Lafayette</td>
<td>Tightening and removing sheet metal screws and all =4 and =6 nuts; needed for disassembly of most radio, TV sets</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screwdriver, Phillips #2 or #3, 6&quot; long</td>
<td>Xcelite, Craftsman, Knight, Lafayette, Proto, Vaco, Xcelite</td>
<td>Removing and replacing Phillips screws</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shop knife, heavy-duty</td>
<td>X-acto</td>
<td>Cutting insulation and lacing twine, removal of insulation, scraping</td>
<td>.35 up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slip joint or &quot;gas&quot; pliers</td>
<td>Craftsman, Crescent, M. Klein, Knight, Kraeuter</td>
<td>Holding and positioning heavy cutting (busbar, etc.), bending</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soldering aids</td>
<td>Beauchaine &amp; Sons, Clauss, GC Electronics, Ungar</td>
<td>Bending and positioning leads prior to soldering, removing unsoldered components</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire stripper</td>
<td>GC Electronics, Miller, Walsco</td>
<td>Stripping insulation off wires, cutting component leads</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

serious. Otherwise you’ll be wasting your time. At least a ¼”—or better yet—a 3⁄8” chuck should be chosen. The only difference between a $15 and a $30 drill is the quality of the bearings (bushings vs. ball bearings) and the ruggedness and "burn-out-proofness" of the motor. For occasional work, choose the cheaper models. For professional or production work, get the finest drill you can buy (Skil, Black and Decker, etc.). It will pay for itself many times over.

A drill index with some drills is next. Here there should be no compromise. Even if you are only going to drill one hole, get a quality drill. The bargain basement drills dull quickly, cut a ragged hole, and walk all over the place.

The same goes for files. Stick to the quality brands (Nicholson, etc.). You’ll need these for enlarging holes, cutting square holes for sockets and transformers, and finishing panel edges. A basic set consists of a ¼" “rat-tail” file, a small triangular one, a large half round, and a large flat file. Another important rule: When a file gets dull (not clogged, but just plain dull), do one of two things with it—either use it as a paint stirrer, or throw it away. But don’t try to file with it. You’ll be wasting your time.

Two cold chisels and a taper reamer for enlarging holes complete the basic construction tools you’ll need. The chisels are fine for transformer holes. The reamer is required to get a ¼” hole large enough to accommodate a volume control or a pilot light.

“Easier Way” Tools. Maybe you already have most of the tools listed in Tables 1, 2, and 3, and are considering getting the rest. But Table 4 lists a new breed of tools. They are the “there must be an easier way” tools that make child’s play (Continued on page 88)
How are you at vectors? Here’s a chance to get some practice and test your scope sense. The vertical and horizontal input signals to an oscilloscope combine to form Lissajous patterns whose appearance depends on the waveform, frequency, and relative phase of the two signals. Knowing how these patterns are formed will help you to interpret waveforms and to have a better understanding of the scope. Test your ability to project (vectorially) the forces at work on the electron beam in the CRT. Six different oscilloscope traces are shown in A–F. Can you match them with circuits 1–6 below?

The resistor used in each circuit has a value equal to the reverse resistance of the diode. Forward resistance of the diode is negligible. The circuits shown do not load or distort the signal source. Both the vertical and horizontal gain controls have been set to provide equal gain. Positive-going signals cause the beam to be deflected upward for the vertical input and to the right for the horizontal input. The example at left shows the resultant trace derived from the same signal applied to both the vertical and horizontal scope inputs. Tips on how to solve this quiz appear with the answers.
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(Answers on page 97)
AN IMPORTANT ADVANCE in semiconductor technology eliminates a number of electrical and mechanical production problems and promises to simplify fabrication and assembly procedures for most types of semiconductor devices and circuits, including transistors, diodes and integrated circuits. Invented by M. P. Lepselter of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, the new technique involves the use of electroformed cantilever-type beam leads both as mechanical supports and as electrical connections. The beam leads are made of gold and are approximately 10 microns (4/10,000 of an inch) thick—relatively massive in terms of transistor dimensions.

The cross-sectional view of a typical silicon planar transistor produced using the beam-lead method is shown in Fig. 1. A photomicrograph of an actual transistor is also shown. Conventional planar techniques (see "Transistors—Types and Techniques," November, 1962) are used to form the transistor active regions. The strong electrical beam leads are then deposited over the silicon oxide to connect to the base, emitter and collector.

One of the main features of beam-lead integrated circuits is the simple way in which electrical isolation of components is accomplished: all unwanted material between components is removed at the same time that individual circuits are being separated. Unlike other techniques in use today, no additional diffusion or processing steps are required to isolate components.

Another feature of beam-lead construction is that semiconductor wafers or chips, which may contain either single devices or entire circuits, can now be connected directly to headers by the beam-leads. Previously, semiconductor wafers were first bonded to the header to keep them in place and then extremely fine wires were individually connected to the circuit elements on the wafer.

These experimental beam-lead devices and circuits have shown their physical ruggedness by successfully passing tests which included thermal aging in 360°C steam and centrifuging to greater than 100,000 times the force of gravity. Looking to the future, the beam-lead technique, when adopted by semiconductor manufacturers, should lead to better and more rugged transistors and diodes at lower prices. And it may even permit the production of low-cost integrated circuits for hobbyist applications.

Fig. 1. Strong electroformed beam leads, made of gold, serve as mechanical supports as well as electrical connections in the new construction technique developed at Bell Labs for use in solid-state components and integrated circuits. The photomicrograph of an actual transistor, above, shows the microminiature size. More than 20,000 transistors can be placed in a 1" square area.
Manufacturer's Circuit. A 100-kc. crystal-controlled oscillator is a useful addition to an experimenter's laboratory or to a ham shack. Providing harmonic signals at 100-kc. intervals, such an instrument can be used to check the calibration and alignment of multiband receivers, transmitters, tuned signal tracers, h.f. frequency meters and signal generators. The schematic diagram of an easily built 100-kc. oscillator is shown in Fig. 2. Suggested by Texas Crystals (1000 Crystal Drive, Fort Myers, Fla.), the circuit uses a crystal, an npn transistor (2N332), and a minimum of additional components. The 2N332 is used in a modified grounded-base oscillator arrangement. Base bias is provided through voltage-divider \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \), with the base at a.c. ground because of the bypassing action of \( C_2 \). Inductance \( L_1 \) serves as the collector load. Capacitor \( C_3 \) and the crystal provide the collector-emitter feedback needed to maintain and control oscillation. Resistor \( R_3 \) serves as a stabilizer and prevents runaway action on the part of the transistor. The output signal is obtained through \( C_5 \). A 20-volt source, controlled by \( S_I \) and decoupled by \( C_1 \), furnishes power to the circuit.

Readily available components are used. All resistors are half-watt types, while \( L_1 \) is a standard 2.2-mh. r.f. choke (typically, a Miller 924-712). Capacitors \( C_1 \), \( C_2 \) and \( C_4 \) are ceramic disc types and \( C_3 \) and \( C_5 \) are either ceramic or silver-mica units. Control switch \( S_I \) can be any standard s.p.s.t. switch. Finally, the power source can be either series-connected batteries or a line-operated supply, as preferred.

The instrument can be assembled in a small Minibox, in a sloping panel meter case, or on a small chassis. In use, it provides harmonic signals at 100-kc. intervals. Loosely coupled to a receiver's antenna, it will provide signal check points across the band (using the set's BFO), permitting dial calibration checks. When used to check a signal generator's calibration, a separate detector, such as a receiver, must be employed. Again, beat notes are obtained at 100-kc. intervals.

Reader's Circuit. Delivering a maximum of five watts output, depending on the B-plus voltage (6-22 volts), the interesting audio amplifier circuit illustrated in Fig. 3 was submitted by Professor Raoul J. Fajardo of the Electronics Department, Pasadena City College (1570 E. Colorado Blvd., Pasadena, Calif. 91106).

Transformerless amplifiers have become popular for transistor circuits, but unless the builder has had sufficient experience with transistors he is likely to run into biasing difficulties and distortions arising from poorly matched transistors. Those difficulties can be greatly minimized with this circuit, which eliminates the driver transformer, but retains the output transformer.

One-watt output can be obtained with a 9-volt supply and up to five watts with a 22-volt supply. A simple adjustment of only one potentiometer is all that is needed to handle any of the voltages within these limits. This versatility is achieved by a novel differential biasing arrangement.

The circuit is a push-pull class AB amplifier, in which phase inversion for push-pull operation is obtained by \( Q_I \). The signals developed across \( R_5 \) and \( R_1 \) are 180° out of phase. This stage is also known as a paraphase driver stage. It operates class A at a low power level and current drain is low. The outputs are then coupled to the final drivers, \( Q_2 \) and \( Q_3 \), each of which amplifies one-half of the signal. These transistors are directly coupled to the power transistors (\( Q_4 \) and \( Q_5 \)), thus providing a very efficient design.

Output transformer \( T_I \) is used to integrate the two halves of the signal into a complete signal for the speaker. Diodes \( D_2 \) and \( D_3 \) are used to decrease the effect of leakage current and to obtain a certain amount of thermal stabilization in the output stage. The result is good frequency response and good damping ratio to provide tonal quality expected of hi-fi performance.

The manner in which \( Q_I \) is coupled to \( Q_2 \) and \( Q_3 \) by resistor-capacitor combinations is a novel feature of this circuit, and deserves a word of comment. When a paraphase amplifier drives a transistor class B stage in push-pull, the coupling capacitor accumulates a d.c. charge that unbalances
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Fig. 2. Texas Crystal's 100-kc. crystal-controlled oscillator is rich in harmonic output and can be used to calibrate and check alignment of multi-band receivers and transmitters, and signal generators.
the pair. This is the main reason why this type of circuit is not tried by audio designers and experimenters. The professor has found, however, that by connecting \( R_7 \) and \( R_6 \) across the coupling capacitors three things are achieved: (1) d.c. accumulation in the capacitors is eliminated; (2) push-pull drivers \( Q_2 \) and \( Q_3 \) are simply biased by these resistors and require no additional bias network; and (3) the biasing of the output stage is differentially accomplished (when one goes up, the other goes down), so that by adjustment of \( R_4 \) the operating point for distortionless performance is easily obtained for any given supply voltage from 6 to 22 volts.

Diode \( D_1 \) provides a highly effective thermal stabilization for the paraphase driver stage—and since this stage also controls the bias of the following transistors, thermal stabilization is important here. The amplifier will operate perfectly without this diode, but temperature variations would require a slight readjustment of \( R_4 \) if operation at minimum distortion is desired. With the use of the diode, as shown, once the bias is adjusted it will remain so through the range of temperature variations that a home may normally undergo. In place of this diode, a 47,000-ohm thermistor could be used, but the diode may be easier to obtain.

To get hi-fi performance with this circuit, the preamplifier must contain a treble control and an adequate bass boost. The "Phono-Tape Preamplifier" which appears as Fig. 9-1 in the Sixth Edition of the \textit{GE Transistor Manual} is ideally suited for this purpose.

For music in the home, a voltage of 12 to 18 volts is recommended. If you use separate voltage sources for the preamp and the amplifier, be sure to have a common ground between the two. To adjust the bias by means of \( R_4 \), play some orchestral music with which you are familiar; set the volume control high enough so that some distortion is audible and then, starting at the highest value of \( R_4 \), turn this resistance down until distortion disappears. If you have an audio signal generator and an oscilloscope, a more precise adjustment can be made as follows: feed in a 250-cycle signal and monitor the output with a scope. Adjust \( R_4 \) until a clean symmetrical sine wave is obtained.

Standard components are used in this circuit. Except for \( R_4 \), all resistors are half-watt units. Input coupling capacitor \( C_1 \) is a small ceramic or paper capacitor, while \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \) are 25-\( \mu F \), 6-volt (or higher) electrolytics. All diodes are 1N34's (or 1N34A's). Transistor \( Q_1 \) is a 2N188A or 2N508, \( Q_2 \) and \( Q_3 \) are 2N188A's and \( Q_4 \) and \( Q_5 \) are 2N176's. \( T_1 \) is a Thordarson TR-61 output transformer (or equivalent). The on-off switch (\( S_1 \)) can be any s.p.s.t. type. Power supply \( B_1 \) can be made up of one or more series-connected lantern batteries, or a line-operated d.c. power supply can be used. Insulated heat sinks should be provided for \( Q_4 \) and \( Q_5 \).

\textbf{Spies, Beware!} Counterespionage operators need no longer rely on a disguised "tail" to shadow suspected enemy agents. (\textit{Continued on page 100})
Perhaps our efforts to kick the new year off in the right direction should have been a plea to all the communications services combined: sort of a "let's quit verbally abusing one another and tend to our own problems."

Of course, the situation isn't as bleak as it may appear to an outsider who happens upon a CB'er and an amateur fencing with their mobile antennas! There are thousands of CB'ers involved in rescue communications, emergency assists and community services; and their totality is pretty much duplicated by the amateur ranks with their network of services. But there are obvious problems created by some operators in both the CB and amateur services.

The latest quarrel behind the shack involves a triangle of attitudes. Hams are still using the excuse (now six years old) that CB'ers "stole" 11 meters from them, a band which was never allocated to them exclusively. (See "CB Dilemma—Revisited," January issue.) Some CB'ers argue that FCC clampdowns are unjust while they continue to contact skip stations, take their "25," and philosophize on the air as to how they feel the rules should be changed. The third group now receiving the pointed finger is made up of teen-agers who have gone gung-ho for the hobby kick, with five watts, unfortunately!

How can we resolve the standstill negativity of all involved? Let's try!

- Hams interested in solving the problems of the Citizens Band could help immeasurably by working with CB club officers, trading suggestions, hashing out misunderstandings, and preparing for emergencies where both services could unite their communications know-how.

- In an attempt to warn CB'ers to be sure they are "on the right bandwagon before beating a national drum," we prophesied last month that it will be the Citizens Band clubs which will truly unite CB'ers in a national cause; and it would seem logical that these organizations can go a long way in curbing misuse in their own areas.

- If we are to consider the use of the Citizens Band by the younger set as the "teen-age problem," then we must also consider that the spark was ignited by adults. If teen-agers seem to be taking over the band with misconduct, we, as adults, cannot overlook the fact that we set the example—starting September, 1958! There are thousands of Boy Scouts legally using CB equipment properly while camping, hiking, etc. There are just as many teen-agers who are a part of many of the country's CB rescue teams, and they've proven as helpful and as diligent in their assists as adults. We can't wish them away merely because one of them gets a chuckle out of ringing his alarm clock over the air, or because another has become the "phantom crooner." The Dads should make it unnecessary for the FCC to issue THEM citations before a few junior G-men get sent 10-7—permanently.

- There's even a solution for the commercial operator who has been joining hands with other users to claim that overcrowded channels have ruined his investment. Even without chit-chatters, 11 meters would be the "busy band." But for the commercial user who needs short-distance communications, the addition of tone-signaling devices eliminates reception of all superfluous calls in the monitoring position (which seems to be the greatest complaint) at still far less expense per system than long-range business band equipment.

This single editorial is certainly not expected to change the attitudes of all "out-of-tune" operators overnight—in fact, it will take us a lot longer to win the graces of the authorities than it took us to get into this verbal war with one another.

CB Fleet User. One of the most important areas in which two-way radio has long been depended upon involves the safety of life and limb and the ability of trained per-
sonnel to act quickly and precisely in the handling of communications reports, relays and verbal orders, where minutes may determine the fate of the accident victim or the person felled by a heart attack.

Hastings Ambulance Service, Aurora, Ill., has successfully employed the Citizens Band frequencies for the past four years between two base stations and six ambulances. And as far as Gail Hastings (CB owner of the service) is concerned, CB plays a two-fold role in his business that isn’t available in other services. The two base stations, serving Aurora and Hazel Crest, about 40 miles apart, feed and receive calls to and from the ambulances while they are en route on any call. And as a private service, Hastings finds that CB radio has also been highly effective on long trips where transporting a patient might involve a thousand or more miles. There’s always someone along the way who is more than willing to offer assistance whether the need is due to mechanical failure, lack of directions, or an immediate emergency. Whatever the assignment, Gail is sure of a communications link regardless of how far away his ambulances travel.

During a visit to the ambulance service, your CB Editor was taken on tour of an immaculate, well-organized system of operation. We were almost afraid to sit down anywhere in the Aurora base station for fear of contaminating the area, but finally chose a wheelchair! During our chat over the well-known coffee cup (who ever heard of CB’ers without coffee in one hand—mike in the other?) we discovered that the crew is made up of individually licensed CB’ers—all members of the Aurora Five Watters CB Club. Gail’s call is KHA3365, and some of his drivers and attendants are Fred Dalton, KHC7965; Rich Janko, KLJ3254; and Victor Burson, KHC5406. The “coffee club” was finally broken up by club president Marion Scott, KHD6015, who stopped by for a chat and to fill us in on his predicaments with communications equipment of “the old days!”

Covered up to here, we then inspected the mobile rigs. The six ambulances use either Hallicrafters or Polytronics transceivers. (Both base stations employ International Executive 100’s.) We had to admit we had never seen the inside of an ambulance’s control system up close and appreciated the opportunity—as long as it was as an observer and not as a passenger. A special control panel for all lights and the siren takes up most of the dashboard. Individual switching arrangements control four flashing red lights on the front and rear of the ambulance, a 360° revolving red beacon, and two flashing spotlights. The siren can be activated by a panel switch or transferred to control through the horn button.

For long hauls, Gail has built in an inhalator/resuscitator (his own idea) behind the front seat, capable of delivering oxygen for ten hours. All other equipment is standard, neatly and efficiently prepared for any emergency. As a topper, we learned that Gail also has seven planes available for air ambulance service. So if you’re ever in the area—and in need—there’s a 24-hour monitor on channels 11 and 17, standing by as KHA3365.

Emergency Action. Upon receiving a report indicating that two hunters were lost in the wooded area of Mt. Tabor, members of the Otter Valley CB Club, Rutland, Vt., relayed the information to other CB’ers. In short order, these CB’ers prepared food and coffee, and with first-aid equipment and walkie-talkies were ready to comb the area when the two hunters walked out of the woods on their own after spending the night within. Although not put into action, four-

(Continued on page 98)
MORE AND MORE complaints are being received from SWL's in all parts of the world that short-wave stations are becoming increasingly lax in their methods of verifying. It would seem that some stations now send out verification cards to acknowledge anything from an honest reception report to a musical request! We have dealt with this subject in previous columns (most recently in the September, 1964, issue), but in the past few months a great number of SWL's have become sorely disgusted with the verifying methods and policies of certain broadcasters.

The International Short Wave Club (100, Adams Gardens Estate, London, S.E. 16, England) is one of the prime movers in a suggested program to attempt to point out that a QSL card, to be honestly regarded as a QSL, should contain at least the date, time, and frequency of reception. Your Short-Wave Editor would be in favor of adding the name of the listener or his WPE identification as a "must" item.

Several stations have made it known from time to time that they have their own paid monitors located in strategic target areas. These monitors forward complete reception reports at regular intervals to the home stations which are more thorough and of more value to the station than a report from the average short-wave listener. On the other hand, there are many stations that literally beg for reception reports. In return for these reports, it would seem to us that the very least the stations could do would be to send "legitimate" QSL cards.

In all fairness to the stations, we must admit that many reports are not worthy of verification. Some listeners will go to almost any extreme to obtain a QSL. For example, we know of a case where a DX'er "lifted" information from this column, and sent it in to a station. On the particular day he reported reception, the station was not even on the air!

The ISWC has made it known that one of its members, who is considered a highly experienced DX'er, has compiled a list of stations from which he has received "improper QSL's" or no QSL at all. His definition of an "improper QSL" is one that did not contain the date, time, or frequency. Some of you may have had better luck with these stations.

Radio Nacional de Espana, Radio Congo, Radio Abidjan, and Radio Kabul sent what the DX'er lists as "useless pieces of paper" after he fired a total of 34 cards and 12 letters at them. Moroccan Radio, the Nigerian Broadcasting Service, Radio Iran, Radio Baghdad, Radio Lebanon, Radio Pakistan, Cairo, and Radio Havana are all listed as having sent improper QSL's after
ENGLISH-LANGUAGE NEWSCASTS TO NORTH AMERICA

All of the stations below specifically beam English-language newscasts to the U.S.A. The times may vary a few minutes from day to day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>STATION</th>
<th>FREQUENCY (kc.)</th>
<th>TIMES (EST)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Buenos Aires</td>
<td>11,780, 9690, 6090</td>
<td>2200, 0100 (Mon-Fri.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melbourne</td>
<td>17,840, 15,220</td>
<td>2030, 2130, 2230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9580</td>
<td>0745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>Sofia</td>
<td>9700</td>
<td>1900, 2000, 2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7290</td>
<td>1630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Montreal</td>
<td>15,190, 11,760, 9625, 5970</td>
<td>1800 (Caribbean) 0215, 0300 (W. Coast)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9625, 5970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5970</td>
<td>0800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo (East)</td>
<td>Leopoldville</td>
<td>11,755</td>
<td>1630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo (West)</td>
<td>Brazzaville</td>
<td>15,190</td>
<td>1430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechoslovakia</td>
<td>Prague</td>
<td>11,990, 9795, 7345, 7115, 5930</td>
<td>2000, 2230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Copenhagen</td>
<td>15,165</td>
<td>0730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9520</td>
<td>2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Germany</td>
<td>Cologne</td>
<td>11,795, 9640, 9545</td>
<td>1010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9640, 6160</td>
<td>2040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9735, 9575, 6160, 6145</td>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>Budapest</td>
<td>9833, 9540, 6234</td>
<td>1930, 2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9833, 7305,7215, 6234</td>
<td>2200, 2330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>9575, 5960</td>
<td>1930, 2205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Tokyo</td>
<td>15,135, 11,780</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>Amman</td>
<td>9555</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>Beirut</td>
<td>9625</td>
<td>2130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Hilversum</td>
<td>11,730, 9590</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15,425, 15,220</td>
<td>1130 (Tues., Fri.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15,425, 11,730</td>
<td>1535 (Tues., Fri.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands Antilles</td>
<td>Bonaire</td>
<td>9685</td>
<td>2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>Lisbon</td>
<td>6185, 6025</td>
<td>2105, 2245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>Bucharest</td>
<td>9590, 9570, 5910, 7225, 6190, 5990 (9570 not used at 2030)</td>
<td>2330, 2200, 2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Madrid</td>
<td>11,715, 9615, 6140</td>
<td>2200, 2100, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stockholm</td>
<td>15,300</td>
<td>0900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5990</td>
<td>2215, 2045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Berne</td>
<td>9535, 6120, 6080</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15,305</td>
<td>2315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Ankara</td>
<td>15,165</td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>15,300, 11,860</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9510, 6195</td>
<td>1700, 1800, 1900, 2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.S.R.</td>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>9700, 9680, 9660, 9650, 9640, 9620, 9570, 7440, 7360, 7310, 7290, 7240, 7170, 7150 (may not all be in use at any one time)</td>
<td>1730, 1900, 2000, 2100, 2300, 0040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vatican City</td>
<td>Vatican City</td>
<td>9645, 7250, 5985</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

receiving a total of 110 cards and 42 letters. Station RTF, Algeria, Radio Leopoldville, Radio Conakry, Radio Katanga, the Hashemite Jordan Broadcasting Service, Syria, and Radio Nacional Brasilia all failed to reply to 50 cards and 19 letters, and, in some instances, tape recordings.

Many of our readers are members of various radio clubs represented in the Association of North American Radio Clubs (ANARC). We urge that the participating clubs request, through their appointed representatives, that the ANARC be empowered to start a campaign to determine which stations are the worst offenders, and to contact the stations asking that they seriously review their verifying methods and policies. Such a request, coming from the association, either with or without the cooperation of the ISWC and "DX Alliansen" (the European counterpart of the ANARC) would, we believe, have far more effect than individual monitors could ever hope to achieve.

Next month we'll present the other side (Continued on page 108)
About two weeks ago, I called CQ on a 20-meter SSB phone and raised a W1 who gave me a "30 db over 9" signal report. My smile of satisfaction turned slightly sour, however, when he added, "but your signal is kinda rough—sounds like you're 'flat-topping'!"

"Flat-topping," or nonlinear reproduction of signal peaks, in an SSB signal is positive proof of improper transmitter operation. It is usually due to the transmitter's audio gain control being advanced too far, which causes the signal to occupy excessive space in the phone bands. "Flat-topping" can also make the received signal sound rough and distorted. But when a signal is flat-topping enough to sound distorted, it is really broad and splattery.

I watched the pattern on the cathode-ray oscilloscope connected to the output of my transmitter while I talked, but it showed no trace of flattening of the signal peaks. When I told this to the W1, he replied, "I'm sorry for the report. I didn't have you tuned in right."

On the other side of the coin, a day or two later, another operator reported that my signal seemed a little broad. This time, the scope confirmed that my signal was actually flat-topping on high voice peaks. I had forgotten to reset the transmitter audio gain control when I shifted frequency to keep a schedule. Backing off the gain control slightly cleaned up the scope pattern, and I thanked the other operator for calling the fault to my attention.

These examples show the usefulness of a scope in a phone station. A glance at the scope pattern immediately revealed which of the two reports was true and told more about the signal emitted by the transmitter than could have been learned in an hour of checking with conventional meters. Going a step further, it is virtually impossible to tune up an SSB transmitter properly without the aid of an oscilloscope, unless the meter readings and the different adjustments have been previously calibrated with the aid of a scope. But the tune-up job is child's play with a scope.

Unfortunately, there are too many broad signals to be heard in all the amateur phone bands, and somebody has to tell the owners of these signals about them for self protection. But one fact complicates doing so: practically all communications receivers in use today overload on very strong signals, causing the signals to appear excessively broad when they are actually perfectly.

Amateur Station of the Month

One of the best-known hams in Canada, and certainly the most popular, is Leo Meyer, VE5LM, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. Stricken by polio in 1942, Leo operates with the aid of mouth sticks. An excellent operator, he finances his hobby entirely on the $10 a month he previously spent on smoking. VE5LM gets over 5000 QSL cards a year; the only ones he can answer, however, are those which are accompanied by a self-addressed return envelope and either a dime or an International Postal Reply Coupon. Leo will receive a one-year subscription to POPULAR ELECTRONICS for submitting the winning photo for March in our Amateur Station of the Month contest. If you would like to enter the contest, send us a clear picture of your station—preferably showing you at the controls—together with some data about your ham career. All entries should go to: Herb S. Brier, Amateur Radio Editor, P. O. Box 678, Gary, Indiana 46401.
Tex Miller, WN8KLD, of Taylor, Mich., has made 425 contacts in 38 states logged, mostly on 80 meters.

Don McCoy, WA0HKC, Wheat Ridge, Colo., was born in Brooklyn—the one place that he can't seem to work.

clean. Therefore, it saves embarrassment to find out at what signal level your receiver overloads and to refrain from accusing signals above this level of being excessively broad.

Here at W9EGQ, I have two antennas, an 80-40-15-meter dipole and a 20-meter beam, and whenever I am in doubt about whether a signal is broad or just overloading my receiver, I flip over to the antenna not designed for the band I am operating on. This knocks down the strength of the signal several "S" units and quickly reveals whether the signal is broad or not.

Contrary to the reports of some other hams, I have found that a courteous report of a broad signal is almost always received with thanks—if not with pleasure—when the report is true, and it almost always is if the transmitted signal is not being monitored with a scope. It is not impossible to radiate a clean phone signal without a scope, but your Amateur Radio Editor can testify from long experience that it isn't easy.

Amateur Regulations in England. It is always interesting to compare amateur radio in the U.S. with conditions in other countries. In England, an applicant for an amateur license takes the written test first and the code test later—just the opposite of the system in the United States. The written examination is about as difficult as the standard U.S. General exam. However, the English exam is of the essay type, rather than multiple choice. The written exams are given only once or (sometimes) twice a year; and each test is different from the last one.

After the written exam is hurdled, an appointment for taking the code test can be made—without any time limit. Amateur operator G3TGB, for example, passed the written exam in 1950 and passed the code test in 1964, 14 years later.

There are three types of amateur licenses issued in England. Amateur (Sound) License A grants all amateur privileges to applicants who pass both the code and theory examinations. Amateur (Sound) License B permits operation on the amateur frequencies above 420 mc, without the code test. There is also an Amateur TV License for use above 425 mc.

In most ways, amateur regulations are much stricter in England than in the United States. Maximum permissible power is 150 watts on c.w. and AM phone. On SSB, however, the maximum instantaneous peak envelope power (PEP) may equal the instantaneous peak power input of a 150-watt AM phone signal modulated 100%. As the instantaneous peak power input of a conventional AM phone transmitter is four times the average d.c. input on 100% modulation peaks, this sets the maximum PEP SSB input at 600 watts.

In England, only a licensed amateur may operate or talk over an English ham station. And even a licensed amateur may talk over another amateur's station only under the personal and direct supervision of the licensed owner of the station. Logs must be kept in GMT, all entries made immediately, and the frequency used—not just the band—must be logged. It is recommended, but it is not mandatory, that the International Phonetic Alphabet (see "Across the Ham Bands," November, 1964) be used for identifying difficult letters.

More News from England. Browsing through Short Wave Magazine and the RSGB Bulletin while researching the English licensing picture, we came across the

(Continued on page 96)
Predicted Radio Receiving Conditions

How the short-wave bands will be in March and April
plus some information on the poor conditions expected

By STANLEY LEINWOLL, Radio Propagation Editor

MAJOR international short-wave broadcasting schedule changes will become effective Saturday, March 6, at 2000 EST. Here is a summary of expected conditions in the high-frequency bands for March and April.

11 Meters. Because of the low level of sunspot activity, 11-meter signals cannot be propagated via sky wave during the spring season. None of the short-wave broadcasters have scheduled transmissions in this band.

13 Meters. Activity in this band is expected to be below winter levels. Principal users will be the Voice of America and the BBC between the hours of 1000 and 1800 GMT (0500-1300 EST). Interesting DX possibilities in this band include Ghana on 21,530 kc. between 0900 and 1100 EST, Australia on 21,540 kc. from about 2000 EST, and Pakistan on 21,590 kc. between 0500 and 0900 EST.

16 Meters. Fairly good DX'ing should be possible throughout much of the day. Considerable use of this band will be made by the Europeans from early morning to shortly after noon, EST. Ecuador, on 17,890 kc., is about the only Latin-American country scheduled to broadcast in this band, and the best time for reception is around 1500 EST. Congo, on 17,720 kc., during the period from 0800 to 1000 EST, is another attractive possibility.

19 Meters. This band will be most productive for DX during the daylight hours, from very early morning to evening, with reception from all parts of the world possible at some time during the period when the band is open. During the morning hours until mid-afternoon (EST), for example, reception should be good from Europe, Africa, the Near East, and Latin America. During the late afternoon and evening, reception will improve from Asia and Australia, and continue from Latin America.

25 Meters. Conditions in this band will improve over those observed during the winter, when DX to many parts of the world was relatively poor. In the spring, the ionosphere begins to stabilize—usable nighttime frequencies get higher, while optimum daytime frequencies get lower. This seasonal trend makes the 25-meter band useful for longer periods of time. In general, reception from Europe, the Middle East, and Africa should be possible during middle to late afternoon, local time. During the evening hours, the Latins will be predominant, while best DX possibilities from the Pacific should exist during the morning hours.

31 Meters. The seasonal trend toward higher usable nighttime frequencies will result in improved conditions in this band. Reception from Europe, Asia, and Africa should be possible from mid-afternoon into the evening hours, when South and Central American stations will dominate. During the mid-morning hours, reception of stations to the west will be best. Among the better DX possibilities in this band are Kuwait on 9520 kc., Guinea on 9650 kc., Senegal on 9720 kc., and Israel on 9725 kc., all during the afternoon hours, EST.

41 and 49 Meters. These bands will open up for DX reception during the late afternoon hours, local time, and will remain open from the area of the world or another throughout the night. Although interference levels will not be quite as bad as they were during the past winter, they will nevertheless be serious enough to hamper many of the better DX catches. Some stations, however, should be exceptionally strong during the late evening hours. In general, DX reception should begin during the afternoon from stations in Europe, the Middle East, Asia, and Africa. The distant Latins will start coming in shortly afterward. For the late night DX'ers, signals from the east will start going out several hours before dawn. Stations from the Pacific should be heard at this time, and should continue to be heard until several hours after sunrise.

60 and 90 Meters. Conditions will deteriorate in the spring. During the past winter, the combination of low sunspot activity and a record number of users made DX recep-
tion in these bands the best in history. With the approach of summer, static levels will increase and signals will grow weaker. However, there will still be a few good DX openings during the hours of darkness.

Standard Broadcast Band. The record-breaking DX conditions observed during the winter months have come to an end. Signals in the standard broadcast band are growing weaker, and noise levels are increasing. This trend should continue as the season progresses, nights grow shorter, and maximum usable frequencies increase. Good DX will still be possible, but for shorter periods of time, and not nearly to the extent observed in December and January.

Long-Wave Band. Some interest has been expressed in reception of signals in the long-wave band, between 150 and 285 kc. The Geneva Radio Regulations of 1959 allocate this band to AM broadcasting in Europe, Africa, and part of Asia. Long-wave broadcasting is fairly popular in Europe, although not as popular as medium-wave (or what we call "standard") broadcasts.

In general, long-wave propagation is similar to medium-wave propagation: conditions at night are much better than during the day, and propagation in winter months is better than in the summer. One problem with reception of long-wave broadcasts that is more serious than in any other part of the spectrum is the type of antenna required. Wavelengths in the kilocycle range are extremely long, being on the order of about one mile at 180 kc. This means that a simple half-wave dipole antenna would have to be half a mile long at this frequency to be effective. Listeners cannot be expected to erect such antennas, so a fairly long wire must do, which means a loss of signal strength. This fact—coupled with the fact that as we go down in frequency, static levels and absorption in the ionosphere increase—results in reception that is generally inferior to that in the medium-wave broadcast band.

Ionospheric Storms. From time to time disturbances occur in the upper atmosphere which tend to disrupt long-distance communications by severely upsetting the stability of the ionosphere. Such disturbances are most likely to occur during the spring and fall equinox—March and April, and September and October—when the earth passes through the plane of the sun's equator. They fall into two general categories: the ionospheric storm and the sudden ionospheric disturbance (SID). Ionospheric storms usually develop gradually and continue from several days to almost a week. The SID, on the other hand, commences suddenly, and seldom lasts more than an hour.

Although they are different in nature,
both disturbances have the same effect on communications: during storms, signal levels fall off sharply, fading becomes severe, and the general quality of DX reception deteriorates. During extreme conditions, a radio blackout may occur during which it becomes impossible to maintain high-frequency communication with many areas of the world.

During the early days of radio (the 1920's), it was not unusual for SWL's and amateurs to rip their receivers apart during radio blackouts because they thought something had gone wrong with the sets. Nowadays, we know better. Ionospheric storms are caused by bursts of radiation from the sun. This radiation, composed of either extremely intense ultraviolet radiation, or subatomic particles from an explosion on the sun, or both, saturated the ionosphere, resulting in a tremendous increase in radiowave absorption, which in turn results in a sharp decrease in signal levels.

**WWV Propagation Forecasts.** To enable users of the ionosphere, SWL's included, to keep track of the latest radio conditions, the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory of the National Bureau of Standards issues short-term propagation forecasts four times daily, at 0000, 0700, 1200, and 1800 EST. These forecasts give estimates of radio quality over North Atlantic transmission paths, such as between London and the eastern United States. However, the forecasts are generally applicable to other paths, particularly during good propagation conditions.

Although these forecasts are revised every five to seven hours, they are repeated every five minutes by NBS Station WWV, in International Morse Code, on 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 mc. Each forecast is broadcast unchanged until the regularly scheduled revision comes on.

The forecasts consist of a letter and number; the number is the forecast, while the letter identifies the quality of radio-propagation conditions prevailing at the time the forecast is issued. The numbers used have the following meanings: 1—useless; 2—very poor; 3—poor; 4—poor to fair; 5—fair; 6—fair to good; 7—good; 8—very good; 9—excellent.

The radio quality at the time the forecast is issued, based on the average quality of conditions in the two hours preceding its issue, is identified as follows:

- **W**—Warning. Disturbed conditions (quality 1, 2, 3, or 4) exist.
- **U**—Unsettled. Quality 5.
- **N**—Normal. Quality 6, 7, 8, or 9.

A typical forecast statement would be "U-6," which means that propagation conditions are now unsettled but radio quality is expected to improve to "fair to good" (6) during the period covered by the forecast.

The relative number of ionospheric storms varies according to the month, or season of the year. It also varies with sunspot activity—more sunspots mean more ionospheric storms. Ionospheric disturbances are more frequent during the equinox due to the position of the earth in its orbital plane.
Choose Your Tailor-Made Course in
N.T.S. “PROJECT METHOD” ELECTRONICS

Now! N.T.S. — one of America’s oldest leading home-study and resident technical schools—offers you GREATER CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN ELECTRONICS.

You can install and maintain electronic circuitry in missiles and rockets ... specialize in microwaves, radar, and sonar.

You can succeed in TV-Radio Communications ... prepare for F.C.C. License, service advanced satellites for industry and defense.

You can service and repair the electronic “brains” of industry — computers, data processing and other automation equipment.

You can become a highly-paid TV-Radio Technician, an electronics field engineer, or succeed in your own sales and service business.

CHOOSE YOUR FIELD — INSURE YOUR FUTURE!

1 ELECTRONICS-TV-RADIO SERVICING AND COMMUNICATIONS
A basic course thoroughly covering fundamentals of electronics, radio, TV servicing and communications.

2 MASTER COURSE IN ELECTRONICS-TV-RADIO, ADVANCED TV AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
Qualifies you as a Master Electronics Technician — the Man in Demand.

3 FCC LICENSE COURSE
Preparation for this government license essential for many interesting jobs in radar, radio, television, communications, guided missiles, many others. Upon completion of this course, if you do not pass the FCC exam, your tuition will be refunded in full.

4 RADIO SERVICING (AM-FM-TRANSISTORS)
Train for radio sales and service with dealer or distributor.

5 TELEVISION SERVICING (INCLUDING COLOR)
Covers installation, adjustment, repair and servicing of black and white and color television ... prepares you for your own sales and service business.

6 STEREO, HI-FI AND SOUND SYSTEMS
A growing field. Prepares you to build, install and service modern sound equipment for home or industry.

7 BASIC ELECTRONICS
Gives you the fundamentals you must know to build on for a future Electronics career. Also offers an excellent background for Salesmen, Purchasing Agents, and others in Electronics.

8 ELECTRONICS MATH
Simple, easy-to-follow instructions in the specialized math you need in many electronics jobs.

INDUSTRY WELCOMES N.T.S. STUDENTS AND GRADUATES
N.T.S. HOME TRAINING: QUICK, PRACTICAL WAY TO HIGHER PAY, LIFELONG BENEFITS

N.T.S. “Project Method” Courses can help you get a new and better job — or move up to higher pay in your present one.

N.T.S. “Project Method” home training lessons are shop-tested in the Resident School in Los Angeles. You work on practical job projects, learn to use shop manuals and schematics. Your N.T.S. training is individual. You proceed at your own pace. The Schools’ practical methods plus more than 60 years of experience have helped thousands of students all over the world to successful careers.

Most courses include Equipment Kits. There are no Kit Deposits. Everything included in your low tuition.

HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME

Learn easily. New modern method. National also offers accredited high school programs for men and women. Take only subjects you need. Study at your own pace. Latest approved textbooks — yours to keep — everything included at one low tuition. Check High School box in coupon for information.

MAIL REPLY CARD OR COUPON FOR FREE BOOK AND SAMPLE LESSON

In Field of Your Choice

You Enroll by Mail — and Save Money. No Salesmen: This means lower tuition for you. Accredited Member N.H.S.C.

CLASSROOM TRAINING AT LOS ANGELES

If you wish to take your Electronics-TV-Radio training in our famous Resident School in Los Angeles — the oldest and largest School of its kind in the world — write for special Resident School catalog and information, or check coupon.

BENEFIT NOW AND ALL YOUR LIFE WITH N.T.S. HOME TRAINING

The personal guidance you receive during your training can be very helpful to your progress. Many N.T.S. students are able to earn more money within a few months. You can pick and choose your career. Work in industry or go into business for yourself. Your services will always be in demand wherever you go — and you can pick your spot!

N.T.S. Graduate Advisory Service can help you answer technical questions in establishing your own business and in countless other ways after you've completed your training.

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

4000 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, California 90037

Please Rush FREE Electronics “Opportunity Book” and actual sample lesson on course checked below:

☐ Electronics-Tv-Radio Servicing and Communications
☐ Master Course in Electronics-Tv-Radio
☐ Advanced TV and Industrial Electronics
☐ FCC License Course
☐ Radio Servicing (AM-FM-Transistors)
☐ Television Servicing (Including Color)
☐ Stereo, Hi-Fi and Sound Systems
☐ Basic Electronics ☐ Electronics Math

Name ____________________________ Age ________
Address __________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip ________
☐ Check here if interested ONLY in Classroom Training at L.A.
☐ Check here for High School Department Catalog only.
Tools for the Hobbyist
(Continued from page 70)

out of some rather boring and hard jobs, or else improve results and quality considerably. Or maybe they just make life easier. You may want to add some of these nonessential tools to your collection.

Foremost on this list is a pair of locking (vise grip) pliers. This tool is just plain wonderful. It serves as a third hand, a vise, cuts bolts, wire, and rod, positions parts, and holds small parts for soldering. Next is a crimping ("Champ") tool. Outside of its obvious use for crimping solderless connectors and terminals, it makes a fine wire stripper, and a bolt cutter that does not damage the threads while cutting. It also cuts wire along with its other functions.

### TABLE 3: Special Tools for Home-Brew Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Typical Brands</th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Approximate Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bits:</td>
<td>Century</td>
<td>Drilling holes, enlarging holes</td>
<td>$.25 up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¼&quot; to ½&quot; by 32nds; ½&quot;; ⅛&quot;</td>
<td>Champion, Craftsman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lafayette</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center punch</td>
<td>Craftsman</td>
<td>Locating holes for drilling and setting</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Hardware</td>
<td>eyelets and rivets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold chisels: ¼&quot;, ½&quot;</td>
<td>Craftsman</td>
<td>Cutting large holes, transformer mounts,</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Veeco</td>
<td>etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric drill</td>
<td>Black &amp; Decker</td>
<td>Drilling holes, cutting</td>
<td>8.00 up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⅛&quot; or ¼&quot;</td>
<td>Disston</td>
<td>circles, polishing, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electro</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lafayette</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Millers Falls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ram</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rockwell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SpeedWay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Files:</td>
<td>Lafayette</td>
<td>Enlarging and shaping holes for sockets,</td>
<td>.20 up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small triangular</td>
<td>Nicholson</td>
<td>transformers, etc.; also for deburring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small rat tail</td>
<td>Simonds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium half round</td>
<td>Vaco</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium mill flat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hacksaw, 12&quot;</td>
<td>Craftsman</td>
<td>Cutting chassis, brackets and panels</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forsberg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lafayette</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammer, ball peen</td>
<td>Craftsman</td>
<td>Layout and cutting</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scriber</td>
<td>General Hardware</td>
<td>Marking hole centers, punch locations, etc.</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Luikin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moody</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Starret</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square, combination, 12&quot;</td>
<td>Craftsman</td>
<td>Layout of all panels, chassis, etc.</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taper reamer, ½&quot; to ½&quot;</td>
<td>General Hardware</td>
<td>Enlarging holes for volume controls, etc.</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin snips or shop shears</td>
<td>Wiss</td>
<td>Cutting metal panels, insulation and brackets</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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March, 1965
A nibbling tool has to be seen to be appreciated. This little known tool neatly chomps its way through a chassis to provide a smooth-edged hole. It takes a small bite each time. The little bites all line up to give any size hole you want in any shape—rectangular, round, or free form. Nibbling one power transformer hole will pay for the tool.

One or two chassis punches in the common 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" and 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)" sizes makes tube socket and capacitor mounting hole punching a snap.

Another little known tool is the traverse cutting plier. This is a cutting plier that looks like a pair of "needle noses," but cuts clear out at the tip (as a dog would bite, not on the side as the cutters on some needle-nose combinations). There is nothing like this tool for close cropping of printed circuit leads, and tight, "down under" cutting of any type.

The cutting plier neatly cuts off leads that a pair of dikes can't get near.

A final special tool is a relatively new item. Five dollars will get you a "POP" Rivetool that will enable you to rivet electronic assemblies together. This is done from one side at the squeeze of a handle. The cost is less than that of standard hardware. You can use a Rivetool in blind or nearly blind locations where a nut cannot be backed up. The rivets will not shake loose, but they can be drilled out easily if you have to remove them. And you can fasten two thin sheets of metal together where a sheet metal screw will not hold. The resulting appearance is "professional."

Of course there are other tools that could be mentioned, but they are not too widely used. What we have listed here should represent a good setup for anyone in electronics.

### TABLE 4: "There Must Be an Easier Way" Tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Typical Brands</th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Approximate Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chassis punches: 1(\frac{3}{8})&quot; and 1(\frac{1}{4})&quot;</td>
<td>Greenlee</td>
<td>Cutting tube socket and capacitor holes in chassis</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circle Cutter</td>
<td>General Hardware, Stanley, Wyco</td>
<td>Cutting large, round holes for meters, dials, etc.</td>
<td>2.00 up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crimping tool</td>
<td>Klein-Amp, Lafayette, Super-Champ, Vaco, Waldom</td>
<td>Setting stake-on terminals, neatly cutting bolts, wire stripping, cutting</td>
<td>4.00 up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nibbling tool</td>
<td>Adel</td>
<td>Neatly cutting large holes in panels and sheet metal chassis</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nut driver set, 3(\frac{1}{8})&quot; to 1(\frac{3}{4})&quot;</td>
<td>Craftsman, Knight, Lafayette, Xcelite</td>
<td>Mounting hardware, tightening and removing nuts and components.</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riveting tool</td>
<td>&quot;POP&quot; Rivetool (United Shoe) or Rivet-All (Lafayette)</td>
<td>Cheaper, quicker, better way of mounting semi-permanent components, sockets, brackets, etc.</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socket and ratchet set (automotive)</td>
<td>Proto</td>
<td>Tightening volume control and switch nuts, etc.</td>
<td>3.00 up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traverse cutting pliers, 5&quot;</td>
<td>M. Klein, Kraeuter</td>
<td>For close cutting of leads in tight corners; perfect for printed circuit work</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Vise Grip&quot; pliers, 7&quot;</td>
<td>Vise Grip</td>
<td>Holding and clamping, positioning large parts prior to soldering, heavy cutting</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Readout Indicators
(Continued from page 52)

cathode which cannot be seen. An input of -5 volts to the indicator cathode will cause the glow to transfer to this cathode, and the glow will then be visible in the window. When the negative signal is removed, the glow returns to the holding cathode.

As indicated in Fig. 8, the negative input for the indicator cathode is obtained from the computer circuit to be monitored.

Numerical Indicator Tube. Numerical indicator tubes such as the Nixie (trademark of Burroughs Corp.) provide visual display of numerical data. The Nixie tube has ten cold cathodes and a common anode. The cathodes are shaped like the numerals 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6...9. When a B supply is connected between the anode and one of the cathodes, the neon gas ionizes and the glow surrounds the selected cathode. The characteristic orange glow of ionized neon therefore takes the shape of a numeral as shown in Fig. 9. As illustrated in Fig. 10, ten transis-
tors are employed as switches, one for each cathode lead of the Nixie tube. Initially, all transistors are biased off and the Nixie tube is not ionized. When a positive voltage is applied to one of the input terminals, the corresponding transistor will conduct. As a result, the gas will ionize and the glow will surround the selected cathode.

(Continued on page 92)
Nixie indicators are particularly useful for readout of decade counters, but they are also available with alphabetic characters, math symbols, etc. The Nixie tube, ten switching transistors, and associated resistors are available as a package known as a Trixie module (Burroughs Corp.).

**Projection Type Readout.** A popular type of readout indicator employs optical projection as illustrated in Fig. 11. Twelve incandescent lamps are mounted at the rear of the unit, and these lamps can be controlled by relays or by lamp drivers such as those previously described. When one of the lamps is lighted, it projects the corresponding digit on the condensing lens through the projection lens onto the viewing screen at the front of the unit. According to which lamp is turned on, any of the 12 characters can be projected onto the viewing screen. Typically, the characters are the digits from 0 through 9, and right-hand or left-hand decimal points.

Character size of the unit in Fig. 11 is 5/8 inch, but other models provide characters greater than 3 inches high. Also, colored digits are available for special environmental lighting.

Another type of readout indicator employing incandescent lamps is shown in Fig. 12. Each lamp is mounted so that its light enters the edge of a plastic strip whose display surface has a pattern of "dimples" in the shape of a numeral. The light travels through the plastic strip and emerges from the dimples, producing a pattern of bright spots in the form of a numeral. A stack of ten of these plastic light-conductors provides readout of the numerals from 0 through 9. Clear plastic is used so that even the rear-most numeral can be easily seen through the stack. A 12-lamp model is also available to provide a decimal point and a comma.

Developments in readout indicators have kept pace with other developments in the computer field, and the "pilot light" of yesteryear has taken on new and important duties.

Fig. 12. Each edge-lit plastic strip in the sandwich has a numeral-shaped pattern of dimples on its surface. Photo courtesy of General Radio Co.

![Fig. 12. Each edge-lit plastic strip in the sandwich has a numeral-shaped pattern of dimples on its surface. Photo courtesy of General Radio Co.](image)

**Oscar III**

*(Continued from page 42)*

The satellite package is made of magnesium-lithium alloy, the lightest commercially available material obtainable, and covered with shiny aluminum foil tape to reflect the heat of the sun. Black stripes are painted over the shiny aluminum to radiate heat away from the package while it is in the shadow of the earth.

Power to operate the satellite is obtained from a large 18-volt battery. When it is exhausted, the coherent beacon will begin to operate on power supplied by solar cells (see Fig. 2) and a rechargeable battery.
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Performance of OSCAR III. This, then, is OSCAR III. What can be done with it once it is in orbit? As a communications relay satellite it should be able to relay signals in excess of 2000 miles. This estimate is based on observations of the OSCAR I and OSCAR II satellites. The translator will relay amateur AM, c.w., NBFM, RTTY, and slow-scan TV signals equally well, and, because of this versatility, OSCAR III has been called an amateur Telstar.

Besides its use as an orbiting relay station, many experiments can be performed with OSCAR III. They can be divided into three categories—those requiring only a 2-meter receiver and antenna, those requiring some test equipment in addition, and those requiring an amateur radio operator’s license.

Experiments in the first category can easily be performed by any SWL with a 2-meter receiver. These experiments are to determine how long the satellite can be received on a given orbital pass, to determine the battery voltage by measuring the time necessary to send “HI” ten times, to write down any satellite-repeated amateur call-signs heard for later identification, and to monitor the satellite frequencies when no signals are expected in order to discover any unexpected propagation phenomena. These amateur satellite experiments open up a whole new field for SWL’s; reports could be of real value here.

The second experiment category requires an oscilloscope, a tape recorder, and a calibrated audio oscillator. The experiments include obtaining data from the two temperature telemetry channels, measuring Doppler shift, tape-recording slow-scan TV, high-speed RTTY or c.w. signals, and making range measurements.

The third category of experiments requires a General Class amateur radio operator’s license. A few of the many possible experiments here are establishing scheduled communications using the predictable reappearance of the satellite, making active range measurements, and originating specialized communications signals, such as slow-scan TV, high-speed RTTY, or high-speed c.w.

Future OSCAR’s. Future OSCAR operations will depend somewhat on the results obtained from OSCAR III, and on the degree of participation. Many ideas are currently being discussed for possible inclusion in future satellites, such as a wider pass-band, more telemetry channels, operation on other bands, and the use of solar cells to increase satellite life.

More advanced ideas include communication between two satellites to increase the range of relayed signals, an ionospheric penetration sounder operating in the 80-meter ham band, and some means for detecting whistlers, naturally-occurring very-low-frequency signals that are not completely understood.

Whether you intend to take an active part in one of the experiments outlined in the preceding paragraphs, or just listen, a report of your observations would be appreciated. Project OSCAR headquarters is located at Foothill College, Los Altos Hills, Calif. The Project OSCAR program is the only space effort in which direct participation by amateur and many professional scientists, both here and abroad, will be possible for some time to come. We hope you will make use of it.

---
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one hitch. High-compliance cartridges won’t work in the ordinary type of tone arm used on inexpensive changers and record players. The frictional drag of such arms and their high downward pressure bend the very flexible stylus out of its normal position. Vertical response is washed out. At worst, the cartridge might be permanently damaged. To get the benefit of the new cartridges, you must use them in a high-quality tone arm with low-friction pivots and precise stylus pressure adjustment. Some companies, notably Pickering and Shure, offer a whole range of different stylus assemblies with their new cartridge designs to make them adaptable to record changers and manual tone arms with different drag factors. However, the least tone arm drag is always best because it permits maximum stylus compliance.

Ceramic or Magnetic. In picking the right cartridge for your sound system, you have to choose between two basic types: (1) ceramic cartridges or (2) magnetic cartridges. Because of their high output, ceramics are mostly used in simpler sound systems and record playing systems that lack the preamplifier stage needed to boost the signal of a magnetic cartridge. The high output impedance (about 1 megohm) of ceramic cartridges matches the phono inputs marked “CER” or “XTAL” on many amplifiers, but special adapters are available so that these ceramic cartridges can also be plugged into amplifier inputs intended for magnetic (“MAG”) cartridges.

Ceramic cartridges are very simple in principle. Two ceramic slabs (one for each channel) are linked to the stylus. Because of the so-called piezoelectric effect, these slabs generate a voltage proportional to the stylus motion, thus producing the audio signal. Though most ceramic cartridges are not designed for critical high-fidelity applications, some recent models—notably the Sonotone “Mark IV”—approximate the performance of the better magnetic cartridges.

Most stereo cartridges, however, operate on the magnetic principle and the inputs of all hi-fi amplifiers are designed for this type of cartridge. These cartridges work like miniature power plants. In some designs, small magnets linked to the stylus move inside tiny coils, generating voltages proportional to stylus motion; they are known as moving-magnet cartridges. In other designs, the process is reversed—the coils move and the magnet remains fixed; quite logically, they are known as moving-coil cartridges. A third type, utilizing the motion of a neutral iron shank in a magnetic field, is called a moving-iron cartridge. All these magnetic types are basically similar in performance and differ only in their mechanical structure.

The Stylus Tip. After deciding which type of cartridge (magnetic or ceramic) is required for your rig, you have one more basic choice to make. Most cartridge manufacturers offer two types of stylus: either with a tip radius of 0.7 mil (7/10,000 inch), or with a tip radius of 0.5 mil.

The 0.5-mil stylus has a slight advantage in tracing the inner grooves of a stereo disc where the waveforms get quite crowded in the tighter circles near the label of the record. But it can produce fairly high distortion when playing mono records only. The 0.7-mil stylus plays both mono and stereo records with very good results. So if you still have many mono records, the 0.7 mil is your best bet. If you play only stereo records, get the 0.5-mil model.

The latest option in stylus tips is the oval-shaped stylus recently introduced in several de luxe cartridges. Its rather complicated geometry helps it reduce distortion at the inner record grooves. Shaping and polishing a diamond tip to a precise oval contour is quite a tricky job, and the price of such cartridges shows it. The improvement in performance is noticeable, but slight. To inveterate perfectionists, it’s worth the added cost.

Make Your Own Listening Test. The best way to choose between different cartridges is simply to listen to them.
Take a good symphonic recording with many passages scored for full orchestra to your hi-fi dealer and ask him to play it for you with various cartridges. As you listen, ask yourself these questions: Can you "see through" the orchestra? Are the instruments clearly defined even when they are playing together? Are the strings silky and without harshness? Does the percussion sound crisp and snappy? And does the sound of the cellos and basses have depth and warmth? By watching for these factors, you can train your ears to be the best of all test instruments.

Simple Voltage Calibrators
(Continued from page 48)

type rated at 0.6 ampere, $D_1$ is a silicon diode rated at 50 PIV, 100 ma., or better, $S_1$ is a d.p.d.t. unit, and $S_2$ is a single-pole, 17-position rotary switch. Potentiometer $R_2$ serves both as an a.c. and a d.c. voltage adjuster, while $R_3$ controls only the applied d.c. voltage. Resistor $R_1$ insures a certain amount of minimum resistance in the circuit to protect the diode against current surge. Electrolytic capacitor $C_1$ can have a working voltage rating of 150 volts or as low as 20 volts.

A voltmeter at the output jacks can be used to set up the desired input voltage on the 100% range. All the other positions will, without further adjustment, provide the indicated voltage steps; accuracy is limited only by the initial meter reading and the variations in values of the resistors. Both the meter reading and output voltage are taken from $J_1$ and $J_2$.

One precaution to observe when taking voltage readings is to avoid the loading effect of a low ohms-per-volt meter. A simple check on the accuracy of your reading on the 100% level is to measure the voltage on the next lower step, which is the 50% level, and then multiply your reading by 2. If the answer is the same, you are on firm ground; otherwise, you should accept the reading on the lower scale as being the more accurate one.
Across the Ham Bands

(Continued from page 80)

Following items in Short Wave Magazine.

After years of effort through every possible channel, the English Amateur Radio Mobile Society was granted special permission to allow licensed U.S. amateurs to operate G3NMA/A during the society's annual Mobile Rally held at Barford last July 4. Bill Snedigar, K4RUT, was the first U.S. operator on this historic occasion, and he created about the same stir among the G's as if a Japanese ham had suddenly appeared in the middle of the 75-meter phone band on a Sunday afternoon.

In another item, G6NU reported that his first valve (tube) was a Ford double-filament motor lamp. One filament was used as the heater-cathode, the other one as the control grid. A piece of silver paper wrapped around the glass envelope was the plate, which operated with 90 volts, d.c., applied. The valve performed as well as a good crystal detector—and also lit the room.

Annual S.S.B.A.R.A. Dinner. On March 23 the Single Sideband Amateur Radio Association will hold its annual "Sideband Dinner" at the Statler-Hilton Hotel in New York City. This affair is attended by hams from all over the world. For details, contact Dorothy M. Strauber, K2MGE, 12 Elm St., Lynbrook, N.Y.

News and Views

Gary Steinbaugh, WN8MZD, 564 North Warpole St., Upper Sandusky, Ohio, really had luck in December. He had a 5-element, 2-meter beam all ready to connect to the Heathkit "Twoer" on his Christmas list. On the lower frequencies, Gary uses a Johnson "Adventurer" transmitter and a Heathkit "Mohawk" receiver in conjunction with a home-brew, multiband doubl... John Miller, WA8MAT, 3933 9th Ave., Parkerburg, W.Va., continues to make West Virginia a little easier to work than it used to be. Separate antennas for 80 and 40 meters and a Mosley TA-33 rotary beam for 80, 40, and 15 meters spread the good word. A Johnson "Challenger" transmitter does the pushing, and a Hallcrafters SX-140 receiver processes the incoming signals. As a Novice, John worked 40 states and 5 countries with this combination. Watch his totals grow now that his General Class ticket allows him to plug in his VFO... John J. Yurek, K3PGP, R.D. #2, Irwin, Pa., won a first at the Pennsylvania State Science Fair with his 2-meter ham station. The transmitter is home-brew and runs 475 watts to a 4X500 as the final amplifier, which feeds a 10-element, rotary beam. John's next step is 432 mc. And to prove that he doesn't neglect the "d.c. bands," he has WAC, WAS, RCC, and other assorted certificates on his shack wall.

Howard Lister, W82KPO, 245 Runsey Rd., Yonkers, N.Y., proves that you don't need a beam to work DX. A "20-meter phonograph" is his evidence—a dipole antenna, a Heathkit HW-32 20-meter SSB transceiver, and 28 countries and 46 states worked. A Hammarlund HQ-110C receiver picks up the DX that lurks outside the U.S. phone band... Jeff Lepp, WN6JGT, 1795 Bay Laurel Drive, Menlo Park, Calif., uses an electronic T-R (transmit-receive) switch to shift his Hy-Gain 14-AYS antenna from his receiver to his transmitter automatically when he presses the key. The transmitter is a Heathkit DX-80, and the receiver is a Drake 2B. His record: 15 states and Canada worked in a few weeks on the air... Jerry R. Sheldon, WN9MET, 311 Broadway, Wausau, Wis., uses a Johnson "Valiant" transmitter cranked down to 75 watts input and a Hallcrafters SX-43 receiver. Working 80, 40, and 15 meters with two dipole antennas, Jerry has 25 states and three Canadian provinces logged. Barry Rupp, W9RAJ, 852 W. Martin St., Ephrata, Pa., closed out his Novice career with 25 states and three Canadian provinces worked—all on 40 meters. Barry transmits with a Johnson "Adventurer" and receives on a Lafayette HE-80: a 40-meter, inverted-V antenna is the go-between.

Wayne Riddle, WA4TFB, 1812 N. Armistead Ave., Hampton, Va., boasts a record of sorts. Although he has worked 36 states and 9 countries, he has never worked anyone in the seventh call area! How about some of you boys in Wyoming, Utah, Arizona, Nevada, Washington, Idaho, and Oregon coming to his rescue? With Johnson "Valiant" and "Challenger" transmitters, a Hammarlund HQ-160 receiver, a 136' long-wire and a Hy-Gain 14-AYS vertical antenna, Wayne can cover most of the lower frequency bands. But he prefers 15 and 40 meters and spotting DX on his shortwave receiver. Leonard R. Gurney, W2BKM, 241 East 68 St., New York, N.Y., went from Novice to General in two months to the day. During that time, he worked 23 states and a handful of Canadians using an EICO 723 transmitter feeding a "modified Windowon" antenna through a Johnson "Matchbox" antenna coupler; he receives with a Hallcrafters SX-111. You'll find Len on 40, 20, and 15 meters... If you haven't already picked up a supply of the 50th Anniversary Amateur Radio Commemorative Stamp from the post office, you may still be able to get so. They are especially appropriate for mailing QSL cards overseas... And the next time you visit an anglo-American supply house, see if you can "promote" a copy of the new Hallcrafters DX Log. If you have any interest in working DX, you'll be glad you did.

Mike Griffin, W3AJZ, 15 West 5th Avenue, Aberdeen, Md., was a busy man during his Novice days. Besides working 28 states and three Canadian provinces, he built a preamp for his receiver (P.E., October) and a "P.E. tuning switch" to his Knight-Kit T-60 transmitter. Operating as a General, Mike has added just one state to his total, but he is building a VFO and an antenna coupler, both of which were described in P.E.

Will your "News and Views," pictures, or club bulletins be featured in our next column? Mail them to: Herb S. Brier, W9EQQ, Amateur Radio Editor, Popular Electronics, P.O. Box 678, Gary, Indiana 46401. 73.

Herb, W9EQQ

"These printed circuits are getting trickier every day."
Scope-Trace Quiz Answers

(Quiz on page 71)

1-B

2-F

3-A

4-E

5-C

6-D

If you had trouble solving this quiz, consider the following facts:

1. Output across the complete resistor and diode circuit is the same amplitude as the input signal.

2. Output across the resistor only varies between 50% and 100% (100% when the diode is working in the forward direction).

3. Output across the diode varies between 50% and 0% (0% when the diode is working in the forward direction).
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On the Citizens Band

(Continued from page 76)

teen CB’ers were commended for their quick response to the call, and willingness to help.

Members of the Lake County Five Watters, Willoughby, Ohio, were again asked to assist the Lake County Sheriff’s Department on Halloween last year, the third year in a row. The “Spook” patrol was activated on October 29, 30 and 31, with two club members per vehicle and three (including one executive member) at the control center. A special projects register was initiated so each participant could enter pertinent information while on duty, giving the club an accurate record of the proceedings for reference at any time. Thirty-three mobile units traveled 3,064.7 miles during the three-day period, consuming an estimated 204.3 gallons of gasoline at an average 15 miles per gallon. Among other things, the patrollers found and removed numerous obstacles from highways, and used a fire extinguisher after goblins had upset some construction flares. They also removed a lighted red flare from a railroad track minutes before a train was due, sparing all involved the necessity of a false emergency stop.

In a letter from the Broward County Chapter of the American Red Cross, members of the Broward Citizens Radio Club, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., were lauded for their cooperation and fine work during the threat from hurricane “Isbell” last year. Red Cross chapter manager Don Roberts stated that he had not been familiar with CB operators until their recent association, and hoped that the county residents would become familiar with and understand the important role played by the dedicated operators. A Disaster Committee meeting was scheduled for a later date, with an invitation to Kenn Nordin, chairman of the volunteer group, to attend.

Finger Lakes CB Club, Geneva, N.Y., received two letters of commendation for their assistance during Halloween week—one from the Police Department, and another from the chief of the Auxiliary Police. The group had donated their mobiles, equipment, gasoline, and time to the cause. The chief of the Auxiliary Police informed FLCB club president Wm. Snyder that “without your help it would have been impossible for the Auxiliary Police to cover the city so completely and efficiently!”

New OTCB Additions. Wm. C. Holt Jr. reports that the Utah Citizens Band As-
society, Salt Lake City, Utah, was organized two-and-a-half years ago. Present club officers include: Jim Velotis, KGC0885, president; Roger Frost, KHA4980, vice president; JoAnne Steele, KLE0399, secretary; and Norman Steele, KLE0399, treasurer. The club monitoring channel is 9, with 15 as an alternate. A recent project by the club was the placement of road signs on four highways leading into Salt Lake City. These useful reminders to traveling CB'ers that "help is at hand if needed" contain a bright yellow beehive and black lettering, and are in the shape of the state—Utah! This group also publishes a neatly organized and well-written UCBA monthly, The Newsletter.

Another REACT unit checks in with the OTCB column this month. The Fort Wayne, Ind., squad was started in 1960; its present membership consists of 35 highly skilled two-way radio operators who incorporated the group in January, 1964. Captain Jack Forbing, KHC2683, reports that the squad guarantees 24-hour monitoring on the REACT National Monitoring Channel, and that as the official REACT squad in Fort Wayne, the group is affiliated with police, fire and sheriff organizations in the area. Other officers include Dee Northcutt, KLF2814, lieutenant; and Jerry Mowrey, KLF2909, treasurer. REACT (Radio Emergency Associated Citizens Teams) is sponsored nationally by the Hallicrafters Company, Chicago, Ill.

Three more additions to this month's OTCB CB Club Roster include the Lake City CB Club and McDowell County Rescue Squad, both of Marion, N. C., and the Denver Metro Radio Club, Denver, Colo.

Club Chatter. New officers of the Lapeer County CB'ers, Lapeer, Mich., include Rex Bauder, KHG3173, president; Duane Stevens, KHC6694, vice president; Robert Gould, KLM6964, secretary; and Basel Watz, KHJ9409, treasurer. The staff of the club monthly, The Monitor, is directed by Jack Arms, KHG6276, editor.

The Greater Dallas Citizens Band Club, Dallas, Tex., has also installed new officers. Past president and editor of the CB Broadcaster, Bill Brown, KEG1363, remains as president, with Vince Aloi, KEH7179, now handling the duties of editor. Other officers: Paul Corcoran, KEH5254, vice president; Elizabeth Lambert, 10W4031, treasurer; Betty Norvell, KEG2497, recording secretary; and Elaine Uray, KEG3788, corresponding secretary. The board of directors has four members.

Planning a national, area, or local CB Jamboree for the spring, summer or fall? Ship us all the information now so we can inform CB'ers from Maine to Mexico, Canada to California, and Alaska to Atlanta! Obviously, we can only print information on those arriving in time to meet publishing deadlines.

If your club has not been listed on our OTCB Club Roster, shake your publicity director or secretary loose and fill us in on total membership, activities, info on rescue teams and planned projects. Got a new communications bus, special CB installation at the police department, or anything unusual in CB applications that 540,000 other readers might like to see? Why not include a good, clear photograph? No murals please!

Be sure to send all information and photographs to Matt P. Spinello, CB Editor, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue, New York, N. Y., 10016.

Incidentally, the revised 1965 edition of the COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK will be on the newsstands the last week in February. Watch for it! Your CB Editor once again had the privilege of writing the Citizens Radio Service chapter. I'll CB'ing you.

—Matt, KHC2060
Instead, the suspect is fed (unwittingly) a tiny plastic-covered "radio pill" similar to those used in medical research work (see "Transistor Topics," October, 1963). For 48 hours or so thereafter, the suspect emits a radio signal which can be picked up by sensitive direction-finding receivers hundreds of feet away. The counter-agents, comfortably seated in a nearby car or closed van, can tell when the suspect is in his room, or slipping down the back stairs.

Essentially little more than a subminiaturized r.f. oscillator, powered by a built-in power supply, a "spy-finder" pill can be made not much larger than a grape seed by using an uncased transistor. When covered with soft plastic, it can be introduced into a suspect's food. Or it can be slipped into a seam or cuff of wearing apparel.

Once planted, the radio pill can be monitored by means of vehicular-based receivers or a pocket-sized receiver carried by a counter-agent on foot. Since each pill can be preset to a specific frequency, more than one suspect can be tracked at the same time, each one having his own "signature."

According to a story by Chapman Pincher of the London Express Service, radio pills are being used not only by the FBI but (probably) by Iron Curtain countries and by some American "private eyes."

Transitips. Like resistors, capacitors and other components, transistors can be stacked to produce increased or decreased impedance, increased output, etc. They can be placed in series, in parallel, in push-pull or in push-push combinations. Two or more transistors can be used in a single stage, if circuit power requirements are greater than can be supplied by a single unit. Three basic arrangements are shown in Fig. 4. These circuits illustrate typical configurations and are not intended as construction guides.

Series-connected transistors, as shown in Fig. 4(a), can be used if a relatively high supply voltage is available. In operation, the base bias of Q1 and Q2 is furnished through R1 and R2 respectively; and C1 and C2 serve as coupling capacitors (in all three arrangements). The collector load is common to both transistors. Their combined output impedance is now approximately twice that of a single unit. In-phase signals are applied to the base-emitter circuits.

Fig. 4. Transistors connected in series (A) raise output impedance; parallel hookup (B) increases current output, but decreases impedance; and push-pull circuit (C) permits Class AB, or B operation.
"I checked the whole audio circuit, boss, and the plate voltages still are too low, so I thought I'd get your opinion...you listening, boss?...boss?"

Parallel-connected transistors shown in Fig. 4(b), are used where larger load currents are required than can be handled by a single transistor. In-phase drive signals are applied to Q1 and Q2, while their combined output impedance is approximately half that of a single transistor.

The push-pull arrangement in Fig. 4(c) is one of the most popular. A center-tapped load is needed and 180° out-of-phase input signals are required for proper drive. In Class A operation, both Q1 and Q2 amplify the entire input signal, but in Class AB and B operation each transistor essentially amplifies a different part of the signal.

Properly matched transistors are required for best performance in all three circuits. In the series arrangement, Q1 and Q2 must have similar gain and voltage drops to prevent excessive voltage build-up across one or the other unit. Collector currents must be matched in the parallel arrangement. Finally, both gain and current must be matched in the push-pull arrangement to insure distortion-free amplification.

Any of the three basic circuits can be modified to meet special requirements. For example, if a center-tapped power supply is used in the push-pull circuit, the load need not be center-tapped. In another application, a push-pull drive signal can be used, with the collectors connected in parallel. The latter arrangement, sometimes called a push-push circuit, is commonly used for r.f. frequency doublers.

Where needed, two or more of the basic circuits can be combined. Typically, two transistors can be parallel-connected and used in pairs in a push-pull four-transistor configuration. Identified as a parallel-push-pull circuit, this arrangement is used where very high power outputs are needed.

That's it... for now.

—Lou
Deluxe 21” All-Channel Hi-Fi Color TV
Only color TV you can build... only color TV you can adjust & maintain yourself with exclusive “built-in service center”... only color TV you can install 3 ways—wall, custom cabinet, or either Heath factory-built cabinet. Tunes all channels, 2 thru 83, to bring you 21” of true-to-life color and black & white pictures, plus hi-fi sound. All critical circuits prebuilt & aligned ...assembles in just 25 hours!
Kit GR-53A, chassis tubes, tuners, speaker, 127 lbs .................. $399.00
GRA-53-7, deluxe walnut cabinet, 85 lbs...... $115.00
GRA-53-6, walnut-finished cabinet, 52 lbs..... $49.00

Deluxe Heathkit/Thomas
“Coronado” All-Transistor Organ
Saves up to $400...Easy to build & play...No extras to buy! Features 17 true organ voices; 28 notes of chimes; built-in 2-speed rotating Leslie, plus 2-unit main speaker systems; two full-size 44-note keyboards; reverb; attack, sustain & repeat percussion (the only organ to give you all 3); stereo chorus control for exciting “stereo” effects; 75-watt peak music power amplifier; and hand-crafted, hand-rubbed walnut cabinet & bench. Hear it yourself—Send 50c for demonstration record GDA-983-2, 7”, 33⅓ rpm. Organ w/...242 lbs. Also available, low-cost Heathkit/Thomas “Largo,” organ only, 158 lbs.................. $349.00

Low-Cost 40-Watt Transistor Stereo Amplifier
Produces full 66 watts IHF music power at ± 1 db from 15 to 30,000 cps. Quick clean “transistor sound.” 5 stereo inputs. Walnut cabinet. 23 lbs. Matching AJ-33A AM/FM/FM Stereo Tuner $99.95.

Deluxe 70-Watt Transistor Stereo Amplifier
Enjoy cool, instant operation, long life, and natural “transistor sound.” Enjoy 100 watts IHF music power at ± 1 db from 13 to 25,000 cps. Walnut cabinet. 29 lbs. Matching AJ-43C AM/FM/FM Stereo tuner $199.95.

Heathkit Walkie-Talkies!
A 1-Watt GW-52 ...up to 3-mile operation; 10-transistor, 2-diode circuit; $20 rechargeable battery; metal case; specify channel; pair $139.95, each $74.95.
B 9-Transistor GW-21 ...up to 1-mile operation; crystal-controlled transmit & superhet receive; metal case; specify channel; pair $74.95, each $39.95.
C 4-Transistor GW-31 ...¼ mile operation or more: no license, tests, age limit; fits in pocket; metal case; specify channel; pair $35, each $19.95.
New! Heathkit Shortwave Radio!
Covers 550 kc to 30 mc—includes AM plus 3 shortwave bands; 5” speaker; lighted bandspread tuning dial, relative strength indicator & 7” slide-rule dial; BFO; 4-tube circuit plus 2 rectifiers; “low-boy” metal cabinet; 13 lbs.

$39.95

Deluxe Single Sideband Amateur Receiver!
Covers 80 thru 10 meter bands with all crystals furnished, plus provisions for VHF; 1 kc dial calibrations—100 kc per dial revolution. Tuning dial to knob ratio approx. 4 to 1. Less speaker. 22 lbs. Matching transmitter & KW linear amplifier also available.

$265.00

Heathkit Vacuum Tube Voltmeter
Single AC/Ohms/DC probe; 7 AC/DC/Ohm ranges; 1% precision resistors for high accuracy; frequency response ± 1 db from 25 cps to 1 mc; voltage doubler rectifier; simple circuit board construction; 5 lbs. Available wired, IMW-11, at $39.95.

$24.95

New! Heathkit/Mitchell Photoval Darkroom Computer!
Accurately & scientifically indicates correct exposure times & photographic paper grades. Cuts darkroom time, reduces paper costs, speeds your enlarging. . . . the first print is the print! Easy to build & use for professionals & beginners alike. Anyone can develop prints anytime! 8 lbs.

$89.00

FREE CATALOG
See these & over 250 other Heathkits. Save up to 50% by doing the easy assembly yourself. Send for your free copy today.

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 10-3
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49023
In Canada: Daystrom, Ltd., Cooksville, Ontario

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
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Solid-state CB mate

The best way to ring up more 10-2s with the new solid-state transceivers is by using one of the new low-impedance Sonotone Ceramikes®. They are designed specifically for all-transistor transceivers. Transmission is loud and clear, and Ceramikes are built to take abuse. Get the low-impedance "CM-3050" or the "CM-3050M" with Magnetic Mount, today. Also Models "CM-30" and "CM-30M" for tube transceivers. Prices start at $15.75. Write for Free catalog SAH-7.

Strobelight Slave
(Continued from page 63)

150 and less than 180, turning S1 on will make the slave more sensitive to low light levels without danger of damaging the strobe.

Construction. To determine which Strobelight Slave you should build, turn on the strobe you intend to use with it, and carefully measure the d.c. voltage across the contacts of the shutter socket when the "ready" light comes on. While you're at it, observe the polarity of the voltage at the shutter socket, and permanently mark the positive contact with a plus sign.

The assembly of both slave units is simple and straightforward; the basic Strobelight Slave is housed in a 2½" x 2½" x 4" box, while a 3" x 4" x 5" box is used for the booster model. Simply mount the parts as shown in the photographs, using spacers to hold V2's socket away from the bottom of the box. With the booster slave, be sure to mount the parts so that the batteries can be secured in the back of the case; a battery retaining strap can be made from scrap aluminum.

Make a shield can with a window in it for V1 to minimize triggering of the slave by stray light. A tube shield or cover from an old i.f. transformer can be used for this purpose. For some applications, however, it may be desirable to remove the shield to obtain greater sensitivity.

Both versions of the Strobelight Slave are designed to work without any modifications to the strobe unit itself. Just make sure that the connecting cord between the two is properly polarized by marking a plus sign on the positive contact of the socket on the strobe and the positive contact of the socket on the slave. In Figs. 2 and 3, the positive contact of S01 is the upper one, and is connected to V2 or D1 respectively. Damage may result to one or both units if the cord is incorrectly polarized.

The basic slave shown in Fig. 2 can be built for about $6, and the booster slave for about $16, the primary increase being in the cost of the batteries.
**SHORT-WAVE MONITOR CERTIFICATE APPLICATION**

All radio listeners interested in furthering the hobby of SWL'ing—regardless of whether you DX on the BCB, VHF, TV, SW, or FM bands—are eligible to apply for a POPULAR ELECTRONICS "Certificate of Registration." You must have verified (have QSL cards from) a minimum of five radio stations, of which one was outside the borders of the United States. There is no age limit, or special equipment qualification; the only requirement is that the applicant have a sincere interest in radio communications.

All certificates are filled in and lettered before mailing; they are mailed flat and unfolded. If you want to register and receive your WPE identification sign, fill in the application blank below. Mail with 50 cents in coin (or stamps) to: MONITOR, P.O. Box 333, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034. (Personal checks will not be acceptable). Canadians should use their own currency, and other applicants not in the U.S.A. should use 10 International Postal Reply Coupons. Allow 4-6 weeks for processing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Please Print)</th>
<th>(Do not fill out)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street, City and Zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State and Zip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Receivers in use</strong></td>
<td><strong>Make</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Make</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ham/CB call-letter assignment(s)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I listen mostly to</strong></td>
<td><strong>SW Broadcast</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hams</strong></td>
<td><strong>CB</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BCB</strong></td>
<td><strong>VHF</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VLF</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I use the following antennas</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I have</strong></td>
<td><strong>QSL cards and countries verified.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Check if subscriber to P.E.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signature</strong></td>
<td><strong>Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**WHY A BROWNING EAGLE CB BASE STATION?**

Here's Why!

- **R-27 RECEIVER** • RF gain control • Selectivity switch • Cascade nuvistor front end • 12 tuned I.F. coils
- **S-23 TRANSMITTER** • Compression amplifier • Clipper-filter stage • Built-in SWR meter • 23 channels

Also, Browning Drake: compact all-channel mobile rig. For new, colored CB catalog, write:

**browning LABORATORIES, INC.**

Dept.PE-9, Union Ave.
Laconia, N. H., 03246

---
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Get your own copy! It's only $1...

The 1965 STEREO/HI-FI DIRECTORY is so valuable, even your best friend won't be able to wrest your copy away!

In 180 photo-packed pages, you get authoritative prices and performance data on over 2,000 components from 170 manufacturers!

This all-new Buyer's Guide gives you vital statistics on speakers, tuners, receivers, turntables, changers, cartridges—on every hi-fi component manufactured today! Use it to compare similar items, dollar-for-dollar, feature-for-feature, before you buy, and avoid excessive prices, disappointment, and costly mistakes!

The 1965 STEREO/HI-FI DIRECTORY also contains...an up-to-the-minute listing of every hi-fi dealer in the country...and a complete rundown of all the FM stereo multiplex stations in the U.S. and Canada!

But most important—if you want to get top value on every hi-fi component you buy during the next twelve months...

SEND JUST $1 NOW FOR YOUR COPY OF THE 1965 STEREO/HI-FI DIRECTORY

FILL IN AND MAIL THIS COUPON RIGHT NOW!

Ziff-Davis Service Division • Dept. S.H.
589 Broadway • New York, N.Y. 10012

Send me a copy of the New, up-to-date 1965 STEREO/HIFI DIRECTORY! My dollar (plus 15¢ for shipping and handling; 25¢ outside U.S.A.) is enclosed.

name
please print

address

city

state

zip code

Short-Wave Report

(Continued from page 78)

of the verification story, as given to us by one of Europe's top short-wave stations.

Monitor Registration. Please note that all applications and communications pertaining to the Monitor Registration Program should henceforth be sent directly to MONITOR, P. O. Box 333, Cherry Hill, N. J. 08034. New applicants will find an application blank on page 107 of this issue. Please note also that the registration fee has been increased to 50 cents. Reports for this column or correspondence pertaining to the DX Awards Program should also be sent to the same P. O. Box, but in a separate envelope.

Attention West Coast DX'ers. We have received an interesting letter from Graham Baker, VK3PE1J, in Heatherton, Victoria, Australia, in which he lists several stations in Australia and New Zealand that utilize the 1600-1800 kc. range. While most North American DX'ers will probably not be able to hear these stations, West Coast DX'ers who possess a sharp receiver and an efficient antenna-ground system should try tuning during the two-hour period either side of sunrise (local time). One or more of these stations just might come through.

1610 The Royal Flying Doctor
1690
1615 New Zealand beacon signal; ID is OR in Morse code.
1665 Melbourne and Metropolitan fire brigade; a modulated tone every 30 seconds with vocal transmissions giving the call VKN8
1725 Yacht clubs of Victoria (weekends from October to February)
1780 Station VL2UV, University of New South Wales; transmissions on weekdays at 0300-0600

We would like to have more information on "The Royal Flying Doctor." Readers in Australia or New Zealand are hereby invited to submit an illustrated article for possible inclusion in a future column.

Current Station Reports

The following is a resume of current reports. At time of compilation all reports are as accurate as possible, but stations may change frequency and/or schedule with little or no advance notice. All times shown are Eastern Standard and the 24-hour system is used. Reports should be sent to P.O. Box 333, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034, in time to reach your Short-Wave Editor by the eighth of each month; be sure to include your WPE Monitor
Registration and the make and model number of your receiver.

Afghanistan—A recent schedule from Kabul lists Eng. to Fair Enst at 0530-0540 on 15,225 kc., to S. E. Asia at 0600-0630 on 15,125 kc., and to Europe at 0900-0930 on 4795 kc. Send reports to Radio Kabul, Bagh-I-Uoomi, Kabul, Afghanistan.

Algeria—The newest schedule shows uninterrupted broadcasting at 0300-1300 on 6100 and 9957 kc.; in Kabyl at 0130-0800 on 6100 and 9655 kc.; in French at 0130-1700 on 11,585 kc.; in Eng. at 1700-1730 and in Spanish at 1730-1800, also on 11,835 kc.

Australia—DX'ers and SWL's the world over are mourning the passing of Graham Hutchins, the Editor of Radio Australia's "DX'ers Calling." He was expected to close shortly afterward. The new station at Gaberones will have a 1-kw., and a 10-kw. xrmtg on 2358, 4836, 5665, or 7288 kc. with programs in Tswana and English, for about four hours daily, and is expected to go on the air during mid-1965.

Bolivia—Station CP65 (?). R. Universidad, Tarija. 5460 kc., features a world news bulletin in Spanish ending at 2030, followed by non-stop classical music until 2300 s/o. Time checks and ID's are given irregularly.

A new station on 4742 kc. is R. Barahona, Cali, Colombia, operating with 200 watts. It signs off at 2200. R. Centenario, Santa Cruz de la Sierra, 4873 kc., usually signs off at 2200 but may run past 2230 with listeners' requests.

Cameroon—In Arabic at 0000-1300 on 5145, 6270, and 5918 kc., News and pop music at 0000-0030, French at 0030. Tune carefully—a teletype station is on almost the same frequency.

Canary Islands—The new short-wave outlet of R. Nacional de Espana in Tenerife is on 9610 kc. at 0900-1100 and on 11,800 kc. at 1900-2200.

China—R. Peking has Eng. to Europe at 1430-1530 on 5145, 6270, and 6825 kc., and at 1500-1630 on 5145, 6210, 6270, 7080, 7050, and 4957 kc. English to N. A. is scheduled at 2000-2100 and 2100-2200 on 7035, 9480, 11,945, and 15,095 kc., and at 1900-2000 and 2000-2100 on 7080, 9457, 11,920, and 15,115 kc. It is also noted at 0700-0730 on 9457, 11,820, and 15,115 kc. and at 2000 on 11,590 kc.

Cuba—Often changes, the current schedule reads: Eng. to Northern Europe on 1510-1640 on 6015 kc., French on the same channel at 1400-1510: Eng. to N. A. at 2200-2330 and 0000-0100 and French at 2330-0000 on 6135 kc.; Eng. to South America at 1500-1650 on 15,135 kc.: French to Mediterranean areas at 1610-1640 and Arabic to the same areas at 1500-1610 on 9655 kc.; Portuguese to South America at 1000-1900 on 15,340 kc.; Creole to Caribbean area at 2100-2200 on 6080 kc. The medium-wave outlet on 2200 kc., CMC, has moved to 2850 kc. and now operates almost exclusively in English.

Ecuador—Station HCV98, La Voz de Saquisilí, 4895 kc., has much Ecuadorian music after 2127; closing varies from 2200 to 2300. Station HCHE3, R. El Progreso, Loja. 4753 kc., has moved from 4701 kc., features many request music programs, and has a very irregular closing from 2100 to 0100; don't confuse this station with R. El Mundo.

This neat listening post belongs to Allen Hanna, WPE9HDR, of Indianapolis, Ind.
Dollar Stretcher!

If you're in the market for photography equipment, and you want to get the most for your money, send for the 1965 PHOTOGRAPHY DIRECTORY & BUYING GUIDE right now! Then, just sit back and be as choosy as you like!

You'll have access to over a thousand different items—complete, point-by-point information on manufacturer, model number, size, built-in extras, special characteristics and price. Flip through the 152 pages of this big, valuable book—and you'll see all the latest equipment! Still cameras, electronic flash, flash guns, projectors, movie cameras, tape recorders, titles, editors, enlargers, exposure meters, films, lenses galore! Plus—expert tips on how to buy and what to look for.

Arranged for easy reference in three comprehensive sections, and 32 pages larger than last year—the 1965 PHOTOGRAPHY DIRECTORY & BUYING GUIDE was compiled by the editors of POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY. That means authoritative, unbiased, unerringly precise information. Dollar-stretching data that will help you select the best equipment in your price range, consistently, all during the next twelve months!

This year, play it smart. Shop before you buy, confidently, with the up-to-the-minute 1965 PHOTOGRAPHY DIRECTORY & BUYING GUIDE. All the guesswork is out. And the only legwork you do is walk to the nearest mailbox with an envelope bearing the coupon below and just $1.

Darn good deal for a genuine, one-of-a-kind dollar stretcher.
Pacific Islands at 1200-1445 on 9540 and 11.780 kc.,
and at 1500-0045 on 15.280 kc.; additional non-
home Service programs to the same area at 0100-
0345 on 9540 and 11.780 kc., with 9540 kc. off be-
tween 0300 and 0400; to Australia at 1500-1730 on
11.780 kc., at 1745-0045 on 15.110 kc., and at 0400-
0645 on 9540 and 11.780 kc.; to Antarctica (Sundays
only) at 0315-0345 on 6060 kc.; to Samoa in the
Samoa language (Tuesdays only) at 0200-0230 on
9540 and 11.780 kc.; to Cook Islands and Niue in the
Hawaiian and Niuan languages at 0245-
0305 on Wednesdays and at 0300-0330 on Saturdays
on 9540 and 11.780 kc.

Nicaragua—Station YNHC, R. Hernandez Cor-
doba, Ocotal, 6100 kc., is noted at 1720-1900 with
an all-Spanish program of Latin American pop and
native music, frequent announcements and com-
mercials. A news bulletin is given at 1900.

Peru—Station OAX5V, R. Villarica, Huancavel-
ica, has moved from 4943 kc. to 4805 kc. and closes
at 2300. Station OAX3B (?) R. El Pongo, Tingo
Maria, on 4785 kc., is a new station and reports are
requested; the station operates dual to OAX3C on
1060 kc. and s/off time is 0000.

An interesting note: in Peru, the word "pongo"
means a natural bridge uniting two sides of a

**SHORT-WAVE CONTRIBUTORS**

Frank Welch, Jr. (WPE1CR), Rochdale, Mass,
Clifford Stott (WPE1FQ), W. Springfield, Mass.
Phil Zuechi (WPE1FX), Marlboro, Mass.,
Robert Jacobs (WPE1EJ), New York, N. Y.
Gene Bond, Jr. (WPE2HJW), Moorestown, N. J.
David Leibowitz (WPE2JWP), Bronx, N. Y.
Al Alagueri (WPE2KCI), Albany, N. Y.
Ronald Coppola (WPE2KCI), Buffalo, N. Y.
Louis Baker (WPE2LKK), Brooklyn, N. Y.
Robert Hollbrook (WPE2LCX), Lake Placid, N. Y.
John Hall (WPE2LZ0), Hornell, N. Y.
Robert Harris (WPE2MIH), Syosset, N. Y.
Bernard Greene (WPE2MJN), Brooklyn, N. Y.
Tom Palmer (WPE4GEL), Sanford, Fla.
David Brodsky (WPE4NZ), Arlington, Va.
David Chaffin (WPE4DZ), East Ridge, Tenn.
Aldridge Salisbury (WPE4EJL), Falls Church, Va.
Bobby Conder (WPE4HOT), Winston-Salem, N. C.
Hubert Beavers (WPE5DWC), Albuquerque, N. M.
Albert Henry (WPE6ENF), Anaheim, Calif.
Robert Sabin (WPE6D2B), Wilmington, Ohio
Ken Anderson (WPE8KEL), Akron, Ohio.
Robert Kilty (WPE8GQW), Newport, Ohio
Ronald Boelman (WPE8SF6), Kalamazoo, Mich.
Jim Pinnat (WPE8GQX), Euclid, Ohio
Thomas Kelly (WPE8HMN), Novi, Mich.
Kenneth Rosen (WPE8JH), Detroit, Mich.
David Meisel (WPE8JAD), Warhol, Ohio
Tim Kerscher (WPE8JBC), Columbus, Ohio
Robert Crow (WPE8JF), Warren, Ohio
Dennis Eksten (WPE8GD), Loves Park, Ill.
Wayne Winston (WPE8G5I), Chicago, Ill.
John Beaver, Sr. (WPE8KAF), Puzzle, Colo.
Jack Perolito (PY2PEI), San Paulo, Brazil
Grant Cooper (TP2PEJ), Smith’s Parish, Bermuda
Pat McGrath (6Y3PEI), Kingston, Jamaica
Leo Alster, Rahway, N. J.
John Birtie, Providence, R. I.
Joe Esher, New Kensington, Pa.
Robert Ford, Glen Burnie, Md.
Norman Kiel, Bronx, N. Y.
Joe Piechuta, Meriden, Conn.
Joe Rudolph, Red Bank, N. J.
Al Sauerbier, Washington, N. J.
G. White, Lansing, Mich.
George Zaher, New Haven, Conn.

**COYNE ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE**

**LEARN ELECTRONICS**

**FOUNDED 1899**

**NOT-FOR-PROFIT**

Electronics Engineering Technology — Degree (2 Yrs.)
Electrical-Electronics Technician — Diploma (40 Wks.)
TV-Radio-Electronics Technician — Diploma (80 Wks.)
Combined Electronics Technician — Diploma (32 Wks.)
Practical Electrical Maintenance — Diploma (24 Wks.)
Practical Refrigeration Air Conditioning and Appliance Repair — Diploma (16 Wks.)
Specialized Industrial Electronics — Certificate (8 Wks.)
Introduction to Electricity-Electronics — Certificate (100 Hrs.)

**Special finance plans. Part time employment service while in school. Also Free graduate employment service.**

---

**Use this coupon to get our FREE BOOK**

**"YOUR OPPORTUNITIES IN ELECTRONICS"**

COYNE ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE, Dept. of Electronics 35-35
1501 W. Congress Parkway, Chicago, Illinois 60607

**Address**

**City Zone State**

**Phone**

**Unlike most other schools, we do not employ salesmen**

**CIRCLE NO. 8 ON READER SERVICE PAGE**

**WORLD'S FINEST CORED SOLDER**

**ERSIN MULTICORE 5-CORE SOLDER**

**BUY IT AT**

**EASY DISPENSER**

**ONLY 50c**

---
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river or even two mountains; this phenomenon is typically Peruvian and is especially common in the Departmento de Huancoo where the above station is located.

**Saudi Arabia**—Test xmas with the new installations in Jeddah are made, according to station announcements, at 0700-1300 on 9670 kc., at 0700-1000 on 11,950 kc., and at 1000-1300 on 7120 kc. However, overseas sources claim some deviations from this schedule. Reports go to: Deputy Minister, Ministry of Information, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

**South Africa**—On-the-air announcements list this schedule for the Africa Service of R. South Africa: 0650-1210 on 15,220 kc., 1210-1330 on 11,950 kc., and 1330-1500 on 5525 and 11,900 kc.; and 1500-1615 on 7270 and 5525 kc.

**Switzerland**—The East Coast xman from Berne is broadcast at 2015-2130 on 5525, 6120, and 6080 kc.; presumably, the 6120-kc. outlet replaces the published frequency of 6105 kc. The West Coast transmission is still given at 1015 on 15,306 kc.

**Thailand**—Thai National Broadcasting Station, Bangkok, operates to N.A. at 2315-0015 and 0525-0657 on 6100, 7390, and 11,910 kc.; The Home Service relay for Thai Forces is on at 0430-0630 and 0800-0900 on 11,910 kc., and the Home Service relay at 1900-2000 and 0700-1030 on 4830, 6070, 7390, and 11,910 kc. Programs in Laotian are aired at 2005-2310 on 4830 kc. and at 0800-0830 on 6097 kc.; in Chinese at 2130-2145 on 6097 kc.; and in French at 0900-0100 on 11,910 kc., and in Malay at 0130-0145 on 4830 kc.

**Venezuela**—According to tuned announcements, YVVCN, 2430 kc., and YVPF, 6110 kc., *Escuelas Radiofónicas de Venezuela*, carry educational, cultural, and recreational programs for adult education under the Ministry of Education. These stations are located in San Fernando. Station YVVCN is strong in New England; YVPF is readable, although considerably weaker.

**Unidentified**—La Voix du Laos has been heard on 7340 kc. with daily opening around 0610. The IS is played on an organ. At 0615 there is a program in Laotian (?), news in French at 0700, s/off at 0715.

*The Golden West Network* is noted around 14,740 kc. from 1740 to 1900/fade with football games and American-type commercial ads. The Oakland and Bay areas are often mentioned. (I believe this is part of a commercial point-to-point relay service; further details are requested—Ed.)

**Medium-Wave Stations**

Numerous medium-wave stations are still being reported, especially along the East Coast. Here is a sampling of some of the latest reports, listed by frequency in kilocycles.

**560** British Guiana at 1745 in Eng. No QSL to date.

**645** R. Eirinn, Ireland, at 1800, with Eng. and some Gaelic. Letter verification. This particular report came from Bermuda; has any state-side DX'er ever heard or verified this station?

**750** Station 212, St. Kitts, at 1830, with Eng. relays from London. Letter verification.

---

**DX Country Awards Presented**

*To be eligible for one of the DX Country Awards designed for WPE Monitor Certificate holders, you must have verified stations in 25, 50, 75, 100, or 150 different countries. The following DX'ers recently received their awards.*

**One Hundred Countries Verified**

Jack Forbing (WPE9AMH), Fort Wayne, Ind.

Chuck Edwards (WPE4BNK), Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Marlin A. Field (WPE8FRE), Benton Harbor, Mich.

Frank Gregory (VE3PE1VQ), Brampton, Ont., Canada

Robert Eddy (WPE8EQW), Newport, Ohio

**Seventy-Five Countries Verified**

Jack Lane (WPE9EUV), Lafayette, Ind.

George R. Oppegaard (WPE3ELI), New Castle, Del.

Dave Siddall (WPE1EBN), Hyannis, Mass.

Edward J. Fellows (WPE7BLN), Seattle, Wash.

Gerry Klein (WPE2FAH), Buffalo, N. Y.

Louie A. Stober (WPE70Q), Tigard, Oregon

Frank Welch Jr. (WPE1CRV), Rochdale, Mass.

William A. Lund (WPE6CJ), Manhattan Beach, Calif.

**Fifty Countries Verified**

Dave Brown (WPE6GEM), Woodland Hills, Calif.

David W. Johnson (VE2P1BS), Montreal, Que., Canada

Norman Kiel (WPE2LON), Bronx, N. Y.

Leonard L. Larue (WPE2KUR), New York, N. Y.

W. J. Dwyer (WPE3CKC), Little Silver, N. J.

L. P. Olsen (WPE6DKR), Montebello, Calif.

**Twenty-Five Countries Verified**

Andrew Rippin (VE3PE2CM), Scarborough, Ont., Canada

Richard Bender (WPE2MAJ), Hoboken, N. J.

Bernard Greene (WPE2MHL), Brooklyn, N. Y.

Christopher Maher (WPE5CEV), Jackson, Miss.

Mossman Roueche (WPE3DJR), Silver Spring, Md.

Michael J. Loucks (WPE1FHNC), Wrentham, Mass.

Jeff Tallent (WPE4HUC), Louisville, Ky.

Douglas Bradham (WPE4GSSZ), Rocky Mount, N. C.

Eric Lebowitz (WPE2JJY), New York, N. Y.

Robert Kaplan (WPE2MUR), Bronx, N. Y.

Bill Carlile (WPE8HSO), Columbus, Ohio

Robert Brinkner (WPE3FFY), Pittsburgh, Pa.

Drew Ritter (WPE3FWP), Jenkintown, Pa.

Robert L. West (WPE4GZW), Fort Payne, Ala.

James H. Earl (WPE4HWP), Lynchburg, Va.

William Campbell (WPE2JHA), Canandaigua, N. Y.

Edward H. Rolfs (WPE1FNU), Topsfield, Mass.

Daniel Shapiro (WPE2MUL), Brooklyn, N. Y.

Anthony J. Cusimano (WPE3FSI), Baltimore, Md.

John De Haven (WPE3FON), Lutherville, Md.

Bert Pestor (WPE3PEL), Sudbury, Ont., Canada

Richard A. Cohen (WPE1EWL), Winthrop, Mass.

W. Raisch (WPE2HVP), N. Bergen, N. J.

Richard Desharnais (WPE1FGI), Dracut, Mass.

Kenneth Rosen (WPE8HHSZ), Detroit, Mich.

Jess Dyer (WPE8COJ), Detroit, Mich.

Leonard D'Andrea (WPE8HDA), Cincinnati, Ohio

Richard Heiser (WPE5DFR), Springer, N. Mex.

W. R. Davis (WPE4HYX), Ocilla, Fla.

James Kowsalski (WPE9GZB), Two Rivers, Wis.

Nelson Merrick (WPE8BCW), Livonia, Mich.

Charles H. Reinsch (WPE7CCH), Kirkland, Wash.

Robert Harris (WPE2MHD), Syosset, N. Y.

James G. Blinn (WPE1IUL), Windsor, Conn.

Philip Rossman (WPE2MEY), New York, N. Y.

Cliff Goodlett (WPE4HXP), Chattanooga, Tenn.

Chris Nelson (KL7PLEX), Ketchikan, Alaska

Charles P. Chaney (WPE3FDR), Baltimore, Md.

H. Hugh Whitehead, Jr. (WPE4FON), Hampton, Va.

Adelard Beaupe (WPE1FVO), Putnam, Conn.

John Karsies (WPE8EIEY), Grand Rapids, Mich.

Joe Di Leo (WPE1FQV), Waterbury, Conn.
DX STATES AWARD RULES

Are you eligible to apply for a 20, 30, 40, or 50 States Verified Award? Here is a brief resume of the rules and regulations.

1. You must be a registered WPE Short-Wave Monitor and show your call on your application. You'll find an application form on page 67 in the February issue.

2. You must submit a list of stations (any frequency or service) for which you have received verifications, one for each state heard. You must also supply the following information in tabular form: (a) state heard; (b) call sign or name of station heard and location; (c) frequency; (d) date the station was heard; (e) date of verification; (f) whether broadcast was a normal transmission for the class of station received, or a test. All of the above information should be copied from the station's verification. Do not list any verifications you are not allowed for authentication on demand. Do not send any verifications at this time. Should any verifications need to be sent in for checking, we will notify you and give you instructions on how to send them.

3. A fee of 50 cents (U.S.) coin must accompany the application to cover the costs of printing, handling, and mailing. This fee will be returned in the event an applicant is found to be ineligible. Applicants in countries other than the U.S. may send the equivalent of 60 cents (U.S.) in coins of their own country if they wish. Please do not send International Reply Coupons (IRC's) when applying for an award.

4. Apply for the highest DX award for which you are eligible. If, at a later date, you are eligible for a higher award, then apply for that award.

5. Send your application, verification list, and fee to: Hank Bennett, Short-Wave Editor, P. O. Box 333, Cherry Hill, N. J. 08034. Do not include an application for a Short-Wave Monitor Certificate (you are not eligible for any of the awards until you have a Short-Wave Monitor Certificate in your possession). Reports, news items, or questions should be mailed in a separate envelope.
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FOR SALE

FREE! Giant bargain catalog on transistors, diodes, rectifiers, components. Poly Pak, P.O. Box 942, Lynnfield, Mass.

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Snooperscopes, Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog 20c. Meshna, Nahant, Mass.


QSL’s $1.75/100 up. Catalog-5 samples-10¢. Longbrook, Box 393-Y, Quakertown, N.J. 08868.


CB WPE QSL Cards, Samples Free. Radio Press, Box 24, Pittstown, New Jersey.

“SPECIAL” WPE-SWL-CB-QSL cards, 3 colors, $2.50 per 100—Free Samples, Garth, Jutland, New Jersey.

TRANSORIZED Products Importers catalog, 1.00. Intercontinental, CPO 1717, Tokyo, Japan.

CANADIANS—GIANT Surplus Bargain Packed Catalogs. Electronics, Hi-Fi, Shortwave, Amateur, Citizens Radio, Rush $1.00 (Refunded). ETCO, Dept Z., Box 741, Montreal, CANADA.

TV CAMERAS, transmitters, converters, etc. Lowest factor prices. Catalog 10c. Vanguard, 190-48 99th Ave., Hollis, N.Y. 11423.

WEBBER Labs. Transistorized converter kit $5.00. Two models using car radio 30-50Mc or 100-200Mc, one Mc spread. Easily constructed. Webber, 40 Morris, Lynn, Mass.

JAPAN & Hong Kong Electronics Directory. Products, components, supplies. 50 firms—just $1.00. Ipanno Kaisha Ltd., Box 6266, Spokane, Washington 99207.

DIAGRAMS Radios $1.00 Television $1.00, Schematics, 618 Fourth Street, Newark, New Jersey 07107.


CB QSL-WPE-SWL cards—Attractive 2 & 3 colors, glossy white. Call records books, Plastic card holders, Warning, Police, Gag. Call letter signs, Plastic badges, Maps, etc. Send 25¢ (refundable) for catalog No. 107. WOODY, 2611 Shanandoah, St. Louis, Mo. 63104.


NEW Supersensitive transistor locators detect buried gold, silver, coins, Kits, assembled models. $19.95 up. Underwater models available. Free catalog. Relco-A33, Box 10565, Houston 18, Texas.

GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional words may be set in bold caps at 10¢ extra per word. All copy subject to publisher's approval. Closing Date: 1st of the 2nd preceding month (for example, March issue closes Janu- ary 1st). Send order and remittance to: Hal Cymes, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016.


CB QSLs $2.00 per 100 postpaid. Free sample. Hobby Print Shop. Umatilla, Fla. 32784.

INVESTIGATORS, FREE BROCHURE, LATEST SUBMINIATURE ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT. ACE ELECTRONICS, 11500-L NW 7TH AVE., MIAMI 50, FLA.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS, Hams, Experimenters. Catalog 10c. P/M Electronics, Box 6288, Seattle, Wash. 98188.

YOU CAN UNDERSELL all catalog houses in America! Free details! Cam Company, 436-11 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, N.J.

CITIZEN BANDERS! Get base station Performance with your mobile units. No modifications or soldering necessary. Proven performance. Send for free details or send ($15.00) to: Francis, 15 Park Row, N.Y. 38, N.Y.

FLIP-FLOPS: Transistorized circuit mounted on a printed circuit board with plug-in connector. Operation up to 15000 cps in set-reset or trigger mode. Can be used in counters, shift registers, and memories with no additional circuitry. $3.87 complete. Send for free literature. KOMTRON, Box 275, Little Falls, N.J., 07424.

DETECTIVES! Free brochures! Electronic intelligence devices for your needs and budget. SILMAR ELECTRONICS, 3476 N.W. 7th Street, Miami, Fla. 33126.

HEAR AIRCRAFT, TOWER EMERGENCIES, WEATHER. 9 transistor AM-FM, VHF aircraft portable pocket receiver. Complete $26.50. Free details. BUILD TINY ULTRASENSITIVE FM WIRELESS MIKE transmits 200’. Instructions only. $4.95. Free samples available from us. TRANSICO, Box 13482 North Country Branch, St. Louis, Mo. 63138.

ACHTUNG! Das machine is nicht fur Gerfingerpunkten und mittengruben. Is easy schnappen der Springenwerk, blemufusen und poppencorken mit spitzenparkan. Ist nicht fur gewieren by das Dummkapfen. Das rubberneckne sightseerern keepen hands in das pockets. Relaxen and watch das Blinkenlights. This attractive, engraved metal plaque only $2.00 each. ppd. Southwest Agents, Dept. P Box 12283, Fort Worth, Texas 76116.

CB'er's, NEW Solid State Mobile Antenna Booster. Increase range, power, receiver sensitivity. Decrease SWR, noise. R.F. modulation indicator. Lightning protection. $9.95. Dynacom, 4860 NW 2nd Avenue, Miami, Fl. 33127.

LASER: Hobbyists, experimenters, amateur scientists. Build your own coherent-light optical laser. Complete instructions, schematic diagrams and parts list, $6.00. Same as above, diode laser. $3.00. Technical Writers Group, Box 5501, State College Station, Raleigh, N.C.

RAY GUN—Want to build a Laser? Shoots a pencil-thin beam of light, burns anything in its path in a fraction of a second—even through dense fog. Remote control. Build your model for $100, or about 1/10th the price of other models! Get two friends interested and the price is only $33 a piece! Complete blueprints, directions, price and parts list, only $9.95. M. J. Research Company, 7110 Cedar, Shawnee Mission, Kansas.

SURPLUS SATELITE BATTERIES
99¢ ea.

These Government surplus storage battery cells are nickel-cadmium, high power, made in batches of sate- lites and missiles due to characteristics not pos- sessed by more conventional cells. Lifetime service, constant voltage during discharge, extreme tem- perature ranges, discharges in any position, compact, high discharge rates up to 25 times ampere hour capacity in emergencies, not harmed by storage, overcharging and freezing.

Cells are 1.25 V. EA. REGARDLESS OF TYPE. Hence with these cells to operate any equipment using dry or wet batteries where port-ability, dependability, and economies are required. Select cells from list to best fit application.

NICKEL-Cadmium PLASTIC CASED CELLS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Capacity (Ah)</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60 x 30 x 25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>90 x 45 x 30</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T10</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>120 x 50 x 40</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NICKEL-Cadmium STEEL CASED CELLS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Capacity (Ah)</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D-4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>80 x 40 x 25</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>120 x 60 x 40</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-8</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>160 x 80 x 60</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FREE catalog mailed to interested parties.

ESSE RADIO COMPANY
368 S. Meridian St.
Indianapolis, Indiana 46223

CIRCLE NO. 10 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

INVESTIGATORS, keep in step with advancements in the art of electronics for the professional. Send 1.00 for equipment brochure. WJS Electronics, 1525 North Hudson, Hollywood, California 90028.

HAM EQUIPMENT

ALTERNATOR, GENERATOR, VOLTAGE REGULATOR high quality mobile filters, $2.50 each. Epco, Springboro, Ohio.


HIGH FIDELITY

"LOW, Low quotes: all components and recorders. HiFi, Roslyn 9, Penna."

Hi-Fi Components, Tape Recorders, at guaranteed "We Will Not Be Undersold" prices. 15-day money back guar- antee. Two-year warranty. No Catalog. Quotations Free. Hi-Fidelity Center, 1797 (P) 1st Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10028.

FREE! Send for money saving stereo catalog #3E and lowest quotations on your individual component, tape recorder, or system requirements. Electronic Values, Inc., 200 W. 20th St., New York, N. Y. 10011.
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SHORTWAVE LISTENING

SW LISTENERS GUIDE, easy to use, English program-
ing. DOUBLES LISTENING PLEASURE. $2.00. SWL
Guide, 218 Gifford, Syracuse 2, N.Y.

MOVIE FILMS

TEACH Yourself—GOLF—BOWLING—TRAIN YOUR DOG,
tool by ordering SPORTLIGHT 8mm Instructional Films.
4 GOLF lessons (woods, short irons, greater distance,
cure slice) with JOHNNY REVOLTA, MICKEY WRIGHT, 3
BOWLING lessons (4-step, FAZIO, LADEWIG: 5-step, NAGY), DOG TRAINING, WILLIE NECKER. Each 50’ film
$2.99 ppd—any 4, $10.45; all 8—$18.95. SPORTLIGHT
FILMS, 20-PE North Wacker Drive, Chicago, III, 60606.

TUBES

BEFORE You Buy Receiving Tubes, Test Equipment, Hifi
Components, Kits, Parts, etc. . . . send for Giant
Free Zalytron Current Catalog, featuring Standard Brand
Tubes: RCA, GE, etc.—all Brand new Premium Quality
Individually Boxed, One Year Guarantee—all at Biggest
Discounts in America! We serve professional servicemen,
hobbyists, experimenters, engineers, technicians. Why
Pay More? Zalytron Tube Corp., 469-E Jericho Turnpike,
Mineola, N.Y. 11502.

TUBE Headquarters of the World! Free Catalog (tubes,
electronic equipment) write Barry, 512 Broadway,
N.Y.C. 12.

Radio & T.V. Tubes—3$g each. Send for free list. Cornell,
4213 University, San Diego, California 92105.

WANTED

CASH Paid! Unused tubes, electronic equipment. Barry,
512 Broadway, N.Y.C. 12.

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold, Ores Analyzed.

TAPE AND RECORDERs

TAPE Recorders, Hi-Fi, components, Sleep Learning
Equipment, tapes. Unusual Values Free Catalog. Dress-
er, 1523PE, Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park 11, N.Y.

BEFORE Renting Stereo Tapes try us. Postpaid both ways
—no deposit—immediate delivery. Quality—Dependability
—Service—Satisfaction—prevail here. If you've been dis-
satisfied in the past, your initial order will prove this is
no idle boast. Free Catalog. Gold Coast Tape Library, Box
2262, Palm Village Station, Hialeah, Fla 33012.

TAPE DECK MOTORS. Convert common motors to syn-
chronous and torque motors, cheaply. Complete theory,
methods $3.85. Pepke Laboratories, 309-B West 19 St.,
N.Y.C., N.Y. 10011.

RENT Stereo Tapes—over 2,500 different—all major la-
beis—free booklet. Stereo—Party, 1616-P Terrace Way,
Santa Rosa, California.

TAPEMONERS MAKES AVAILABLE TO YOU—ALL 4-TRACK
STEREO TAPES—ALL LABELS—POSTPAID TO YOUR
DOOR—AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS. FOR FREE BRO-
CHURE WRITE TAPE-MATES CLUB, 5280-P. W. PICO
BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90019.

STEREO TAPE. Save up to 60% (no membership fees).
We discount recorders, batteries, accessories. We mail
prerecorded tape, prepaid, anywhere that United States
rates prevail. Free 60 page catalog. Saxitone, 1776
Columbia Road, Washington, D.C. 20009.

RENT 4-TRACK STEREO TAPES—Narrow it down, it has to
be TRIMOR—Goodbye to partial satisfaction—Service
and Dependability our keynote—ALL LABELS and TITLES
—No Deposit—Postpaid both ways. (48 states)—FREE
BROCHURE and TAPE CATALOG. TRIMOR Company
P. O. Box 748, Flushing, N.Y. 11352.

TAPE RECORDER BARGAINS. Brand new, latest models,
$10.00 above cost. Arkay Sales, 22-03 Riverside Ave.,
Medford, Mass. 02155.

TAPE transport. Recording studio quality. Build yourself
for fraction of cost. Detailed plans $5.00. Pepke Lab-
oratories, 309-B West 19 Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10011.

TOP quality Sarkes Tarzian’s Galaxie tensitized Mylan
tapes: 1800’—$1.56, 2400’—$2.59, 3600’—$3.69, plus
postage. Money back guarantee. Free Price list, hand-
book: "Fun with your tape recorder". Pole Electronics,
1716-PE Northfield, Muncie, Indiana.

PHOTOGRAPHS

PHOTOGRAPHS and transparencies wanted, to $500.00
each. Valuable information free—Write Intraphoto-PE,
Box 74607, Hollywood 90004.

REPAIRS AND SERVICES

TV Tuners rebuilt and aligned per manufacturers speci-
fication. Only $9.50. Any make UHF or VHF. We ship
COD. Ninety day written guarantee. Ship complete with
tubes or write for free mailing kit and dealer brochure.
JW Electronics, Box 51C, Bloomington, Indiana.

TRANSISTOR radio repair. $4.50 each. Guaranteed 90
days. Returned COD. TRANSERVO, Box 1022P, Bloom-
ington, Indiana 47402.
PLANS AND KITS


MAKE Any Window Into One Way Glass. Formula. $1.00. H. Thomas, 839 South Albemarle St., York, Pa. 17403.

COMMUNICATE with your subconscious. Works in Seconds. $1.00 Guaranteed. H. Thomas, 839 South Albemarle St., York, Pa. 17403.

TELEPHONE EXTENSION IN YOUR CAR. Answer your home telephone by radio from your car. Complete diagrams and instructions $3.00. Don Britton Enterprises, 7906 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90046.


WE BUILD CONSTRUCTION PLANS: $50 TV Camera. $40 Automatic Telephone Answering Machine. $50 Ultrasonic Dishwasher. $15 Bell System Type Speakerphone, inaudible Illumination. Private Eye Tail Transmitter, $75 Electron Microscope, $10 Legal Telephone Connector, Electronic Tranquilizer, Transistorized Teletype; Plans $4.75 each. Free Super Hobby Catalog. Don Britton Enterprises, 7906 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90046.


WE SUPPLY semiconductors for Popular Electronics projects. Low cost kits. 5-tube radio kit, $10.00. Fed Catalog. quotations. Brandwein Co. 306 West 100th St., N.Y.C. 10025.

SHIRT POCKET VHF POLICE RECEIVER Exciting listening. Plans $2.00 each. Easily assembled. Ottawa Sales, Box 627, Holland, Michigan 49424.

EQUIPMENT


ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS—WHOLESALE PRICES Select sample order No. 1 Transistor—No. 2 Resistor—Capacitor No. 3 Relay—Transformer No. 4 Accessories. Send $1.00 + 15c postage each, Big list of money back guaranteed bargains. Dart Electronic Devices, Box 214, Jericho, New York.

WOW! Components jackpots, 79c each, 3 for $2.00. Tube lists free. Steinmetz, 7519 Maplewood, Hammond, Ind.

PATENTS

INVENTIONS; Ideas developed for Cash/Royalty sales. Raymond Lee, 1606G Bush Building, New York City 36.
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INSTRUCTION

LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your recorder, phonograph. Astonishing details, sensational catalog free! Sleep-Learning Association, Box 24-ZD, Olympia, Wash.

HIGHLY-EFFECTIVE Home study review for FCC Commercial phone exams. Free Literature! Cook's School of Electronics, Box 10682, Pittsburgh, Pa., 15235 (Established 1945, Jackson, Miss.)

FCC License in 6 weeks, First Class Radio telephone. Results Guaranteed. Elkins Radio School, 2605B Inwood, Dallas, Texas.


REI First Class Radio Telephone License in (5) weeks Guaranteed. Tuition $295.00. Job placement free. Radio Engineering Institute, 1336 Main Street, San Jose, Calif.


DRAFTING, Blueprint reading, schematics. Send $2.00 first lesson. Complete home course $25.00. Prior Inc., 23-09 169 St., Whitestone 57, N. Y.

PRINTING


INVENTORS WANTED

INVENTORS! Don't sell or license your invention for cash or royalties until you receive our offer. Financial assistance available. For free information write Dept. 71, International Invention Institute, 17 Park Row, New York 38, N.Y.

INVENTORS. We will develop, help sell your idea or invention, patented or unpatented. Our national manufacturer clients are urgently seeking new items for outright cash sale or royalties. Financial assistance available. 10 years proven performance. For free information, write Dept. 41, Wall Street Invention Brokerage, 79 Wall Street, New York 5, N.Y.


INVENTORS! Don't sell your invention, patented or unpatented, until you receive our offer. Eagle Development Company, Dept. P, 79 Wall Street, N.Y. 5, N.Y.

INVENTORS! Sell your invention for cash or royalties! Our client manufacturers eagerly seek new items. Patented. Unpatented. For free information, write Dept. 20, Gilbert Adams, Invention Broker, 80 Wall St., New York 5, N.Y.

INVENTORS! Needing Help with any problem, financial, development, securing manufacturer, obtaining patent. Write the organization that delivers action and results—not promises. Pioneer Invention Service, Dept. 79, 150 Broadway, New York 38, N.Y.

INVENTORS! Outright cash sale or royalties for your inventions. Patented. Unpatented. Active demand from our client manufacturers. Financial assistance available. Write Dept. 35, United States Invention Brokerage, 78 Wall Street, New York 5, N.Y.

INVENTORS! Convert your idea into cash. Let us help you get the highest possible price for your patented or unpatented invention. For free details about our personalized services, write Hanover Invention Brokerage, Dept. 515, 120 Liberty St., N.Y. 6, N.Y.


GOVERNMENT SURPLUS


"GOVERNMENT SELLS"—Surplus Electronics; Oscilloscopes; Transceivers; Test Equipment; Radar; Walkie-Talkies; Boats; Jeeps; Aircrafts; Misc.—Send For—"U.S. Dept. Directory-Procedure"—$1.00—Service, Box 425 (Z), Nanuet, N.Y.


BOOKS

AUTHORS! Learn how to have your book published, promoted, distributed. FREE booklet "ZD," Vantage, 120 West 31 St., New York 1.


HOW TO Succeed In Broadcasting $1.00. Radio Advertising Communications, Box 3364, Anaheim, Calif.

MAGAZINES

ELECTRON is A Brand New Electronics Hobbyist Magazine. Free Sample Copy. Electron, Box 796, Montreal, Canada.

REMAILING SERVICE

25¢ T. CANASE, 3 Irving Street, Waterbury, Conn.

MUSIC


NEW book describes professional music systems. All types, costs. 50¢ postpaid. Phoenix, 1165 Citron, Anaheim, Calif.

REAL ESTATE

FLORIDA Water Wonderland—Homesites, Cottagesites, Mobilesites, Established area. $390 full price, $5.00 month. Swimming, fishing, boating. Write, Lake Weir, 38bf, Silver Springs, Fla. Ad 6-1070 (F-1)

FREE—ALL NEW SPRING CATALOG Thousands of properties described, photos galore—Land, farms, homes, businesses—recreation, retirement. 472 offices coast-to-coast. "World's Largest." Mailed Free! STROUT REALTY, 50-ZD East 42nd St., N.Y. 17, N.Y.

FREE! Big Illustrated Spring catalog! Top values coast to coast! Farms, Ranches, Homes, Businesses, Waterfront, Recreation, Retirement properties. United Farm Agency, 612-B West 47th St., Kansas City, Mo. 64112. Plaza 3-4212.

HYPNOTISM

FREE Hypnotism, Self-Hypnosis, Sleep Learning Catalog! Drawer H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345.

HYPNOTIZE UNNOTICED! PATENTED new hand device makes you a Hypnotist first day or refund! Hypnotist's Handbook included! $2.00. Hypnosis Foundation, Box 487, La Mesa 9, California.

LATEST Lab. findings concerning Hypnotic Induction. $1.00 professionals and students. Treadway Laboratories, 3536 Victor, St. Louis, Mo. 63104.

PLASTICS


FREE Book, Prophet Elijah Coming Before Christ. Wonderful Bible Evidence, PE Megiddo Mission, Rochester 19, N.Y.
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LATEST Lab. findings concerning Hypnotic Induction. $1.00 professionals and students. Treadway Laboratories, 3536 Victor, St. Louis, Mo. 63104.

PLASTICS


FREE Book, Prophet Elijah Coming Before Christ. Wonderful Bible Evidence, PE Megiddo Mission, Rochester 19, N.Y.

HOW TO Succeed In Broadcasting $1.00. Radio Advertising Communications, Box 3364, Anaheim, Calif.

MAGAZINES

ELECTRON is A Brand New Electronics Hobbyist Magazine. Free Sample Copy. Electron, Box 796, Montreal, Canada.

REMAILING SERVICE

25¢ T. CANASE, 3 Irving Street, Waterbury, Conn.

MUSIC


NEW book describes professional music systems. All types, costs. 50¢ postpaid. Phoenix, 1165 Citron, Anaheim, Calif.

REAL ESTATE

FLORIDA Water Wonderland—Homesites, Cottagesites, Mobilesites, Established area. $390 full price, $5.00 month. Swimming, fishing, boating. Write, Lake Weir, 38bf, Silver Springs, Fla. Ad 6-1070 (F-1)

FREE—ALL NEW SPRING CATALOG Thousands of properties described, photos galore—Land, farms, homes, businesses—recreation, retirement. 472 offices coast-to-coast. "World's Largest." Mailed Free! STROUT REALTY, 50-ZD East 42nd St., N.Y. 17, N.Y.

FREE! Big Illustrated Spring catalog! Top values coast to coast! Farms, Ranches, Homes, Businesses, Waterfront, Recreation, Retirement properties. United Farm Agency, 612-B West 47th St., Kansas City, Mo. 64112. Plaza 3-4212.

HYPNOTISM

FREE Hypnotism, Self-Hypnosis, Sleep Learning Catalog! Drawer H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345.

HYPNOTIZE UNNOTICED! PATENTED new hand device makes you a Hypnotist first day or refund! Hypnotist's Handbook included! $2.00. Hypnosis Foundation, Box 487, La Mesa 9, California.

LATEST Lab. findings concerning Hypnotic Induction. $1.00 professionals and students. Treadway Laboratories, 3536 Victor, St. Louis, Mo. 63104.
RECORDS

DISCOUNT Records, All Labels—Free List. Write Cliff House, Box 42-P, Utica, N.Y.

PROTECT YOUR RECORDS! Personalized Record Labels, 500—$1.00. Lee’s, Box 215, Hawthorne, Fla. 32640.

PHOTOGRAPHY—FILM, EQUIPMENT, SERVICES

MEDICAL Film—Adults Only—“Childbirth”—1 reel 8mm, $7.50—16mm $14.95. International-E, Greenvile, L.I., New York.


EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

LEARN While Asleep. Remarkable, Scientific, 92% Effective. Details Free. ASR Foundation, Box 7021, Dept. e.g., Lexington, Kentucky.


FREE EDUCATION! Greater Success! Learn how to get it. Information Free! Cameo, Carolltown 10, Pa.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES


VENDING Machines—No Selling. Operate a route of coin machines and earn amazing profits. 32-page catalog free. Parkway Machine Corporation, 715P Ensor Street, Baltimore 2, Md.

ELECTROPLATING Equipment and supplies. All types for home workshops and industrial. Send $1.00 (refundable) for equipment guide, formulas, operating data, catalog. HBS Equipment Division 90, 3445 Union Pacific Ave., Los Angeles 23, California.

I MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others make money! Start with $10.00—Free Proof. Torrey, Box 3566-N, Oklahoma City 6, Oklahoma.


YOU CAN UNDERSELL all catalog houses in America! Free details! Cam Company, 436-10 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, N.J.


FREE Book "990 Successful, Little-Known Businesses." Work home! Plymouth-845W, Brooklyn 4, N.Y.

FREE! "692 Business Opportunities." Hurry 25¢. Norman, Box 2-R5, Brooklyn 11212.

SELL CB EQUIPMENT—Dealerships available to aggressive people who can sell Citizens Band Radio full or part time. Knox Electronic, Dept 194, Galesburg, Ill. 61401.

100,000 PRODUCTS Wholesale! Write Today! Wholesalers, 1265-PP Broadway, New York 1, N.Y.

SPARETIME businesses at home. We have plans galore! Sample assortment $2.00. Money-back if not delighted. Elton’s, Box 18223-PE4, Indianapolis, Indiana 46218.

FINANCIAL, INVESTMENT CO’S WHO HAVE risk venture capital reached. You can send details of your proposition direct or thru your attorney to Consultant, 817-51st Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

HOW to import products at prices below wholesale. How to sell them by mail. Complete course only $2.00. Satisfaction or refund. Elton’s, Box 18223-PE5, Indianapolis, Indiana 46218.

PIANO Tuning learned quickly at home. Tremendous field! Musical knowledge unnecessary. Information free. Empire School of Piano Tuning, Dept. PE, Box 327, Shenandoah Station, Miami, Florida 33145. (Founded 1935.)

IMPROVE YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES by advertising in the ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE. Our monthly readership of more than 415,000 electronics hobbyists assures you of success—and the low cost of just 75¢ a word assures you of a minimum investment. POPULAR ELECTRONICS’ ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE is growing, and you can grow along with us by placing your ad in the next available issue. Send your advertising copy and remittance today to: Hal Cymes, Classified Advertising Manager, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016.

FREE!

POLY PAK BONUS SALE

$25 SURPRISE PAK* Add 25¢ handling

$1 CHOOSE ANY $1 ITEM FREE

Both With $10.00 ORDER

* SURPRISE PAK contains Transistors, Rectifiers, Zeners, SCRs, Parts & Pak's

March, 1965

CIRCLE NO. 25 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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HELP WANTED


LONG NEEDED Invention. Man to contact service stations. Huge profits. Cyclo Mfg., 3816 Dahlia, Dept. 114, Denver 1, Colorado.

STAMPS

HISTORY In The Making Issues! 65 different U.S. stamps, including Airmails, Special Delivery, Postage Dues. High Denominations, etc., some over 75 years old! Only 10¢ with approvals. Offer to adults only. Littleton Stamp Co., Littleton B12, N. H.


500 FINE Mixed U.S. 15¢, Wright, Box 753-X, Hagerstown, Maryland.

FREE—Mint British Colonials from Antarctic Territory, Borneo, Brunei, St. Christopher, Nevis, Caymans, Trangganu, Pitcairns. Free with approvals. Viking, Great Neck 50, N.Y.

FABULOUS MIXTURE FROM MISSIONS, BANKS: $1.00 Triple Lot: $2.50. Free Iceland set with each lot. Evie'n Ai, Box 7, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION


EMPLOYMENT Resumes. Get a better job & earn more! Send only $2.00 for expert, complete Resume Writing Instructions. J. Ross, 80-34 Kent St., Jamaica 32, N.Y., Dept. PE.


PERSONALS

INVESTIGATORS, FREE BROCHURE, LATEST SUBMINIATURE ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT. ACE ELECTRONICS, 11500 K. NW 7TH AVE., MIAMI 50, FLA.

ONLY $35.92 Monthly repays $800.00 (thirty payments). Borrow $100-$1,000 entirely by airmail. Write today. Bankers Investment Company, 92-A, Hutchinson, Kans.

LONELY? Attract people quickly, effortlessly! Instructions $2.00; Acumen, Box 115-H, Hull, Mass.

"HYPNOTIZE . . . One word . . . One fingersnap," on stage, Satisfaction—or refund. $2.00. Hypnomaster, Box 9309-E8, Chicago 90.

COINS


SUMMER CAMPS


MISCELLANEOUS

HYPNOTIZE secretly, cleverly, one glance . . . or money-back. $2. Elton's, Box 18223-P2, Indianapolis, Indiana, 46218.


DEEPLY in debt? Clear credit—quick relief. Write Advisor, Box 48337-ZD1, Los Angeles 90048.


WINEMAKERS: Free catalog of equipment. Semplex, Box 7208, Minneapolis, Minn. 55412.

SELF-HYPNOTISM in one evening or pay nothing. Full instructions only. $2.00. Elton's, Box 18223-P3, Indianapolis, Indiana 46218.

RAISE money fast—easy proven sources—free particulars. Advisor, Box 48337-ZD2, Los Angeles 90048.


FREE CATALOGUE! Have Fun! Be Party Livewire! Mandel, 2912 Neptune Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11224.


"GIANT ARMS" Dr. Young's D.C. Revolutionary discovery. $2.00. Satisfaction or refund. Guacho, Box 9309-S8, Chicago 90, III.

STAMMER—Stutter—No More. (Dr. Young.) Write: Guacho, Box 9309-E8, Chicago 90.

"MUSCLE BUILDING Shortcut." Uses self-hypnosis. Builds he-man body quickly . . . effortlessly. Instructions $2.00. Results or refund. Elton's, Box 18223-P7E, Indianapolis, Indiana 46218.

GET up to 50% more miles per gallon, money back guarantee, $6.95 pp. Dynatron, 5308 Market St., Oak, Calif.

LET our more than 415,000 monthly readers learn of the advantages of doing their substantial mail order business with YOU! Your classified advertisement in the ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE will cost little—only 75¢ per word—but you will be more than satisfied with the results achieved. New type style makes YOUR advertisement easier to read (thereby allowing you more exposure)—and you may run extra words in all capital letters for just 10¢ a word additional. The next available issue is May and your payment and copy should be received by March 1st to insure insertion. Write your copy, prepare remittance, and send today to: Hal Cymes, Classified Advertising Manager, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, 1 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.

CIRCLE NO. 28 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
RADIO SHACK GIVES YOU THIS $6.95 HARD-BOUND 290 PAGE BOOK WITH ANY ORDER OF $3.00 OR MORE FROM BARGAIN LIST BELOW!

RADIO SHACK — America's largest nationwide chain of 100% company-owned electronics shopping centers — offers a unique below-cost savings opportunity! With your order of $3 or more, you get a 6.95 copy of "How to Build Electronics Equipment" for just $1! Bonus #2 — add only 50c for packing, shipping and postage, regardless of order size — anywhere in the United States.

ARCHER PAKS
For Experimenters, Hobbyists
$1

ONLY 'REALISTIC' Lifetime TUBES ARE GUARANTEED FOR LIFE!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube Type</th>
<th>Net Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B3</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1G3GT</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1X2A/B</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B2</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3C86</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5AM6</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5AQ5</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5A05</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5A64</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A05</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A04</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A035</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A045</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5A105</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6BQ5</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6B065</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6B67K</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6B95</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5G65</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube Type</th>
<th>Net Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6BU8</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6BZ6</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6CB6A</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6CG5A</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6CM7</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6D06A/B</td>
<td>2.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6EA8</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6K67T</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6SN7</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT86</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6T6A</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6UBA</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6V6GT8A</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6G6GT</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6X4K</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6X8A</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12A7T</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12A4U/UA</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12A4X/GT8</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6X8A</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12A7T</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12A4U/UA</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12A4X/GT8</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35Z25T</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50L57T</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT86</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1200 MYLAR TAPE/7" REEL!

300 MYLAR TAPE/3" REEL!
Lots of 10 $59 Ea.  Lots of 5 #44-1073 $69 Ea.

MAIL TO RADIO SHACK STORE NEAREST YOU

Please send me:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tapes</th>
<th>Tubes</th>
<th>Tapes</th>
<th>Tubes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NAME
STREET
CITY STATE

Paks as checked $          Tubes $          Tapes $          Book $          $1.00
Postage/Handling $50c
TOTAL $                     ENCLOSED $       Check $        Money Order $      Add to My Account

THERE'S A RADIO SHACK STORE NEAR YOU!

CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD — 1303 19th St.
DOWNEY — Stonewood Shop, Ctr.
LA MESA — Grossmont Shop, Ctr.
LONG BEACH — 127 W. 7th St.
SAN LEANDRO — Bay Fair Shop, Ctr.

CONNECTICUT
NEW HAVEN — 92 York St.
STORRS — 235 High Ridge Rd.
WEST HARTFORD — 39 So. Main St.

ILLINOIS
CHICAGO — Evergreen Pk. at 95th St.

MAINE
PORTLAND — Pine Tree Shop, Ctr.

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON — 167 Washington St.
BOSTON — 594 Washington St.
BOSTON — 110 Federal St.
BRAINTREE — South Shore Plaza
BROOKLINE — 738 Commonwealth Ave.
CAMBRIDGE — Fresh Pond Shop, Ctr.
FRAMINGHAM — Shoppers World
LOWELL — Central Plaza, Shop
SAUGUS — 923 St., Ctr.
SPRINGFIELD — 1182 Main St.
WORCESTER — Lincoln Plaza

MICHIGAN
ST. PAUL — 16 E. 6th St.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
MANCHESTER — 1237 Elm St.

NEW YORK
NEW YORK — 1128 Ave. of the Americas
SYRACUSE — 3057 Erie Blvd. East

OHIO
CINCINNATI — 852 Swifton Ctr.
COLUMBUS — 2370 Cottage Ave.

OKLAHOMA
TULSA — 317 South Detroit St.

PENNSYLVANIA
PHILADELPHIA — 1128 Walnut St.

RHODE ISLAND
CRANSTON — 1301 Reservoir Ave.

TEXAS
DALLAS — 1601 Main St.
DALLAS — Medallion Center
DALLAS — 125 Wynnewood Village
FORT WORTH — 1515 So. Univ. Ctr.
FORT WORTH — 900 East Berry St.
FORT WORTH — 3524 East Denton Highway
HOUSTON — 2315 Travis St.
HOUStoN — 322 Northline Mall

VIRGINIA
ARLINGTON — Washington-Lee Shop, Ctr.
WASHINGTON
SEATTLE — 2028 Third Ave.
**Radio Shack® Gives You This $6.95 Hard-Bound 290 Page Book**

With any order of $3.00 or more from bargain list below!

Radio Shack — America's largest nationwide chain of 100% company-owned electronics shopping enters — offers a unique below-cost savings opportunity! With your order of $3 or more, you get a $6.95 copy of How to Build Electronics Equipment — for just $1! Bonus: #2, add only $0.50 for packing, shipping and postage, regardless of order size — anywhere in the United States!

**Archer Paks**

For Experimenters, Hobbyists

$1

- 30 Tubular Capacitors, 27-1568, 100 each to 1 each, to 600 V.W.D.C. $1
- 150 of Hook-Up Wire, 27-025, 6 rolls of 25'. $1
- 30 Assorted Capacitors, 27-1199, including disc, ceramic, mylar, paper, etc. $1
- 30 Quality Carbon Resistors, 27-1545, 1000 each to 2 megohm, 1, 2 watts. $1
- 6 Transistor Electrolytics, 27-1571, 5 md to 100 md, all voltages. $1
- 8 RCA Plugs and Jacks, 27-1573, for phonos, tubes, recorders, etc. $1
- 525 Electronic Surprise Package, 27-1251, resistors, diodes, condensers, etc. $1
- 12 Volt Power Supply Kit, 27-1220, ideal for any low-voltage requirement. $1
- C-72 Type Transistors, 27-1304/2, perfect as audio amplifier. Unused case. $1
- 10 Germanium Diodes, 27-821, similar to 1N34, 1N34A, 1N60. $1
- 2 10-Watt Power Transistors, 27-833, PNP Type, T0-3 case. $1
- 40 Watt Power Transistor, 27-834, for power supplies, etc. Similar to 2N173. $1

![Image](image_url)

**1200' Mylar Tape/7' Reel!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lots of 10</th>
<th>Lots of 5</th>
<th>#44-755</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>89¢</td>
<td>93¢</td>
<td>99¢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**300' Mylar Tape/3' Reel!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lots of 10</th>
<th>Lots of 5</th>
<th>#44-1073</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>59¢</td>
<td>64¢</td>
<td>69¢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mail to Radio Shack Store Nearest You

Please send me:

Tapes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paks as checked</th>
<th>$</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tubes $</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapes $</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postage/Handling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50¢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total

Enclosed $ | | | | | | |

Check | | | | | |

Money Order | | | |

Add to My Account | | | |

Name ____________________________

Street ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ____________
All-channel workhorses

...on transmit or receive

hy-gain's

NEW Mobile CB "TOPPERS"

Built to radiate more RF energy for greater range... capture more RF energy and lower signal-to-noise ratio

ELECTRICALLY...

New Hy-Gain Toppers scientifically blend the most advanced design theory with years of research and development to bring you greater range... greater readability... better signal-to-noise ratio from your mobile rig. Space-age Hy-Q Solid State loading coil is mounted at the top of the antenna to eliminate absorption losses and provide optimum radiation efficiency. It is precision wound and exactly spaced to deliver up to 2db gain over other mobile antennas. New concept "no-cut" adjustable tuning rod allows lifetime precision tuning for optimum performance on any vehicle.

MECHANICALLY...

New Hy-Gain Mobile Toppers are virtually indestructible. Hy-Q solid state loading coils are totally encapsulated in ever-enduring molded polystyrene. Whip sections and tuning sections are of low wind resistant top quality stainless steel (except telescoping models where whip section is chrome-plated brass). All mounts are precision designed to provide easy installation and a lifetime of rugged, leakproof performance. No stone was left unturned by Hy-Gain's engineers and skilled craftsmen in making new Hy-Gain Toppers the highest performance, most durable mobile antennas on the market today.

Write for fully illustrated performance-Comparison Technical Data Report on new Hy-Gain Toppers... it's FREE!

AVAILABLe NOW FROM YOUR HY-GAIN DISTRIBUTOR

HY-GAIN ELECTRONICS CORP.
8495 N.E. Highway E, Lincoln, Nebraska
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All-channel workhorses
...on transmit or receive

hy-gain's
NEW Mobile CB "TOPPERS"
Built to radiate more RF energy for greater range... capture more RF energy for greater readability and lower signal-to-noise ratio

ELECTRICALLY...
New Hy-Gain Toppers scientifically blend the most advanced design theory with years of research and development to bring you greater range... greater readability... better signal-to-noise ratio from your mobile rig. Space-age Hy-Q Solid State loading coil is mounted at the top of the antenna to eliminate absorption losses and provide optimum radiation efficiency. It is precision wound and exactingly spaced to deliver up to 2db gain over other mobile antennas. New concept "no-cut" adjustable tuning rod allows lifetime precision tuning for optimum performance on any vehicle.

MECHANICALLY...
New Hy-Gain Mobile Toppers are virtually indestructible. Hy-Q solid state loading coils are totally encapsulated in ever-enduring molded polystyrene. Whip sections and tuning sections are of low wind resistant top quality stainless steel (except telescoping models where whip section is chrome-plated brass). All mounts are precision designed to provide easy installation and a lifetime of rugged, leakproof performance. No stone was left unturned by Hy-Gain's engineers and skilled craftsmen in making new Hy-Gain Toppers the highest performance, most durable mobile antennas on the market today.

Write for fully illustrated performance-comparison Technical Data Report on new Hy-Gain Toppers... it's FREE!

AVAILABLE NOW FROM YOUR HY-GAIN DISTRIBUTOR
HY-GAIN ELECTRONICS CORP.
8495 N.E. Highway 6, Lincoln, Nebraska

CIRCLE NO. 14 ON READER SERVICE PAGE